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The Association was called to order by the president, Mr. W. E:Bolton, of
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Oklahoma, at 10:30 o’clock a. m.
TEE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, the hour of 10:W has arrived. We will
be received by Mr. F.P. Johnson of Denver, who is deputized by the mayor to
act for him aiid welcome you to Deriver. I take pleasure. iu intrGduoing Mr.
John soti.
MR.JOHNSON: Xr. President avd gentlemen, I have thought that if I
had had this program i n m y hands a little sooner, we might have arranged to
have had a n orator here to welcome you. I am not a n or.itor myself, simply a
-plain talker.
The president has stated thRt I had been deputized by the mayor to wel-‘
come yon t o Denver. That is not strictly true. I did not know that a body
of this kind would permit such a man as a mayor to come before it, and I did
not make m y such arrangements. When I found out that his name w a s on
t h e program, I eudeavored to locate him by ’pbone and by wire and notify him to
be here. h u t 1 could not 5nd him! and then ha is naturally mixed up with politics,
I assume he has his hands pretty full in that regard. I had arranged, however,
for the governor of the state to be here, supposing that he would be the best
m a n to come before you and say “How d’ do!” But the governor is also in a
peck of trouble this morning, and he ’phoned me a few momenta ago that it
would be virtually impossible for him to be down here and requested me to
weloome you gentlemen to Denver, and he said to assure you that everything
we have is yours.
W e are very glad to have you here with us, and hope that you will’have a
meetinq that will be of some beneflt to all of us. You have a great many important things on the program, things that I think will be of IL great deal of
interest, and while not very large in numbers I think the oonvention will be
able to accomplish some very good work, as there are a number of things to
be coneidered along the liue laid down in the program.
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I will state that I have been requested by the Chamber of Comnrerce and
Board of Trade of Denver to extend an invitation to the delegates to this
meeting to take luncheon with them to-morrow a t noon. I would like to bave
you come down and meet some of our people, and as this election will be all
over at that time, they will be able to say “How d’ do!” to you, arid later ou
during the proceedings, there will be some otber gentleman come before you,
aud say things in a little better shape tbao I uao.
But, on behalf of the governor and also on behalf of the mayor and everybody else coooerned, we desire to extend to you a hearty welcome to Denver.
I assure you anything you want is yours If this hotel suits any of you, and
sou would like to have it, if you will inform me ot t h a t fact, I will see that it is
conveyed to you. If there ace any gold mines or railroads or a n y other tbiugs
thtri you see around tow0 and want, if you will just memtion i t to me, I w i l l
see that you get it. Gentlemen, I welcome you to Denver.
THE PRESIDENT: I n the trbsenoe of Dr. Lucky, we wlll bave‘ to postpone the response to the address of welcome until t h i s afternoon, arid tbe next
in order will be the reading of the mirintes of the last meeting. blr. Smith of
Illinois.
SECRETARY-“REASU RERS REPORT.
7’0 the Interstate Live Stock Banitat-,y Bnardx:
Your secretary begs leave to report, that owiuq to a failure of the stenographer employed at our meetiog in Wichita, Kansas, Sept. 23, 1902,to tranaoribe his notes and transmit them to me, a1tbonnh repeatedly urged to do so
by letters from myse€f and from our wortby president, M r Boltoo, we have no
complete report of the last meeting:.
We can only ascribe a failure on his part to complete h i s work and furoish
us this report t o incompetency and reluctance on his part to admit it. It is
presnmed that the medical phrases and professiooal terms, used by the learned
gentlemen, who discnssed Bbe weighty subjects considered a t our last meeting,
were too much for him after his notes got. cold, at art) rate, h e received DO pay
for taking the notes, neither have I ever been able to get him to answer one of
the many letters I wrote him.
With this explanation of my failure to hare a printed report of our meeting last year, I will will att.empt to give you a brief’ report of the proceedings
had at that meeting from notes which I tooksupplemented by memory of what
took plaoe aud ask your indulgeace for any mistakes and the necessary incompleteneds of the report.
Our last annual meeting was held in Wichita, Kansas, on the 23d day of
Septsmb3r, 1W2. S3ms twelve or fifteen st ite9 and territorien were represented bg some thirty or forty relegates. Owing to conflicting dates witb otber
meetings of veterinary associations and to the fact that the date of t h e meeting was changed from the date originally set to aocomodate the city to Wichita,
the attendance was somewhat curtailed, but the meeting made up in enthusiasm
and interest what it lacked i n numbem. The meeting w a s called to order by
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Presideut W. H. Dunn, live stoc;k commissioner of Tennessee, and was responded to by an address of welcome delivered by Mr Huston for the mayor
of Wichita. The report of the secretary-treasurer was read and on motion,
approved. Committees were then appoiuted as follows: On lire and open
seasou and on resolutious On these committees was plaued one member from
each state represented a t the meeting after which -meetingadjourned uutil
at ter noou.
On couveninE the association was very highly entertained by Miss Stella
Burt, a talented young elocutionist of Wichita, and a t the conclusion of her
entertdnment, the meeting gave her a unanimous vote of tbanks, after which
discussion of the subject, “Control oC Texas Fever” was led by Dr. Luckey of
Missouri, followed by the subject “EWciency of Quarantine Lines” by Mr. M.
M. Hankins, cattle commissioner from Texas, Rfter which meetinR adjourned
anti1 evening, a t whioh time the variouscommittees were in session, completing
their work. A t the morning session Sept. 24 the czommittee on line and open
season presented their report as follows: (Here read report of committee)
after which the committee on resolutions made their report as follows: (Here
r e d report of resolutions.) On motion the reports of the committees were
approved aud adopted. Papers were then read on various subjects by members
of the association,’sfter which floe minate talks on conditions of the live stock
bminess of the rarious states by member from eaoh state, the associatiou then
proceeded to the election of of&ers for the ensuing year, resulting in the
selection of the following named gentlemen:
President- W. H.Boltou, Woodward, Oklaboma,
Vice-President-D. F.Luckey, Columbia, Missouri.
Secretary and Treasurer-William P. Smith, Monticello, Illinois. .
There being no further business the association adjourned to meet in
Denver, Colorado, on a date to flxed by the president and secrekry. - The seeretary would further report the collection of the following annual dues:
June 20,1903,Tenuessee..
.$lo 00
30,
Moutana
10 00
July 4,
Pennsylvania
10 00
9,
Illinois
10 00
.. 9,
North Carolina
10 00
13,
Louisiana.
10 00
21, .. New Mexico. ................................
10 00
Aug. 3,
Oklahoma
10 00
6,
Tex as... ...................................
10 00
20,
Iowa ........................................ 10 00
Sept. 8,
Massachasetfs ............................... 10 00
d l 1 0 00
I ask to be credited with amoant expended for postage,
stationary and servioes of stenographer estimated.
2000
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Leaving a balanoe on hand of..
Respeotfully submitted,

$9000

W.P.SMITH, Sedy-Trees.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LTNE AND OPEN SEASON.
0

Ttj

Honordde

W.R. Duim, Previrleut :

We,your crimmittee or1 h e arid open Sewon, beg leave t o report as follows:
1. We recommend to tho Departmeri t of Agriciiltiire that the riatiorid
-quarantine lirie remain the same as last year, w i t h the excrptirin t.hst the
counties of Moore arid Bledsoe i t i the state o f Teniies ,ee he pl~cedabove said
hp an agent of the Bnreau of
lirie after being extimitied arid recnmni~n~'ed
Animal Industry.
2. We recommend that cattle from below the federaj qiiaraiitine line he
allowed to'be moved to points above said line w i t h i r i the states of Texm and
Kansas aud the territory of OklahomiL betweeri November 1st ~ r r dDecember
31st, 1902, and to points witbin the states of Virginia, North Carolina, Tennesgee and Missouri, arid territories of .Qrizorirr arid New Mexico, between November lst, 1W2, and Jaiiiiary 31st,,1903, u n d e r the sanitary regulations provided
by these states and territories aud permitted hy t h e local authorities in charge,
provided t h a t rio such movement of soiitherri cattle s h a l l be allowed into any
of thgse states or territories where proper local remlations arm riot enforced.
3. All cattle from the qusrautirte district. destined to poirits oocsidb of
the states aud territories tihove uamed, mav be shipped without inspection.
between November lst, 1902,aud January Slst,, 1903, inclusive, arid without restrictions other than may he enforced by local regiilatiorrs a t point of destinatiou.
4. We recommeud t b a t cattle from the two riortheru tiers of coiirities i n
Arkansfis be Hdmitted into the state of Missouri hp irrspectiori from Feh. 1st to
March Nst, 1903.
Respect f nll y si1bm i t ted ,
DR. J. C NORTON, Chairman,
M. M. BANKIVS, Secretary.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RES~LUTIONS.
'VI..
Prexidewt:-We, your committee otr resolntions, beg leave to report as
fnllows:
1. Resdned, That 8 permit to ship or driv6soiithern cattle as natives
dliring the inspection period should be recognized as valid by tbe Bureau of
.I\r~i~al.Iudustry
wben such permit is issued by au authorized agent of the state
to which the cattle are destined.
WHEREAS,
Because of the danger d the tick €eoer+xm,hern oattle fever)
beiiiu carried to poiuts above the United States quarantine line by cars used
i n the tratisportatiou of infected southern cattle between points below the
qtiareritine line: therefore, be it
ite.vo/ut.d, Tbat we recommend that the Department of Agriculture require
that cars used within the quarantine district for the transportation of cattle
origitiatin~in that district, before being-brought above the quarantine line for
any purpose, be disinfected according to the requirements of said department
for t*;rrY uqed i r i transporting sorithesn infected oattle to points
thealine
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for immediate s l a a p h t ~provided
,
that this- rule shall not apply to caw used
i n transporting southern cattle to points north of the quarantine line f,w immediate slaughter.
3. WHEREAS,
The United States Bnreau of Animal,Industry assisted by
the sanitary authorities of various states is doing efficienLlirork in maintainiug the quarantine line and in controlling ti& fever (sonthetn mttle fever) infection, by close inspection during the open season which is resulting in encouraging commerce between states and stockmen along the line to eradicate
the infection from the*ranges; thus lowe~iagthe line of infediion; 3bnmfbrq
be i t
Rebolperl, That this assooiation heartily commend the wmk of thelb'ureau
and pledge its support in the enforcement of its rebrulations.
4. WHEREAS,
The members of the Interstate Association oL Uve 8tock
Sanitary Boards have been entertained and delighted hy differenti individuals,
of the city of Wichita: be i t
Resolwed, That for her splendid recitations, Miss Estelle *Burke is, hereby
tendered the thanks of this association and complimented.-o"nher superior, .
ability as an elocutionist: aud be it
ResoZved, That the association appreciates the- many conrtdsies shown by:
Col. J. Q. Hamilton, proprietor of the Hamiltoa Hotel, and thank him fkw-hia
geuerous hospitality in providing headquarters for the m a d a t i o n and entertaining the members thereof at luucheon, and the extension of other courte..
sies; and be it further
Resolved, That we recugnize in the prosperous and.beautifdl olty of Wichitathose qualities of entertainmeu t and hospitality which have :made it jqetly.
famous as a convontion city, and we hereby express our sinceoe appreciatioir
of the kindness of her people as represented by the Cornmer~ial~Ctab
and -the
individual welcome exteuded by one and all.
5. Resolbed, That t h i s association, ex$end congratulations to Col. W. H..
Dunu, of Tennessee, our retiriug presideqt, and Mr. W. P.Smith, of Illinois,
our efficient secretary, for their untiring efforts in behalf af this association
during the past year, a;ndoespc!ciylly during the sessions of this meetiug .which
has beeu one o€ the most ~umessfulin the historx of the assooiation.
Respectful1y suhmit ted,
TAYLOR RIDDLE, Chairman,
L.S. POPE, Secretary.
T E E PRESIDENT: Yodhave heard the minutes; What action will you
take upon them? A motiot 'to approve is in order,
7 Mr. erbsident.
DR. NORTON,of Arizona:
TEE PRESIDENT: Mr.Norton.
DR. NORTON: I move that they be approved, and if the report for this
year is printed, they he incorporated with t h a t report.
Which motion was put by the president, duly seconded and unanimously
carried.
TEE PRESIDENT: The next in order on the program is the annual ad
d r e q a n d it will be brief, so t h a t you will not be tired.
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PRESIDBJNT'S

-BNNUAL ADDRESS. .

Member$ and Friend#,: ,
Those of you who were present at our meetidg qne year ago and bonored
me as your president,did 80 ,with tbe, full knowledge that I a n n o t entertain you a t this time with a epeeoh, and my place on this program is therefore
more one of formality tban anything else.
On our program as arranged, however, we will have, I hope, a mod Interesting and profitable discussion I will only briefly give to thoae' unwquainted with this organization an idea merely of its objeots and what it hopes
to m m p l i s h .
All government is law. The fomes whioh rule make and unmake forms of
government. Publio polioy, therefore. when inspired by publio opinion shapes
and .direate, tha&-all may be the more benefitted. This organization is m m pobed Qf.men wbo are appointed or eleoted to axeoute ' th'e laws relating to live
stoek. Eaoh state has its unit in its board or live .s-k oommission, but withoat 00 opewation, ita efforts l k k in man3 respebts. Henoe, the ueed of an or-dieation whioh bgnge. the members of eaoh state and territorial board
togetber to m u r e aniforrnity of aotion in the oarrying out of the laws relatio# to~livsstooltand iS formulati~~g
regulations not in oonfliot ppith tbe spirit
of anited bitieenshfp in theee United States.
, Further, in :mnflnin# beloa'aertain
limits any mrtain disease, suoh a~
Sp8nish or tiok fever, eaob state and territory where infeetion is lilrble to ooclur
is intermated to tbe extent of millioris of dollars annually. No one state tmn
flx a line for the beneflt of dl. A line extending from ooeau to wean amoss
ther.wntinent~mnstbe made and orders prohibiting violation must be issued.
This must ,be done. for the -1beneflt of- t h e states by tbe fedeml government,
This line must be flxed b y p h l a m a t i o n , as legislation as slow and unoertain.
Also the line must be obaoged to meet, obangiQgmnditious. Here theo, our ,
m i a t i o n again demonstrates -its value. I t dlecu8see and reoommends to the
government.a national quarantine line wross whioh the festive tiok must not
go. And in every instedoe the government offloials, some of whom are here
to-dPy, bave adopted the remommendation of this body and by authority of
lyv prootaimed and flxed the line from North Carolina to California.
The Interstate Aeswiation of Live S t w k Sanitary Boards wae' organized.
aeven years ago next month at Fort Worth, Texas, where i t held its Brst meeting, eleoting Col. C. P. Johnson of Illinois, president and Taylor Riddle of
Kansas, seoretary. The seoond annual meeting ooourred at Omaha, tbe third
at Chioago, the fourth a t Louisville, the flfth at Buffelo, tbe sipth at Wiohita,
and this, the seventh at Denver. The value reeultidg oannot be overeetithted,
Yore thorough understanding, more uniform regulations and better servioe to
the industry which oreatesit, and to the taxpayer who supports i t has been the
fruits of its earnest, painstaking and deliberative organization,
In the past it has stood Por the most perfeot regulations whioh wuld be
devised, nnd the politidan has never r e t intruded. Its work bas never been
attended by display or brass bands, but silently, fomePully and without show
- the work has been carried along, In proof of whioh, oompare the work of
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@id year with tbe orode effortsd e at flret in profeoting againskravagee and ,
1me by &ruleat or inteotious dieease in the flooks and herds of every state
and territary represented here to-day.
As long 88 this line is followed this organhation ’will be of ’value to M
all. If the‘time should come when the Bxpenges are greater than tbe rssdtant’
profit to the etwk grower,it should beabandoned. And thfeoauseeme tothink .
-- of the time .a .prominent -Oklahoma oow may attended obumb in New York. ,
,; mving lived all bjrr life in the‘wait -he had uever been in one-of tbe metly edih e ereoted in honor of religion by the wealthy. Getting up early like all’
-.: - Z)klabopgiana, he reaohed the buildidg ahead of the usbere md sdectinll the
tlnebt pew, entered aqd ,devoutly wpited aervioes to begin. Presently an ele- .
‘gtintly attired man also mtered the pew just seservbeg ,began. He .etared at
. the oow man for a time but flodinR hie gaze unnotioed, be drow from a silken
’ :
: m e t E) dainty gilt,.morom bound pote-book, took a - pearl knd gold tipped
.- pencil and writing on g lest, tore it out and hauded i t to tbe-westerner arid it add, ‘*Ipay WIQa year for thispew.” The intruder rgad it, fished a stab pen’oil from his vest pwket, and wrote ou the baok of it: “ Y ~ Upay too damn
muoh.”
Gentlemen,’let us etudy tbo questions of the bonr ie our.deliberatibos tdt
tbie meeting and never let-it be said that the #mat induetry we serve paye too
muob for our servioles to tbern.
In conoluebn, I thank you again for the honor you have given me as cbe
president of. thie o-nization and ask your kindly m-operatidn ia the setmione
pendinfl fd-day sod to-morrow.
TEE PRESIDENT: Now, gentlemen, tbis oonclu ‘es our program up to
the appoipmaut of eommittees, and on the mmmittee on line and open sea- ’
son, I will annoume the following: On the eommittee on 1ine;Dr. Luolry of
Yieaouri, M. 8. Campbell of Kansas,Thomas Morris of Oklahoma, Mr. M. M.
Eankioe of Texas, Mr. W.H.Dunn of Tennessee,Dr J. C. Norton of Arimn’a,
(3: E.Austin of New Mexioo, Mr. MoCrillia of Colorado, Mr. William Thierntiair ,
of Illinois, an? as conferee and adviser Col. Albert Dean of tbe Bureah of
Animal Industry.
On resolutions, I will name Wr. Moore of Texas, Dr. Tiffany of Illinoie-and
Yr. Chamberlain of Eaneas.
I will state tbat none ot tba Kansas board are bere yet, but to my kriowiedge they‘are wming and 1 expemted ttiem tbie morning. I t is presamable
tbat they will be here at three o’clook this afternoon on No. 6 over the Santa
,E‘+ They have not arrived yet,
Now, the next otder of business regularly ie a paper by Dr. Norton of Artzona on Wattle Mangesand Soabies.” It ie- with you gentlemen to determine
now whether we shall proceed with this order of basine~e,or whether we ehdl
take a recess until tbis eUernoon and allow tbe oommittee to formulate their
work ’early and make their plaue for reporting. What is your pleasure in the
matter?
DR.N O R F N : Mr. President, as my name baa been referred to, I will
state I am perfeotly willing to do whatever the aeeooiation direots, 5et as I
’
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have a stenographer down stairs copying some notes that I expect to read I
should like to have tny paper go over until this afternoon, aud another reason
is that Mr. Campbell of Kansas is down for k paper on the same topic, I would.
suggest that t h i s matter be left over until this afternoon, allowing the committees30 meet and formulate their plans.
MR. HANKINS: Mr.Chairman, I move t h a t Dr. Norton’s paper be passed
until this‘afternoon.
THE PRESIDENT: The secretary has called my attention to the fant
that this comqittee on line should be made up by a representative from eaoh
state. Is there any state represented here t h a t is not represented on this committee on line,and open season? Hearing no response, we will presume that
the list is correot and will stand, and if any states come in lateb, they will be
added.
MR. HANKINS: Mr. Chairman, I move that Dr. Norton’s paper be passed
until after the noon hour.
- The motion .was duly put by the president, seconded and utisuimouslg
aarried,
THE PRESIDENT: The next in order is Col. Campbell’s paper in cmnec.
tion with ‘Dr. Norton’s, and very properly would follow that.
Mr. William Thiemann of Illinois is present with us, and might deliver his
address on “Anthrax,” if you prefer to hear that, or whatever is the pleasure
of- tha body.
MR,THIEMANN: Mr. Chairman, I think it would be well to take a recess now, and I would suggest to three o’clock this afternoon, so t h a t ’ the
committees can get together, organize and take up their work. I would make
that as a motion.
THE ?RESIDENT: It is moved by Mr.Thiemann of Illinois thatMR. HANKINS: Just a moment, Vr. Chairman. W h y can not we meet a
little earlier than three o’clock? As far as I am concerned, I have left some
sick folks at home, and I would like to accomplish as much work to-day as
possible for the reason, that I would like to be with you, and yet I am liable to
be called away a t any train time, and if there is no reason why we could not
meet earlier, I would like to do SO.
TEE PRESIDENT: If you will allow me to call your attention, Mr.
Hankins, this committee on open season will take most of the afternoon, and
that committee can meet and get to work rigbt away. You are B member of
that committee, so we would want to use YOU on that committee right away.
YOU kre to meet in ten minutes after adjournment, and if there is much discussion over the line, of course, it would require some time.
MR. THIEMANN: I think the chair has stated my reason for mfaking i t
three, and that is to give the committee on line some time to work. However,
if it is the desire .of the convention to meet earlier, why I will not insist on
three o’clock. Any more convenient hour earlier will be agreeable. .
THE PRESIDENT: Any further discussion on this question? If not,
those in favor of the motion Will Signify the same by saying aye, those opposed
no. There being no opposition, the motion was declared carried.
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‘L’hee oLclock,t h e n , will be fixed as the hour of meeting. I wish before
declaring the adjourument, that if tbere are any resolu€ions or any matter that
you wish to call up for discussion, t b a t the same be written out and handed to
Mr. Moore as chairman of the committee on resolutions, which is composed of
Mr. Moore of Texas, Dr. Tiffany of Illinois and Mr. Chamberlain of Kansas.
Or. Tiffany aud Mr. Moore are both with us and Mr. Chamberlain .will be here
this afternoon; arid any suggestions along these lines that you have, should be
giveu to the committee on resolutions for report.
If there is no further discussion, then the convention will stand adjourned
m t i l th’ree o’clock t h i s afternoou.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
The cmvmtion w8.s called to order by the president a t 3:15 o’clock p. m.
THE PRESIDENT: Gent1emeu;it is past the hour of our assembling.
W-e have been waitiug somewhat on the delegations to come iu on the 3 o’clock
traib; perhapsit would be bost not to wait any lonmr,. and instead of having
the paper by Dr. Norton, we think that Mr. Campbell of Kansas will possibly be
here in a few moments, and we will mbstitute for his paper, if there are no objections: a paper by “Col. Thiemanii” oP Illinois on Anthrax. I should say Mr.
Thiemann, as he hasdecidedly objected to the use of theuword “colouel” in connectiou with hie name. I will now introduce to you Mr.Thiemann,of Illinois,
who will read his paper on Anthrax.
MR. TEIEMANN: Mr. President, I have no paper, BO to speak, although
I httvedates. and some notes of what bas occurred to us during the last year and
the previous fall.
A t the Buffalo meeting, R committee was appointed, Dr. Salmon, Dr. Piersonaa? myself, to prepsre a paper on atithrax and I a m sorry to say, thab committee has never met, or has never been able toget a paper. A year ago Icnrresponded with Dr. Salmon and Dr Pierson, and I found that Dr. Salmon was
i n Europe a t the time; Dr Pierson was busy otherwise and could not &e it
any time. So when we were called upon at the Wichita meeting, ,the oommitr
tee was con:inued and given another year’s time; and we are about;in the same
conditiou,
I corresponded with Dr. Salmon. He says that his time was taken up with
the foot and mouth disease; that he could not possibly give it any time, so we
have no paper. But we have anthrax still with us in Illinois.
A year ago last summer, about harvest time, I took a drive over the territory that was infested with anthrax, and where we had so many losses two gears
ago. I found that nothing much had occurred since. that time; people had
vaccinated early, especially those who hadlost in 1901 The neighbors who had
not lost arry had vaccinated t h 3 yerrr previous, and thinking it might not recur
said, “We will vacciuate if uecessary, not until then.”
A majority of the carcasses two years ago had been buried; after it became
serious arid alarming there, a good many of them were cremated. A majority
had been buried mostly in low places, d o n g streams, where if earth-worms or
anything dag into the graves, the spore should come to the surface in the wet
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time, it would be there so as to float along in the creek or river, and go down
the line to the ueighbors.
As I drove across the country a year ago, I met, or stopped with, oue Herman Yonker, who was the second victim in losing, two years ago. He was out
in the Held with his grain binder. I stopped and asked him whether he bad
had any difilculty. He says, “No,sir; I have not. I have not lost any, and,” he
eayg “1 have vaccinated early this year and -1 bave wartied my neighbors u d
to put it off, but to vacoinate.” And he felt very happy about it.
I drove further north and found where four cattle had been lost; they had
.not been vaooinaMd. One was where a man only had two cows, and he lost
them; they were buried. Then, about a month after that, in September, I ww
notified that one Charles, Landow, an immediate neighbor to one Berghorn,
who had loat thirtken or fifteen head the year previous, had lost thirteeu head
within about ten days. I went up thereand found i t true, biit he bad them all
under ground; not one had been cremated, excusing himself by saying that he
did not kuow they ought to be burnt, but he had buried them; he was careful to
spread a lot of lime over them; and twelve of them were buried outside of %he
fleld in a kind of an isolated plam. I advised him to put a fence around there
so that no holes or oracke or anything would be left whereby the air would strike
the o8~u~98es.Be promised to do so, and I have beard since t h a t he has takeu
oar8 of it.
very ~ o o d
I went on the same day to a neighbor of this man Youker who had also
postponed vaccinating He had lost roar, but he had cremated them. He
scrys, “Well, i€ is my own fault, I guese. Had I vaccinated earlier, perhaps I
would not have lost any, but I have put i t off, and here I am. It will never
oconr with me again. I .will vaooinate.” Then scattering cases were lost in all
that region, about twenty-one or twenty-two head. The majority of them were
buried, , Some were cremated.
Later that fall, the latter part of September or forepart of October, this
man Yonker lost two head. Then, of course, winter came on and cold weather
set in, and it was over. This spring, about the latter part of Mtrp or forepart
of ,lune, this ‘man Yonker lost two more. He had vaccinated early iu the
spring, and in spite of t h a t he lost. I t w a s reported to our board, and together
with Dr. Gibbs, a veterinarian from Palatine, I drove up there one day to iuveetigate the matter. This was i n haying time. The, man was busy bauliug
hay, when we got there and I noticed he wds quite downcast and felt sour; he
had, been cheerful heretoforb. .I commenced with talk to him about his troubles.
Be says, ‘*Yes,I am still losing c o w s figh;. along in spite of all this mre I am
taking to vaccinate and taking good care of my burying grounds where-the
ffmt were buried, and still I am losing them.” He says, “Vaccination is a1l.a
humbug. I think. I evidently have a plant in my pasture, and I am going to
spend about $1,500 to get an expert to discover that plant.”
I was snrptised. I tried to argue with him that perhaps some oattle were
infeoted before they were vaccinated, they might die.; that i t was uot an absolute safety against it; Dr. Gibbs tried to explain the matter to him, but he
would not lieten. Wbile we were stan4ior out there that day, we got a view
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’of hie barn, Be had a good barn, well rodded; he had made a good job of hie
baru. I says, “You have got a nioe barn; you have got i t well rodded.” “Yes,”
he says, “1 have a good job there:” I says, “Now, Herman, are you absolutely .
sure that lightning oannot strike your barn?” And he says, “No,of ooume, I
am not absolutely sure that lightning won’t strike the barn.‘’ I said, “Where
did you bury your flrat <tattle? I would-like to see those burying grounds.”
He says, “It is out iu the pasture there. Dr. Gibbs knows whep it is. You
cmn KO out and see it I am busy. I want to haub hay.” ‘All right,” and we
went to his burying ground. We went to a high place in his pasture where he
.had six or eight buried, and fenced around, which he thought was ample preoaution. He had a fenoe around the graves just aa olose to the graves as poseible,a two-wire Fenoe, the top wire, perhaps three feet high. We got up tbere;
-and I riotioed trt once that the oattle had reaohed over there and grazed over
those m v e s . We discovered around there half a dozen or more earth holes,
fresh earth hales, where somethinu had dugdown, and i t waa right into the oarcasses. I says to the doctor, “I think we have disoovered the plant.’’ He had
two more single graves down i n a sort of slough. We went bo them also. Not
only did he have ti fenoe‘ but the fence was -down and oattle fed over them.
After seeing that we went baok to him, and I said, “I think, Herman, I have
discovered your plant,” and I gave him a good talking to, that i t was so oare-lessof him and t h a t he did it so imperfectly. Well, that kind of set him
thinking. Later on, I .told him, “Youker, by the way, it seems +athe me theory
js right, the veterinarians insisting that you vaccinate. You will poison your.
cattle just as long as you allow oonditions to go on the way you have.”
We had quite extensive rains there recently, within six weeks, every little
stream arid every oreek are flowing in the neighborhood, in the region where
the mttle were mostly lost two rears ago; there are many little streams and
ditches that flow further dowtr. On August 30th I was oalled to one Lewisburg, two miles north of Palatine, right in the region where two years ago,tbe
plague was most visible Be h a d through hie pasture a little oreek, angling
all through. He had lost three head. The veterinarian who took oharge of
hie herd after. dieoovering that it was,anthrax, took the.. herd off the pasture
immediately and put them on ‘dry feed in the barn-yard. E e lostoneon Anguet
22et and one on August 22d, and another one on A q u s t 24th. TWOwere
buried, one w a s oremated The two first were buried before they really found
out what they bad--right dose to the streams, where there is egood ohanoe to
proponate further,
The-same aftarnooti, I wm called put oloee to .mytown, about a mile and
a half oat; where e man by tbe name of Rosher lives, on the same omek. He
had lost three head with anthrax. Hie pasture w a s in the middle of hie farm
and dry; not acoessible to the oreek, below! he had a fleld qf oats and hay
After he had the oats and bay.out. he had some stubbage, you knpw, nnd graee
t b e q g o o d feed, and let the bar8 down and let the cattle in. They had been
it1 there two weeks or ten days and he lost three. I pointed out the danger to
bim, and he took the cgttle off the fleld and has not lost sny sin-.
Ou Seytembpr 8th.J w a s ocrlled to MoHenry oounty, Marengo. a b u t flfty
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milee-between forty and flfty miles-away from where this former outbreak
occurred. There i t appeared in a herd where a man lost eleveu head. Tbera
was no telling how it got there. It is flfty miles away from this place where
we had it. There is uo slope and no creek flowing that way; the slope goes
the other way. Just as soon .as he fouud, his cattle were sick, he called ou
an assistant state veterinariau. They started right out-cremating; nothing was
buried there. -He took thecattleoff the pasture where they commeuced to die
and has lost uone siuce. But they have not vacciuated there When we talked
vaooination to them, they didn’t know what we meant.
MR.KLEBURG: May I ask you a question? Have you auy buzzards or
crows in- Illinois?
MR.TEIEMANN: Yes, sir: we have them. Now, wheSher i t hag been carried by them or not. we don’t know. But it isclaimed t h a t the spores CHU be
blown by the winds.
MR. KLEBURG: Eave you found any deposits of the crow?
MIG. THIEMANN: Well, nque of our -carcasses that died have remaiued
on the ground to give them 8 chance; tbey have beeu put under Hrouud at
once, and those that were cremated, of course, they could not very well get at.
MR. KLEBURG: Unless they did not Oremate or bury them it1 time.
MR.THIEMANN: No. Ia’ this Driver herd at Mareugo, they tlrst did
not know what they had, and they took the hides off fro& fpur of them-the
faur fjwones, and in the meantime they made a microscopical examination aud
found the anthrax germ, and they quit skinning them; they burnt the hides
also.
This irJ a queer condition there. The people have bean told in the neighborhood by the stat9 :veterinarian and their assistauts they must not bury,
but 4here is always somebody, where it breaks out before we get to them, or
before we know anything about it, who bury two or three or half a dozen. That
19 the misfortune we are np against.
MR.KLEBU&3: Can’t you compel them to cremate?
I don’t know. Two years ago, the people took it up among tbemselves
and ordered memrrtion after a great many had been buried. Now, we have a
great many under ground. I have been thinking t h a t somethiug should be
done whereby the authorities could step in just as soon as it breaks out and
watch iL’and take charge of the man’s herd and see that everythiug is cremated. Of course. if any property is taken or confiscated it ought to be paid
for, but we have no such appropriation. We are praotically helpless.
I would like to hear from some of the other gentlerneu from other states,
what they are doing to check and prevent it.
THE PRESIDENT: Any questions from any member of the association?
Mr. Taylor, we would be glad to hear from you.
MR.LAMB: Mr. Ohairman, I will relate a little experience, I had last
month, not,very serious when you consider the number of animals lost, but it
frightened the people in the neighborhood very much. It: was near Las Animas in the southern portion oP this state; I had a letter to go down there
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I had made an appointment to go in another direction, and wrote this people
to

that effect, I would come as soon as possible. Immediately upon my return,

1 went down to Las Animas and I found that four different people had lost animals. They had all looked up authorities on the subject and concluded that
it was anthrax. I foupd those animals had died under very different conditions. It seemed that the first ones that had died, had died in a pasture in

which there was a swamp or swail, and this man, not knowing what the animals died of, skinned the animal and drew it to his house and threw the body
to the hogs, and he immediately lost six or eight of them, I think; that was
practically all there was in the bunch of hogs that fed on this animal. And he
moved two’ animals, sold two to another party. He‘ moved them up to a pasture that was above the ditch, that was a dry pasture. After being there for
two days, they died, and that started quite a little inquiry.
Another man that had cattle near the place of the death of the last two, he
had a pasture that was entirely enclosed. As far as I could find out his cattle
had not come in contact with any of the others that had died or been within
four or five miles of this swamp. But upon making careful inquiry, I found
chat the year previously, he had lost two or three in this same pgsture, but he
didn’t know the cause of it, and I presume that the cattle were buried in that
pasture, and that these that had died had grazed off their graves and caused
the death. He also skinned the flrst one and threw the body to the hogs, and
out of nineteen, he lost seventeen in one day, and he was very much frightened.
At the time of my visit there, he had a sore on his neck, and I asked
him what was the occasion of the sore, he told me that he had gotten it
from skinning this animal, and I presumed that being hot up there and the
flies bothersome, that a fly had stung him pretty severely on the neck, and
that as it caused blood and he had brushed it away, he had innoculated
himself. He told me afterwards that his cheek and neck had swollen up SO
that the cheek had almost rested on his shoulder; that he had treated it
with home remedies an’d was fortunate enough not to die.
The first man that skinned his animal had poisoned himself in his hand
and a t the time of my visit there, he was just hovering between life and death.
I understand since he has recovered, but I understand that at the time of my
visit, the people were very much stirred up, and they had prohibited the
bringing into town any beef; they had prohibited the local butcher from
killing any, and as fast as their hens laid any eggs, they buried them. They
were practically starving themselves to death down in that country. I gave
it as my opinion that the anthrax originated from this pasture with the
‘swamp in it. This man was very much provoked at me, and wrote me 8 VerY
strong letter to the effect that this pasture was all right; that the trouble
did not originate there; that it was occasioned by some weed in his pasture.
I wrote back and told him my reasons for considering that, the startling
Point, of this outbreak, and strongly advised him to. keep his stock out of
the pasture in the future.
When I was there they had a pile of hogs as big as a box car almost they
W f r e burning. They were taking all precautions in the way of cremation.
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I have not been over there since, but I hear from them occasionally that
the outbreak had ceased. Whether it will break out again, I am unable to
say, but I hope not.
MR. THIEMANN: I would like to ask the doctor do you know that anyt h h g had occurred years previous whereby the carcasses were buried, that
might have brought this on at this time?
MR. LAMB: Only in one instance, and that was the instance that I related of the pasture that was entirely enclosed with a fence and had no access
to the other unless they had died on the place. This place with the swamn
in it that I referred to, he told me that the year before, he had lost a certain
number, I won’t say how many, two or three at least, in this pasture. H e was
unable to say what the cause was, but I presume from the outcome it wg8.
anthrsx, and that he had buried it in that field, and these others had died
from grazing over their graves.
THE PRESIDENT: Any other remarks?
MR. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Thiemann if he has
any way of being sure that all of the carcasses of the cattle that died in the
neighborhood he visited were ever buried or cremated? Isn’t it possible that
some animal would die and probably its owner would not know that it had
- died, and a buzzard would carry the infection from that carcass to the paslure -fifty miles away? Or if in that pasture, which he mentions as being SFtv
miles away from that- neighborhood, if there had been any carcasses of any
kind there which would attrabt the buzzard to come over there, and cam
the infection away from there?
MR. THIEMANN: No Sir, it does not occur there, doctor. That is impossible in that neighborhood; they are all dairy farmers and have small herds
ranging from twenty to forty head of cattle; they are seen twice a day at
least; there are no cattle running out there at all that a man would not see
in the course of a week. The farmer sees his cattIe there twice a day for
milking purposes. There is no such case; the farms are not large there,
and there is no such chance whereby that could occur.
DR. LUCKY: Then it seems like you have done about everything that could
be done over there, unless you were to have those graves opened up and
some disinfectant put in there to disinfect those old graves. There is no question >ut what the germ of the disease will remain a long while, probably
for years, and you are likely to be annoyed with anthrax in that communitY
as long as those graves are not attended to.
MR. THIEMANN: That is our fear doctor, our fright by burying so many,
that we have just planted the disease there. Now, about reopening the graves.
On this farm where those three were lost, where I was called on August
30th, he had two buried and one cremated, and I insisted that he should reopen those graves and he promised to do it that next morning, this being Sunday when I was out there. They made an attempt the next morning to do it,
and they found the carcasses so decomposed and in such a condition,’the
graves half full of water, that it was an utter impossibility, as they put it,
to exhume them and burn them.
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DR. LUCKY: They might have opened them up and filled the graves half
full of lime.
MR. THIEMANN: They have used a great deal of lime. To the suggestions I made to cremate, they said, “We put much lime over them, and that will,
eat anything and everything,” and it is pretty hard to get those people to bel!eve that in spite of the lime as soon as-the air strikes the carcass, for any
reason, and went all through it, the spores will come to the surface.
DR. LAMB: I would like to ask for infor’matioa. Suppose the case that
was recited down in Los Animas County,’ that a man made it a practice to
burn off his land-made it a practice to burn that field, how many bumings
would probably be necessary, provided they were fairly thorough, to prevent
any other cattle from catching the disease from feeding over tne graves? For
how many years would it be necessary to bum the ground in order to prevent
reinfection to other cattle3
THE PRESIDENT: Can somebody answer that question?
MR. SMITH: Mr. President, I do not know that I can answer that question.
It will probably take a prefessional man to do that; but I want to make one
suggestion in the light of our own exoerience.
I was,asked by our state veterinarian, Dr. Lovejoy, to go to the attorney
general of our state and ask him whether in his opinion it was possible for us
to compel owners to burn their animals that had died from anthrax. I immediately gave it as my opinion that they could not do anything of the kind
unless some law was passed to that effect. And I would like to. ask Colonel
Dean if he knows whether the Bureau of Animal Industry have made any
recommendations along that line, and also whether it would not be better
for the Bureau of Animal Industry to pass. a general regulation along that line,
and let the states follow?
MR. DEAN: Mr. Chairman, I have no knowledge of any formula or any regulations that have been made by the Bureau of Animal Industry, or any experience they have had with anthrax. We have no printed matter on thatsubject from our bureau. I do not remember whether any of the others have;
I could not tell you anything about that.
MR. LAMB: Mr. President, as I said before, it seems to me, some drastic
measures ought to be taken. We have it there, and if the theory is right that
we have planted it there, we are liable to have it there for years. Now, if
something could be done, on a small scale, of course, like taking care of the
foot and mouth disease, whereby an appropriation could be had, either by the
Federal Government or by the State, to handle it, and take hold of it and take
hold of a man’s herd, and if you destroy any of his property pay him for it,
I think that perhaps that would be a good way.
Dr. LUCKY: Mr. Smith, what reply did your attorney general make?
MR. SMITH: I have not seen him yet; it just occurred and I had no opportunity to see him. The request came to me just before I started out hem:
THE PRESIDENT: Was your question answered Dr. Lamb?
MR. LAMB: No Sir, not fully.
DR. NORTON: Mr. President, I don’t know as I can answer the quedtion,
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bat as I understand, the anthrax germ, and also the germ of ‘the disease commonly called blackleg, they may be confined in the soil and live for years,
End it ir therefore necessary to have the carcass of the animal dying of thin
particular disease, burned. Most of the carcasses that we have to deal with
from animals that die from the result of other diseases, glandars, tuberculib
sis, etc., should be cremated, yet if buried with a reasonable amount of lime,
or buried without any precaution, will do no harm, because those germs diu
comparatively soon after their host dies. But with anthrax, I sea no reason
why burning ovet the ground would be of any assistance except temporarily.
I am glad to say we have never had a case of anthrax in Arizona to my knon Iedge, and hope we never will have; but in California they have had a limited
amount, and at other places that I have visited, and I see no way possible to
.eradicate the germ of anthrax except when you take the germ in the carcass
- and burn the carcass absolutely, or put so much carbolic acid or lime on it as
to entirely eat it up. And’I see no way for Dr. Lamb to do in his district but
to disinfect, as Dr. Lucky has suggested; these graves, whether it is by dig’ ging out the entire space and filling in with lime or some other disinfectant,
or whether they dig it out and-expose this infected ground to the air, and let
it dry out thoroughly, which is also fatal and destructive to germ. Something must be done to destroy the germ in these graves.
I would like to ask Mr. Thiemann a question. He has mentioned all the time
cattle-rdon’t they lose any other animals beside ,cattle?
MR TIlIEMAhN: Why, two years ago, a man lost twelve or fourteen head
.He dragged some of them to certain place, where he buried th0m, and on one
particular morning, when the.flies were bad and thick on the carcass, he hitched his team to it, and those very flies, of course, flew onto the horses. He
had as many flies on the horses as he had on the carcass when he got thmbgh,
4nd he lost both of those horses. That is all that- I know of any other animal
out there being lost by the same disease.
DR. NORTON: I asked the question because it occurred to me, if all these
cases that Mr. Thiemann has stated were losses in cattle, it might be possible,
unless a microscopic or some other test was made, that some of those instances might be blackleg, because as a rule wherf! there are severe outbreaks of
anthrax, other species are affected, as the disease is contagious to horso3,
swine and other domestic animals, and it is strange that other classes or
species would not be affected. If, of course, an examination is made each
time microscopically or some other way, and anthrax germs are found of course
there is no question in the matter.
MR. THIEMANN: Doctor, there has not been a microscopical examination
made in all cases, there have been veterinarians in every case and they have
all agreed on the symptoms and the disease, but microscopic examinations
hav.e not been made in each case.
. MR. NORTON: I took it for granted that likely in a good many instances
there were no veterinarians present at the time. That is the case in my country at least, for I have to get most of my information from the owners after
the animals are buried, and I think that is the case W i t h Dr. Lamb, but he
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found the conditions such that no doubt he was positive it wasanthrax.
MR. JOHNSON: Mr. President, I would like to say a word in reply to.what
Mr. Smith said in regard to the rights of the state to enforce quarantine regulations or to enforce the burning of animals. Now, in this state, we have a law
that gives our state board absolute power in matters of that kind. I mean that
it has police regulation in this matter, a matter that effects the health not
only of animals, but of the human inhabitants; an it-seems to me there must
be certainly some law in Illinois that would give you people power to enforce
any such regulation as that. It is a police regulation, and I-am of the opinion that the legislature will gladly pass any law that will enable the board of the state to enforce a regulation of that sort, t h a t is neoessary to preserve
the health of the community. We have such a law in this state. Our law
provides that the state veterinarian or the state board may adopt any measure that they consider necessary, no matter what that is. We can enforce
cremation if we consider it necessary, and the board can either do it themselves or they can order the owners to do it; and if he fails to do it, he can
be punished for it. It seems to me there must certainly be some'law in Illinois that would give you at least that much power.
MR. SMITH: Mr. President, I am very glad the gentleman has replied to
these statements made by the gentleman who has just addressed you. We have in Illinois, as I presume they have in nearly all other states, these police
r?gulations, but in all of the literature and all the reports we have from the
various states where outbreaks of Anthrax have occurred- and I refer you
to the reports of the different states- they have recommended burning, and
have also stated that where it is impracticable to burn a prevention of the
outbreak can be had by burying, putting in a quantity of lime, also taking
the trouble to point out the most advantageous locations, from the lay of the '
land, where the graves should be placed, and in consideration of what they,
tho sanitary authorities of various states, have stated tbat burying with a good
covering of lime or other disinfectant was probably sufEcient ;although burning .
might be better,for that reason we cannot compel cremation. We have people
out there in the prairie that have, possibly nothing handy wi@ which to start a
Are-no timber-only coal, which is probably a little more expensive then
,
lime-they simply go to work and bury the carcasses and put lime on -them,
and the question of what to do with the animal is one that must be handled
by the different states, and in our state, owing to the legislation in existence,
we are compelled to be careful in the matter of handling animals that are infected with disease.
DR. NORTON: Mr. President, I hardly see why that should affect the .
case. Arizona, I am glad to say, is far enough west, like Colorado, to maintain sanitary laws independently, and to pass such rules and regulations ?
may be necessary to prevent the spreading of contagious diseases.. The Sanitary Board is given all of the latitude they want, and I am very glad to say
that in Arizona we do not have to consult all the other authorities of the state
in order to decide upon what regulations shall be adopted. Of course it is
Pos&h that there is some catch in Illinois that I do not understand but the
~
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Sanitary Board of the Territory of Arizona prescribe regulations for quarantine purposes, and nothing is allowed tq be removed from these quarantined ranches during the quarantine season except by written authority of the
territorial veterinarian. And in view of all these facts it seems very strange
to me that Illinois has got something in the shape of a law whereby you can
not destroy your stock which is infected.
- MR. SMITH: Now, just one word in answer to that. There-was a- law in
Illinois that applied to these matters exactly the same as the, law of Arizona
which has been referred to; but that law has been, in a measure, a dead letter
owing to the fact that whenever we attempted to enforce the regulation th8
attorney for the owner took the ground that the lap! was unconstitutionalthat it was an unconstitutional regulation-and the fact is that whenever we
undertook to test it in the courts we have been defeated oh the ground that
we vere undertaking to enforce,a regulation that veterinary science says it
is not an absdute necessity.
DR. THOMAS: I believe Dr. Lamb's question has not been answered; that
Is, the actual time in which the germ may be preserved. Now, from the experience I have had, a good many years, I think I am safe in saying that the
germ will be preserved indefinitely in a swamp, and that the rays of the sun
will kill the germ upon high ground; that is, in-an arid surface.
THE PRESIDENT: I would like to ask Colonel Dean, if this body would
recommend a change of regulations for burying, if it would be of assistance.
MR. DEAN: I have no information on the subject, but I have no doubt in
the world that if this Association would make recommendations to the Secre
tary of Agriculture he would follow aut the recommendations made. Any
disease that is contagious or infectious comes under the laws that have been
passed by Congress, and gives the Secretary of Agriculture control. I do not
think there is a bit of doubt but that if this body -makes a recommendation
to the Secretary of Agriculture there will be regulations passed to govern or
attempt to control anthrax. Anthrax has not been-scheduled by our Departmdnt a8 a contagious disease, I presume, from the fact tut we do not know
how to handle it. We dislike to take up anything that is not interesting
enough to know how to control; but that matter is for the professional part of
ctur bureau, and I would prefer that you take it up directly with the secretary.
MR. KLEBURG: Mr. President, I would like to call your attention to thf!
matter of anthrax, in a professional line, and'to the fact that in Texas we have
had various outbreaks, and we have directed our veterinarians to examine
the droppings of birds that have been eating these carcasses
to see if we could find any germs and if the germs would live and
propagate; which he had in various instances done, and he found the drop
pings fuII of germs. H e found one from which he made a culture and innocvlated guinea pigs and rabbits. He found that it did the work; he found the
germ in the excrements lying around the carcasses, from the buzzard, and
found these germs were still alive, and that they could be seen microscopically; that they were living and active; that he made a .culture and innoculated
a rabbit.
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Now the buzzards in our country are very plentifu.. and like all those counties that have been discussed, where people can see their animals every day,
wherever one has died it has been burnt or buried, and the buzzards have not
bad much cnance to get at it; but when-you go upon the vast ranges of the
country, why, you -never see them-you seldom see the animal-and while
burning, of course, is the best thing, I would like these professional gentlemen
in discussion, to try to devise a means for protecting the range, and remembering the buzzards. In Texas the first step we took was to repeal the lawthat
protected the buzzard-while he is not considered exactly a sacred bird he is
-considered a useful bird, as a scavenger, but I think that in consideration of
the matter you do not need him for the reason that we find that notwithstanding all quarantine regulations that have been made for animals that have died
upon the range, Mr. Buzzard does not obey them; he does not do it down our
way at least. '
- DR. FOREMAN: Mr. President, I would like to ask a question for information. I want to ask if you mean that the bacillus was found in the drop
pings from the buzzard.
MR. KLEBURG: Yes sir.
DR. FOREMAN: Now, according to my knowledge of anthrax, the anthrax bacinus does not develop outside the blood, and the spdre does not develop
until the bacilus has come in contact with the air. For that reason, I
cannot understand how you find the bacillus in the droppings from the buzzard.
MR. KLEBURG: Well, of course, I did not make these investigations myself, our veterinarian made them, and he showed me the germ of the an-,
thrax. He brought some of the excrement and showed it to me, and we made a culture of it. It looked l i k e b y the way, we had a very powerful
lens-it looked like little rod like particles, in the culture, they would mu!
tiply by dividing-that
is what he showed upon his slides.
DR. NORGAARD: Mr. President, I would like to reply to Dr. Foreman
On the subject of anthrax bacilli that the anthrax bacillus does not form em
cept in the blood of the cattle, and the spores do not form until those an- .thrax bacilli have been exposed to the air. Now, as Mr. Kleburg says,-down
in Texas they do not bury the cxmasses of their cattle; they are left on
the ground and the buzzards go for them immediately; they tear them right
open and expose the whole system to the air; and it is well knom that
the spores will go through the intestinal tract of any animal, and remain
alive; in that way, there is no doubt that anthrax as well as blackleg, and
nearly all of the contagious diseases, form bacilli, and are carried by buezards as well as by coyotes long distances. I think that the step that was taken by Texas to repeal the law protecting buzzards was a proper step,
and I had personally the pleasure of killing many hundreds down on a ranch
there before the law was repealed. There is no doubt about it that the bnezards carry the bacillus of antthrax and blackleg-probably blacgleg more
than anthrax.
While I am standing up, I would like to say a word in support of Dr. TU-
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fany’s last statement. In 1894, I was appointed by the department to investigate an anthrax outbreak on the Little‘ Wabash river, in Illinois. I was
out there in company with two other doctors after we had looked the matter
over, one of the doctors issued a set of regdations cDmpelling
the farmers to burn their cattle and describing how they should
be burnt, and not alone that, but it must be lifted out of the graund and
placed upon two logs, so that they were elevated above the ground, and
then other logs and other timber were piled on top of them, and through
the ventilation that was thus afforded, they were easily and thoroughly burnt;
and those regulations were afarmed and as far as I know, a law was enacted
so I think Illinois is 811 right on that point.
THE PRESIDENT: Any other remarks?
MR. THIEMANN: Mr. President, this has been the difliculty. When the
outbreak flrst started two years ago, they would go and confront you with
the idea that it is impossible to burn the carcasses without much trouble.,
They would leave it on the ground, if it was in such a place where a flre couldi
be built away from the building, pile stuff around it, and set it afire, and pour
kerosene over it, and it would not burn. It would smoulder for a couple of
days, and you would have to continuously pour kerosene over it and get
fresh fuel. Well, we finally got onto a scheme whereby it could be done
easier. If they hadn’t got any stone or anything to elevate the carcass, we
would dig a trench the size of the carcass, say fifteen inches deep; take two
iron bars, old boiler grates or pieces of railroad iron that won’t bend so easy
by the weight when you have it heated; roll your carcass over onto that trench ;
dig little air spaces at the end so that the air can go through, then pile
wood or coal, whatever you have, around it, and pour a little kerosene on
and set it afire. It is not any trouble at all to burn it in that way. I would
rather burn a carcass that way than to dig a hole six or eight feet and bury
it. It is not very much trouble at all. That is what our people are doing
now, but of course, as has been said here, has Illinois any regulations or any
power to handle this?
Dr. Tiffany has well explained it. Our local Board of Health is the proper
Board, that has the enforcement of the Iaw at hand. The difficulty with
us has been, since it broke out and became known as anthrax, a dangerous
disease for instance here is a man, John Smith, who loses a cow; he is fearful of anthrax, and the flrst thing he does, he gets a spade and digs a iole,
and puts it in; it is off the ground before the Local Board of Health or state
avtnoriries or anybody gets hold of the fact that the animal has Ke?.
MR. kLFBURG: Ni. President, it seems to me, another diRcL1t.y then
would be to decide whether it was anthrax without a microscopical examination each time. If you were to compel the burning of an animal that did
not die with anthrax, you are asking him to do something that you have no
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right to ask him to do.

THE PRESIDENT: I would suggest that the Chairman of the Resolutions
Committee prepare a resolution on this subject covering the regulations
raised.

f
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MR. THIEMANN: Mr. President, I will make that as a motion.
THE PRESIDENT: M. Tiemann has embodied this in a motion, that
the resolutions committee prepare a resolution on this subject, covering
the regulations s-ested.
Is there any second?
Whereupon, the moyon having been seconded, it was put by the President,
and unaqipl9usly. ,carried.
THE PRESIDENT; kr. Mqore, Chairman of the com&ee, will p r e b r e
a resolution covering the subject.
The ;topic noy,t . ~be, considered is .that payer of Dr. Norton on cgttle =%e,
or sqlpie8:. I pFpsyme it ,& no use to ,wait any l o y e r for Mr. Campbell, and
we yilI,.qow listep to pr. J. C. Nortop, .of Arizona.

+

:,p?perp?d by - Dr. J.,
porton, Territocial VeterJn~rian,:of Arizqrp..
C A T T q a$I,+BIES OR, MANGE&ITS CONTROL AND ERAqICATION.
Tbe ,term scabieg is commonly used in conpeqtion nitb .she2ep.pnd n p g e
wit,+ kttl,e, and only recengy hy cattle scabies attmcted much atteption.
This pi%* is so genenu, alqgng $Peep that v y consider that it Is a n e e
essw ,evil, always to be fou$ht,, but ,all will m e .*t,$s
is ,causing tbe expenditure by the fiock ,ownew of. OUT., po')of hvdreas. .# .tho&!&
of
dollars. p n u a l l y in endeyoring,,tg conpol tt, !heyidel! pp.
psses . they
suffer from 'the effects of. this lit?? d i t s .uipn :the .muttan ,vg , w q l p m
ducts. This expense aqd loss will qontinue
,:we, .as anioqcers,
work only with the view to the entire eradication of the mite that pkduce~8
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the disease.
..It is much more difacult to thoroughly &eat c&tle as,handed on,@;9~
range than sheep, but Fortunately cattle scabies,does not, , t ~ R r e & . , & ? ~ . ~ @ ~
as scabies in sheep, and in many localities the disease w i l l t h o $ e w & t e
itself at times, but unless 8 radical and u n i f ~ r mrematto* , y e ,yq*d
'by the various sanitary ofacials and board, cattle scabies will in timq,Qe 88
generally prevalent over the ,United Stafe8 as s h q p v b i p ... *:u+,
the
U. S. Department of Agriculture has forbidden the inteTta9 ,WmenJ..oginfected sheep and enforced the order by inspection, rapid progress has b e
made in many states and territories tawards eradicating sheep scabies, but
the various states, sanitary boards and ofaces should endeavor to control
cattle scabies before it becomes so mnerally pqvalent that the Federal authorities should require inspection of all, ptve offered for interstate shipmemL
They have not requiFd this apd.,qre sot l@ly6,0 if the infected states control and stamp out the disease for that is all that is desired by the Depertment.
Circumstances have no doubt made some present very familiar with cattle
scabies, but that all may have a general idea d the disease is no doubt the
reason why our Secretary requested this paper. At 8uch a meeting 8s this
it would not be expected that enough time would be allowed to read an ex:
haptive report and I will therefore touch only the important points that
Should be thoroughly understood by all who are responsible for live stock
=Flations.
Cattle scabies or mange, improperly called Texas' Itch, is a contagious
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disease, d u e to the presenc? of an anirliai parasitn or mite cal1edPaoroptes
con;rtiur,is var. bcvis. Symbiotic Mange,. or tail manq:‘,. due t o Chorioptes
symbiotes var. bovis, and foot mang?, due to ChorioDtes communis var. bovis
are not common and as the treatment for all for,ns is similar we will considu
only the first or common scabies. Some h a v e reported that 5cabic.s w a s (ran\
mittihle from cattle t o horses or sheep and vice vclrsa. This I think is a mistake for all reliable authorities agr.?e that though c3nimC;l :ca!,ie>, (Psorcptes

A well developed case o f Scabies in 2-year-old steer.

v

i’
Fig. 1 . M i t e of scal)ics, Psoroptes communis vas. bovis. Adult female great11 : i , a y n i r r - ~ l (after Mayo.)
1.1y ”. F i r r t right clav 9f same specimen, showing disc; more hiqh!s’
wayni’ied.
(after Mayo.)
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cqmmunis) mi&s and symbiotic, or tail mange mites, are found on cattle,,
ha$q@s,,>pnd,,sheep,that each has its special variety .an$ that none are \rammlf$ible , f r p one specie? to another. The principal name of all c o m m ~ n
mites are t h e same-Psoroptes comrrvnis- but each variety is n p e d 6ccording to the species of its host by adding bovis for cattle,equi for horses,
and ovis for s,heep.
There is, however, another form of mange, due to4.+ much, smaller .,mite
called Sarcoptes which affept. t h e horse,,,shepp. goat, dog, cat and pig, br?:
is not Trnmpn among cattle. Each of these species qap Jts, own particular
varietyp€pprcoptic mite, yet they may be transmitted from oqe qpecies to 9n:
other-rnuch more readily than the other mite.forSarcoptic Mange m& Qe tra<si
mitted to the horae from the sheep, pig, dog and cat, and to catts, from ,the
hqfse, sheep, goat and cat. All Sarcoptic mites may live for an inaeflni$e,
time on man, while the more common mites above referred to qoon,die w4en
placed on a humqq.
The Sarcoptic byFrow under the outer coating of the skin where,,they de-,
.posit eggE,an$.pul tiply, causing great inflammation of the skin and on account
of these hal&$s are much more difficult to destroy. We should &t be led to'
tbipk::that common,'.cpttle scabies is transmitted to horsss or sheep.
In#.&.rirnna mange has been prevalent among horses for *q
bq$ ip has,
neyisr Ileen transmitted to cattle to my knowledge though affecAYq,hor,;ies arq
often closely confined with cattle. If recent experiments or obsrryption; habe.
been made where common PsoFoptes mites have Peen transmitted,: from one
species to another it shy!d bc, mentioned here for the aqsistapye' o€ al1::ts
we should,know the important points about the transrp!ttibiIity ?f ail dist?awj'
between animals in order to make proper yet reasonable sanitap orders,
LIFE HISTORY OF COMMON SCABIES MITES.
All the varieties of common-Psoroptes-mites
, live on. @e surfrrqf: of. jAe
skin and suck blood from the host and their life history pnd qeqcriptloq, is
very similar. The cattle scabies mite attack principally the neck <id w\t,h&rs,'
the base of the horns, and the root of the tail of their host,' afd if not c$ecmed, :
will spread along the back and sides. The parasite can be sew,with t,he naber).'
eye, especially if. placed on black paper, as a rounded f o r 6 -019to .03l nf a6 ,
inch in length, of a whitish color,, haviqg fqur pairs of lopg-five jointed red-.
dish colored legs. The immature mite hi& but three pairs of legs, and can'
easily be found. With the magnifying glass one will noLe that the myith
Parts are quite pointed and well developed, which enables them to.prjck or
bite the skin of their host severely. These, bits!.. cause ,$$ut?
elevationn or
Papules from which a serous fluid exudes,, a p d p t,hpse postules multiply the
exudate accumulates and dries, fapning; a greyish cruts or'wah. ;.Underthbe. .
Crusts each female mite depcsits from .15 to 24 eggs which ,.hatch in.-, from,
three to seven days. These yoimg mites or larvae undelcgo terce or four mehi!
aqorphoses or changes, finally being fully matured in from 14 to 17 days aftkr ,!
deposited. This new generation migrates to the adjoining areas, causing the
affected or scabby parts to gradually increase. Each generation of acari dies
Soon after the eggs are deposited. When removed from the host the mites
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and eggs will live from three to four weeks or more if on damp ground, but
only fo! a few days under dry conditions. "Gerlach, a scientist, has computed
that a female Psoroptes mite will produce 1,500,000 mites in three months,
allowing 15 days for each generation, and that each female would deposit 15
eggs,'ten of fhich would be females. This brief data regarding the life history of mites must be considered in formulating successful regulations for
their eradication.
SYMPTOMS AND EFFECT.
As cattle scabies is due only to the presence of the mite the period of time
elapsing after the mites are deposited on an animal until the appearance of
the disease-period of incubation-depends largely on the number of parasites
transmitted, the condition of the animal, the season of the year, etc. ?he disedse may appear in two weeks, or not within from four to eight weeks.
Scabies is spread by direct contact with infected animals, and by contact with
fences, troughs, cars, etc., where infected cattle have rubbed. Animals under
two years of age, especially bulls, and those in unthrifty condition seem to be
most susceptible to coptract the disease. Cattle on good grass are not a8
likely to suffer from scabies, partly because of their not coming in as close
contact with each other, but mainly because t h e thrifty animal does not give
a'favorable habitat for the mite. Scabies seldom causes death in cattle,
unless they are young or in poor condition, when attacked, but produces such
yeat irritation, especially in the winter months, that animals will lose flesh.
In some cases animals will rub the affected parts against posts, barbed wire,
etc., until covered with blood, and often large areas will be entirely freed
h m hair, while the skin becomes thickened and wrinkled. Cold weather
favors tlie progress of the disease while as warm summer days come the
ed animal will &dually improve even without treatment,but some of the mites
dantinue to live, probably on the poofer animals, and in the fall again multiply rspidly and irritate their host.
TREATMENT.
The most economical method for treating scabies in cattle depends largely
upon the number and conditions under which they must be treated.' Ndthing
. i$ as tnofdngh as hipping the entire animal in properly prepaied solutions,
yet mqch better results can be obtained from spraying or brushing on medicfnes (spot doctoring) in treating cattle for scabies than sheep, because the
aisease*ismore Iocalized and the hair does not interfere with the treatment
a$ much as the wool. 'If but a few head are to be treated medicines can be
applied with b'rushes, ok as a spray while animals are confined in a narrow
khutb. Care should be .pIcen t o see that the crusts and scabs are broken and
the medidne penetrateb to the skin where animals are badly affected.
Vnder condftions usually found in the West sufficient numbers of cattle are
exposed where cattle scabies is found to wafrant the building of a dipping
plant with a vat large enough for the animals to be thoroughly submerged
in the mkdicated solution. Vats for dipping cattle 'are similar to those for
dipping sheep.' As t h e e fs little danger of spreadhg scibles infection in driving cattle. a short' distance bommudfi); dips are practikl, though a11 lafge range
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owners can well afford to own their own dipping plants. Many suitable dips
have been built in California, Texas, and other Southern States for use in
freeing cattle of ticks, but though scabies is sometimes called Texas-Itch the
disease is comparatively unknown in the South.
The demand for dips that can be easily prepared and used without heating
bas prompted the manufacture of many proprietary dips. Those containing
some of the coal tar products as Zeno€eum, Chloro-Naptholeum, and Lincoln's
dip have given good results. These are especially adapted where small num'bers of cattle are to be treated, but they should always be used in pmportiops
directed. Competition is so great a t present that proprietary dips that have
been proven effective by government or state experiments can usually be
relied upon.
T h e ofiicial lime and sulphur dip recommended by the U.S. Bureau of Animal Industries for treating scabies and sheep has been proven to'be very'effep
tive and reliable in treating scabies in cattle, and its cheapness must be ccWidered when large quantities of the solution must be used. Appl!Ances fof prep?ring this dip are more expensive and unless the dip ia proper€y prepared it l a nbt
as good as some of the proprietary dips.
The proportions for the lime and sulphur dip are as follows:
Flowers of sulphur,. .......:...po!.~hds,$X
Unslacked lime. ...........pbuhds',. 16y
Water,. ....................
.gkllons '100
These exact proportion should be kept and care should be ?ken to see %at
the lime is properly slacked before adding the sulphur - and !he m&t?f@
boiled for at least two hours, and the sediment allowed to yettle Well bbf6rk
t$e ooze is placed in the vat for dilution to the proper bus¶stency.' B'd?
directions tor preparing this dip can be secured from 'the' '6:''.!E E'yu of
Animal Industry. This dip must be kept warm while animals art$ beink 2-ted,'%ut whatever ingredients are used for dipping better results -wi!l' bb obtained if the solution can be heated and kept 'at a temperature of '%OS t& 116
degrees F.
Where cattle are scabby they should be held in the dip for at least two
minutes as the mites to be destroyed are on the skin under th6- scabs.
the slight amount of infection cannot be detected all animals that have be@
exposed should be treated. To be sure and stamp out the-diiease affec't!!
cattle 'should be treated a second time between the 10 and 14 day -affitr'@
flrst' tpatment. This will enable all eggs not destroyed by the'flrst dip
hatch- ?dd yet destroy the young mites before they mature sufaciently to dem
i
t eggs. .
It has%een found that dipping also frees cattle of lice and other parasites
which are detrimental and when properly done is very beneficial, and the%
is R F t h C a l f Y no danger of loss from the effects of proper dipping.
I? Warm countries the sunlight will destroy the mites that have been dropb-ut in ah kks the corrals, bulldidgs, posts,'trees, etc., where the mangy
cattle have ffeiluented most should be disinfected with the solution used for
treating' cattie'or-a 6 per cent sbfution of carbolic acid. The litter in the
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corrals should be burned, disinfected, or, scattered in the open air where cattle
will not come in contact, with i t for a few weeks. As a ru!e dipping to be
thorough must be done under the supervision of a competent inspector, or
one who is experienced, or much expense and time is expended with little
benefit to the stock. Too often stock are rushed through the dip in order to
make a record for the number dipped in a ceTtain time, not appreciating the
fact that by these methods they fail to accomplish the results desired.
Q~JARANTINEREGULATIONS.
The important questions for this Association to consider are what meas;
iires will be inforced in common in t h e various states, and what recognition
will be given by each state to the regulationw-enforced and health certificates
issued by ,the Government and $tate Officials- in other states. Certainly the
sanitary board and ofacials of each state have their own state laws and peculiar conditions to be governed by, yet they should endeavor to make regulations that are more uniform especially those effecting interstate shipment,
even if laws must be modified. State quarantine rules should not only tend
to prevent the spread of infections within the state but should also protect
other states by making it a misdemeanor for infected or exposed stock to be
offered for shipment to other States.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture, through its Bureau of Animal Industry, is doing a grand work along all sanitary lines, yet only with the assistance
of systematic state work can the best results h e obtained. B. A. I. Order No.
214, issued June 18th, last made it a misdemeanor, punishable by fine, to move
cattle affected with, or that have been exposed to, scabies infection from one
state or territory t o another, yet unless the various state authwities, who
should be familiar with local conditions, enforce similar rules many ship
ments of slightly infected cattle would be made, thus establishing new infected centers.
Too arbitrary rules will meet with opposition and fail, but proper stringent
rules, which will control and-eradicate t h e disease are for the Good of all
stock men, and each state must frame them according to conditions. Many
of the Southern and Western states buy breeding stock from the @ddle west
states. where cattle scabies is more or less prevalent, and they cannot accspt
same without danger, unless assured that the state ,authorities where this
disease exists will protect them. The rules of the Sanitary Board of Arizona,
with which I am associated, have for years allowed the admission into Arimng
without inspection, of all classes of live stock when accompanied by health
certiflcates signed by Government or State Veterinarians. As it is almost impossible to detect scabies, especially during the summer months, u ~ o pcattle
.
that are but' 'slightly infected, certificates of inspection allowing Qirtrsent
from infected states to other states for breciding ,pr grqdng pprposq ~401.114
he accepted only from Government or State Veterinafiaqg -f~rniljarwith tbe
d admisgiaq
conditions at t h e point of origi9,pf shipment, Cattle o f f e ~ ~for
from infected states without such certificate should be submitted to dipping
or quarantine at destination until known to be free from infection.
To prevent t h e shipment of cattle from infected counties without inspection
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railroad companies could be notified not to receive such cattle without proper
certificate from Government or State Veterinarian. Such a rule would assist
sanitary authorities in enforcing proper regulations in infected districts and
effectually'prevent the infecfioa being 'cs;?riet¶ to other states. As a gama1
rille I think that better results will be &bta'm&d,'and.that the importance' of
sanitary work warrants, that the expeme of a11 inspection be paid by the state
or government. If is difflcrli'to gez %hebest results when the expellse of iaspectihn i s paid by the bwner df the' &ocR inspected.
With 'fhese methods sy$tematicdll enforced dg-co-opehtinfi 5 f the vaPiobs
sanitary boards, togethdr with the effective work n u i being done in t h e idfected stated by government and state authorities, cattle scabies sbuldi soon
be eradic'ated from our country.
Many here have had recent experience in combatting scabies, and can-give
their practical experience. I trust that some of the pdints referred -to'Wll-be
thoroughly discussed by all present and that as h ' ' r ~ S U l t - s H & t ? a b l ! L S will -be
adopted by the various states which will successfully Control m d sooh ent*ly
eradicate cattle scabies, and yet not' work hardships bn own#&-&-shippers
of healthy cattle.
THE PRESIDENT: Any remarks on the paper read-lSy Dr.'Norton?. Tau
will notice on the program that there is general discussion 'td fbfiow all papers
read. Any questions can be asked Dr. Norton, or any discuskion may b e w d
at -Chis time:
.
DR. LAMB: kr. President, there is one point in regard to cattle mange
that we in Colorado are deeply interested in. And that is the probable lifeLof
a mite after leaving its'host, and being deposited on a rubbing pa$ or fence,
possibly 'or 'on the brush. bearing in mind that we' are arid, and our sun fs hot
and dry, and take those facts into consideration before answering positively,
as near as you can, how long it will live.
DR. NORTON: Mr. President, if that question is addressed to me, I can
say I have done a certain amount of experimental work along this line, and I
have discussed the question somewhat within the last few days. I think you
will find in arid country like this, the scab mite will live possibly three or
four days, or possibly a week, at the most. I tried at one time with some
scabies mites to see how long I could make them live, and the longest I
could make them live under favorable conditions, was eight days, hut 1. am
Sure in a northern climate, they could be made to live longer thap that. I
do not think in Colorado, you have very much danger of mites living any
length of time on -rubbing posts or fences. I think; however, that corrals
where cattle are confined, or sheds or any other place where they are codfined
the most, should be disinfected.
MR. DEAN: Mr. Chairman, at Kansas City, we have beep enabled to keep
the mites alive for two weeks when accompanied with a considerable bunch
of hair or exudrtte of scab; that they,live two weeks in Kansas City. That is,
where they alg kept confined. I do"nt know'what they would do out in the open
.air. But I do not ,pink they would stay with you very long if we were to
leave- them OUL, in the open: but where Lhey are confined, we'fotlnc? tha€ the
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rqi$es will .lpe, two weeks when aucomppied with a good portion of the hair
an@.the egaa$e,.ot scab :of an animal.
THE PRESIDENJI': Mr.-Morris of Oklahoma can tell about Oklahoma.
What expe,rience have. you had with mange or scabie there?
MR, AtfQRRJS: Well, I don't know as I can. We have had plenty of scabie
in .two countieq,, and we peat, the inspector through there. He waB also accompaaied,.by Dr. Alleq, of axyther district. Doctor Allen reported no mites
found; could not find anx-under the micsoscope. M y most direct of a scab1
outbreak,!isip a herd of hopes bought at the Omaha stock yards about a -year
ago. I$ deval?ped .in .those horses along some time this spring. The fact of
$e matter is the gentleman renorted tomtheoface himself, and he maintained
a strict quarantine; went right to work treating the horses with lime and sulphuy. He consulted w:jth some party before he consulted me, even, and was
working trxing to .e?d!t+te
the disease. But, he claims that he treated those
horses some tpree or four .times with scrubbing brushes, dipping them, apd
5t lpt-he +id it w a qnder
~
control, and reported the thing to me, and I eent
a,veterinarian out there, not one of our men, however, as no one then was
available at the time. He was quite anxious to move his stock; he had been
v ~ r ynice ,wit qs, qnd this gentleman he employed .was a common veterinarian,, and he. revrted t h i t he could not find any-sign of it, and so I released his

horses. Dr. Allen is.acqudnted with those horses.
DR. Ai.j.ic?N: Mr. President, concerning also the cattle that Mr. Morris
speaks of in Dubuque County, they were once nearly all in a country that ia
rsupposqd .to bs. infested in the winter, during the past winter, and even as
far-bakk &.fifteen..years ago, moreIor Ipsabscabi,existed among cattle there in
winter; but. the cases that I examined, which they presumed was scabi, did
have somp appearance of having +e disease, though I was entirely unable to
flnd any mite of any kind, and therefore, I did not report the matter; I could
iiot repoft it without finding a mite.
eegardfng the hokes bdongipg t o Mr. Witchell ,ofGqthrie,- which were
shipped, frpm .pPraha,. Nqbraep, these horses were treated twice with the
government fo.Gula of lime and sulbhur; they had not been ,dipped, but simpiy, as JUT. Mo+s,,explained, :by applying the scrubbing ?rush., Even after
that, after th,ey had bean treated, twice that way, I scraped some of the. skin
ofrtho5e ,animals, frnd I found about two p r cent of,,the +tea, weye,atill living,
I hap :no,f u . p p f qomection or syPervisio@.over,t h q e , horys; .,,qjqilyI made
aq,iyestigation to satisfy myself, and the horses were released after an exaniiqtion,.py %e veterinarian.
THE PRESIDENT; Judge Hankins of Texas, you know of sometding about
t nat Pan Handle Country.
MR.,HA-NS#:,
Mr: Chairman, we have i e r y -little of the sGbiea and &
very .~~f!$s,a$ku$?~~d
Fith ?em. We-haven't done anything for +em
yet: ';They mo,w up p,anothery p n t r y and we:^ to, keep them from moving
ucp~
,tol,where,wy, are. .We don't know anything about them. W e have to
leajn somethingabout *em.
THE PRESIDENT: Well, we in Oklahoma have &en blorsi& it O& h-
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as and Colorado.
MR. NORTON: I would like to ask Judge Hankins if he keeps those COUP
ties under quarantine. or wlial. is the condition.
MR. HANKINS: . We are formulating those regulations now.
MR. JOHNSON:. Mr. President, it seems to me that this scabie question is
one of the most important that can come before this meeting. At least, we
4eel that way about it here in Colorado, and I think that some of the points
made by Dr. Norton in his charges are very good, and ought to be considered
here. That is in regard to the spread of this disease from this state into
other states, and from other states into this state. We know that .we acquired the disease here from other states, and notwithstanding the Bureau
of Animal Industry, Order 114, unless the states take hold of this matter
themselves in the most vigorous manner-possible, we are going to have a
good long, hard fight. And it has been our experience in Colorado, that, while
we cannot say that they are direct losses from the disease, yet we know that
we can-trace a very large per cent of our winter losses directly to this disease. The cattle are left in such a condition that they simply cannot get
through any kind of hard winter. Our losses last winter were something
fearful, much greater than we have ever been willing to admit even to ourselves; and it was due to this disease, no question about it.
Our State Board has taken hold of this matter in dead earnest. They have
succeeded in getting our stock men thoroughly worked up on the proposition,
and they are taking hold now as they never did before. They are going to
almost any extent to eradicate this disease. In fact, in somesections, it means
the life or death of the industry. There is no question about it. It is a matter
that has got to be jumped on, and jumped on pretty hard. Our State Board
has gone to work all right, and we have designated all the state from the
mountain clear to the state line as infected territory. Not all of this territory is, you may say, infected yet, but there was no way we could draw a
line except by taking the mountains, and we have found that this disease
has gradually worked over into the mountains; in fact it has already got
.
right up into the mountains; where it never existed before.
We have gone to work and made regulations preventing the movement of
these cattle, not only from the infected territory into the uninfected territory,
but even in the infected territory as far as possible, and commencing with
the middle of next month, from the 15th of October to the 15th of November,
we are requiring that all herds containing any infected cattle whatever, are
to be dipped, and to be dipped under the supervision of the inspector of
our state board. That means that they are going to be dipped properly. We
are going to t r y and get results; not try to see how big a record we can make,
in seeing how many we can dip in a day, but we are going to dip them, and dip
them thoroughly.
At the present time, Colorado has no regulations in regard to the moving
of these cattle out of the state. The matter has been left to the Bureau of
Animal Industry, and it seems to me that it is a mistake. I think that Dr.
Norton is correct when he urges that the state should adopt some regulation

quite a long distance before it will bump up against any control; It may be
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it and then lets it get cold, and so on, and we do not get as good results'as we
do with some of the proprietary dips; ax9 in a great rhany instances, we have
got very good results from using cold dips, and where they can be used, itJs
much cheaper where properly applied and properly used. We find it very
effective. Of course, where the dip can be heated, it is just that much better,
brft if the animal is properly soaked in a cold dip, it has been t.2 experience

.

of some of our people here that we have gotten very good resulta.
I would like to hear Dr. Norton's paper taken up and disaussed further, and
see if something cannot .be done .along that line. I think the bdreau will be
glad to lend us assistance in preventing disease, and preventing its spreading.
THE PRESIDENT: Any further remarks? It has been askea concerning
the lime and sulphur dip, Colonel Dean, if the official order directly requires
that to the exclusion of any other dip.
MR. DEAN: Mr Chairman, the official order of the B u k u of him-al
Industry simply designates that where the'dipping is done under Bureau
supervision, that we use the lime and sulphur dip prepared under the superVieion of the Bureau, or an employee or inspector of that Bureau. If any other
d i p is used, and the cattle cured, that is just as good, if the cattle are cu9d.
We make no difference whatever about what dip has been used in order to
cure the animal, and if they were never diseased, they stand on the same footlng. We do not discriminate Ct all in regard to what is being used to cure the
animal. We only ask that they are free from scabi before they are removed
h m one State or-Territory to another. That places the responsibility upon
*e individual owner or manager of the animal. Of course, if the local authorities can help one, why, 80 much the better; that is, help some laggard owner,
that is, some-fellow who don't see that it is his duty to protect himself. But
the laws of the United States place the responsibility upon the owner or ma=ger of the animals before they are removed from one state or territory to -0th
er. We propose to hold him responsible, and we have got a penalty attached to
it, and if we find him outside his state, I don't care how, and evading these
regulations, if he is violating these regulations, we are going to test the law
on him:That is the way we propose to put it. We do not have to run after the
owner of the cattle, and tell him that his cattle are diseased, and look after
hie interests. The responsibility is placed on him. Every man who knows his
business, or ought to know it, ought to know the condition of an animal. I do
not think there is an owner of a herd of cattle or flock of sheep in the state of
Colorado, or any other state 'but what knows their condition, through their
manager or herders.
MR. JOHNSON: I would like'to ask Mr Dean, prior to the issuing of
order 106, ,were you in position-was
the Bureau in position to hold the
fndividual responsible?
MR. DEAN: No, no. We practically had no law before the lata A& e
Cowreess, passed February 2nd. We practically had no law that we'could
enforce. We probably had none, if we did, I am mistaken about it.
MR. JOHNSON: I was simply going on, in making my remarks in that
connection, what the bureau has done for a number of years to stop the spread
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of sheep scab, but it keeps on spreading,just the same.
&R. DEAN: We had no adequate law, according to the decision of
Justice Harland, that the Secretary of Agriculture had assumed the authority
that had been conferred on the Secretary of the Treasury, and the Congress
kad simply overlooked that fact. That was the law known as the inspection
law) and in view of that, we have simply'done without a law. and done the
best we could. Now, as we have a law, whenever the proper evidence is
furnished to us, we propose to enforce it. At least, that is my instruction.
*DR. KOTO:
M r Chairman, I wish to state that I am satisfied the order
of the Bureau has done a great deal of effective work throughout the different parts of t h e country, especially'in our state, Iowa. During the last twelve
or fifteen months I presume that our department received at least 120 official
notices from these yards at Sioux City, Omaha, Kansas City, where scabby
sheep had been shipped into those various markets: and in following up, or
attempting to follow those, we found that a great many ?f those shippers or
owners had still large numbers of diseased sheep on hand. I remember in one
instance, where the owner had been shipping something like a hundred and forty diseased sheep. He still had on his premises in one flock of 2500 sheep,
peraaps over a hundred that was badly diseased; anyhow, say twenty-five
or thirty-five, that were so bad that they could scarcely live. I advised the
owner to dip, recommending different dips, that he might take his choice. He
did so, and I think it had a very good effect. He managed to eradicate the'
disease among his sheep, to almost-well, t o just a very few, there was only
a very few diseased. He kept haying such a large number, I thought best
to quarantine him for the time being.
W e had notices from different parts, as I said, continually, every week,
until the Bureau sent two assistants or two men from their department into
our state; and they visited all these different places where the outbreak was
reported, and I want to say now that it is very seldom that we hear of any
sheep scab in,our state.
As far as the scabie among cattle is concerned, we have no ofllcial report
of late, but we have had quite a number of outbreaks among horses, and in
attempting to trace this-well, I do not wish to lay this to the door of Texas
-and yet it is reported that that is the direction these horses &me from.
We have in the most of our cases quarantined those, and required them to be
thoroughly dipped, with very good results.
I would like to ask Colonel Dean'if this order, 106 refers to horses as well
as sheep.
MR. DEAN: Every domestic animal.
DR. KOTO: Every domestic animal?
MR. DEAN: Yes. I will furnish you a copy.
MR.McCRILLIS: Mr. Chairman, having been connected with the State Stock
Inspection Board of Colorado for a number of years, and having been in the
cattle business myself for 20 odd years, I have been obliged to become more
or less acquainted with scabies in cattle. And I have listened to my-friend
Johnson here tell about how badly cattle in Colorado were affected, and I
8
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want to say to you gentlemen-present, that he-put it-a little worse than what
it is. Mr. Johnson represents the of€icial live stock paper here, and goes at it
in a newspaper man’s fashion, to make it out as bad as he can, and we want
to have it go o u t amongst the cattle men that way so as to get them stirred
up as much as we can. On the other qand, we do not want the gentlemen
present to think that we have got the scabie here quite as bad as Mr. Johnson says we have. I, for one, know it is not so, He is mistaken. He does notmean to lie about it, but he is mistaken.
,Now, for the past two or three years, we, as a State Board here, have been
trying to educate the stock men up to eradicate this disease, and I know
that the education has done a good deal of good, cattle and’ stock men
have become interested because of their o h interests, and hundreds of vats
have been built for the dipping of cattle: I mean W i t h the aifferent kinds
of dips, and almost. all the different kinds of dips that are oh the market
have been used, and comparatively speaking, we have no mange in this State
compared with what we had two years ago. Now, I know that to be a fact,
but at the same time, we would have just as much-in a short time if w e
do not keep on doing-all e a t we possibly can to eradicate it. And with
that end in view, the present Board, as Mr. Johnsdn has told you, has issued,
a peremptory order that everything must be dipped between October 15th and
,November ISth-every herd of cattle in which any mange whatever if
bund.
Now; I want to say that I coincide with Colonel Dean’s idea of putting it up to the stock map as to whether his cattle have disease or pot. I want to
say to you that a week ago last Saturday, we ran,up against B. A. I. order
number 114 for the first time. We had a train load of cattle out here at .
Kit Carson going to Kansas City. We sent <or the Government*Inspector:
Hg went around and inspected them, and the man said that they were,for
immediate slaughter, and I think the inspector ordered-told
them what
the law was, that they must be placarded on each side of the car, “Scabby
Cattle.” They did that, and the cattle went to Kanssa City. Now, on that
day, 6 week ago last Saturday, we had forty or fifty shipments out of this state
that would have to be jnspected b r a Governm&U inspector if B. A. I. order
No. 114 was literally carried out as worded; and the government, as I un,
deratand it, is not prepared to do that. We have got about flfty inspectors.
this State Board has, and at this. t!me of the year, it keeps us pretty busy
inspecting all these shipments. If the-gavernment are to furnish the inspectors that I am speaking about, I know how impracticable it would be under
Present conditions to Inspect all these ‘cattle that are destined out in the
state 04 Colorado, and as I said a moment ago, I cannot help but agree with
Colonel Dean that one of the best s a y s to compel the dipping and eradicate
the scabies in cattle, is to put it up to the owner; if he brings the stuff
to the railroad and declares that they are free of man-ge-or scabies and are
all right, and there is nobody there, either the railroad agent or other Rtocir owner, or anybody that has a suspicion that they are mangy, and makes
complaint about it, and he loads them up and sends them down to Kansas
I
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City, and when they get down there, if the Government inspectors, finding
that, they are mangy, quarantipes them, how long do you think it ’would
take for stockmen in Colorado or any other infected states to learn that
they could not shin stuff without great lass to their pocketbooks? That is
one of the very bqst ways to enforce the law about cleaning up these cattle
that I know of; and in view of the fakt that the Government is not prepared
to inkpect every shipment, which is B. A. I. order No. 114, if I read it right,
it includes all the territory west of the Mississippi River, why it would take
thousands of inspectors to inspect these cattle as they go into other states,
and at the ‘present time, I am sure they are not prepared to do it, and I
think Colon91 Dean’s idea of putting it up to the owner is a good one.
As far as Colorado is concerned, I wish to reiterate that the stockmen
themselves through the efforts of the Board during the past two years, have
eradicated a pretty large percentage of this disease, and I expect to see that
the order that is now issued by the Board is complied with. I expect to see
it perfectly eradicated from the State, and if other adjoining states will do
what I know Colorado has been doing and is doing, I do pot think you will
have any chance to make much complaint about mange.
DR. NORTON: I heartily agree with.what has been said and practically all agree that the owner of stock should be held responsible. I cannot,
however, agree with Col. Dean in hia statement that all owners of stock
know whether they are diseased- or not. I think if you leave the matter
entirely to the wisdom and honesty of Qwners of stock we will never get
.lid of conkagious diseases. Many men know comparatively little about scabies. They may consider that their cattle are lousy or they may say that they
have been affected with scabjes but claim that they are free from disease
at present. Such parties will offer shipments of cattle and they will be
accepted by the railroad and may be shipped to points in New Mexico,
Arizona, or other non-infected districts without being inspected by any federal or state veterinarian. The cattle may not be seen for two or three years
by anyone competent to determine whether they are diseased or not and
by this time the disease ha8 spread on to many ranges and will be extremely
hard to eradicate. If you allow infected cattle shipped to ranges of the
South it is only a question of time until you will have the disease brought
back to you with shipments of feeders.
I think that the suggestion that I made that railroad companies be re.
quired to refuse shipments of cattle from scabies infected districts unless
they are accompanied by a certificate of health signed by a State, or Government Veterinarian familiar with’ conditions at point of origin. I consider B. A. I. Order No. 114 a good one but under present conditions additional
regulations are necessary.
MR. McCRILLUS: Mr. Chairman, I wish to answer that in this way,
that I agree with the gentleman from Arizona, but we haven’t the machinery
to do that with. If you can show us any way that we can provide the inspectors to do that .work with, why then, I will say that every shipment
should have a bill of health either from the government or a state inspec-
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tor. But neither the government nor the state of Colorado has the means
by which they can employ inspectors at the present time to do this work.
It cannot be done; it is physically an impossibility.
MR. NORTON: Mr. President, I ,would answer the gentleman in this way,
that these shipments destine+ for these southern states are not range
stock in a general sense of thd word. The buyers from the south come up
here to buy some blooded Hereford or Short-horn Bulls, and if an order wasgiven by your Board saying that those bulls would not be accepted in ,
southern states unless accompanied by a certificate from the State Veterinarians, which should accompany the shjpment, that would be helpful in
enforcing your regulation, and every man that had not complied with every
request of the Board, literally, you could simply refuse to issue his certificate.
MR. KLEBURG: For the cattle coming from the range, say from the Pan
Handle, Texas, and going into Colorado or Mexico or any other state, why
I suppose it would not be unreasonable-to request to have whoever goes with
the cattle, have them inspected, or have a certificate of health; then a man
could go to the trouble to look around for an inspector, and let them know
that he was going to.take those cattle across the line. .
DR. NORGAARD: Mr. President, ignorance of the law has never been considered an excuse for a transgression; still, ignorance has nevef been held
to be a crime. Now, you all know that mange and itch in the summer time,
or in the late fall, practically disappears from the cattle, but for all that,
we know that the parasite is still there. Now, take shipments that are made
now, or even in the late fall, it is hard for the owner of the cattle to say that
‘‘my cattle may be scabby, but I don’t know it, and I can’t see it,” and as
long as it is the popular belief that mange and itch disappears from cattle
during the summer, and only returns again during the late fall or winter,
then these people believe it is a new infection. How can we expect a man
to come out and say, “My cattle are infected,” when he cannot see a t m e
of it? You c a p go into herds now that we know had the disease very bad
last fall, and yet simply putting them through a dip, or putting them through
a process so as to lay the hair on them, and only that, can you see the spots
of the scabie. So I do not think they should place the responsibility upon
the man, if he is ignorant, which he m a y be, when the cattle have shown no
symptoms?
MR. KLEBURG: Would it be pracucal to inspect a herd of one thousand
head,*and to .say that it has a clear bill of health?
DR. NORGAARD: No. It is not practical. We will have to fall back on
the local inspector, who knows the territory, and who knows there w88
scabie there last year.
DR. NORTON:, That is exactly the point that I made. No one could be
expected to have thorough information except the Government or State veterinarian who are familiar with a e conditions at the -point of shipment.
There are several good inspectors between here and Arizona that would not
be able to give a reliable certificate for shipments of Colorrrdo cattle.
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MR. DEAN: Mr. Chairman, we recogniize that as a tact in both iheep
an cattle, that if sheep are assorted and scabie is-cut out, those that show
the lesions of,the disea-se, the breaks in the wool; but the others it is almost
impossible for the inspector to ascertain with anything like safety whetb 3r
the animals are diseased or not; that the only thing that makes an inspection
reliable is knowledge of the conditions of the flock or the herd.at the point
of originating. We recognize t h a t an inspector is not fully qualifled to do his
work with less than one year's experience in the district assigned to him.
Consequently, the department puts this up, as-the gentleman remarks, to the
owner, to place the responsibility on him. Of course, there may be owners
that are without knowledge of the conditions, but I think they are very rare.
I have handled nearly all of the domestic animals in'my life, and during the
time that I owned them, I do not think that I ever had an animal, and there
was anything the matter with it very long, but what I knew it. I knew there
was something wrong, anyhow. But of course, this is different, in regard
to the cattle scabies, which is described as not showing the disease. I
think it is a fact that when animals shed their hair, they almost invariably
drop the mites, and especially is that so, when they shed the hair uniformly. It has been our experience in the blue grass country that they nearly
all get rid of it. I have been familiar with it for some years. Twenty-five
years ago, I saw a herd of cattle where the cattle were scabie and the
horses were scabie. Of course, with our range knowledge, we thought the
cattle scabie and horse scabie was mange, or one disease, because we had
it altogether, the horse scabie and cattle scabie. But with the cattle in
the coarse grass country, where they shed off uniformly early in the season,
they invariably got rid of the disease.
We do not consider that inspection of animals, an individual examination of
animals, that is, the ordinary examination, can be made at the shipping station, away from the Berd, is bound to determine whether they are clean, or
not. Of course, in cases where we find scabies or disease of any kind, we
intend and instruct our inspectors to furnish the owner of the cattle with a
written order, a written decision notifying him-a written notice, notifying
him of the condition of these animals; also a written notice to the railroad
agent at the shipping point, and to the low1 authorities at the state where we
find this. We want the co-operation of the state and local authorities, and
we go about it in that way. Of course th? cattle scabie business is new business with us. We have just commenced it, and there appear to be' some
differences of minion about jurisdiction, even in this state. I understand
there is another division that claims jurisdiction of the cattle scabies in
the State of Colorado. Our jurisdiction, or the jurisdiction of the Kansas
City oflice has never been defined clearly to us, but we just infer that the
same jurisdiction that was given in regard to sheep scab governed the cattle
situation, also. We assumed that, and are placing our inspector to meet it,
but we expect to hold the owner responsible in this way. We have inspection at all of the stock yards. We have a stock yards inspection, and the.
train of cattle which the gentleman of Colorado referred to that was shipped
I
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out the 15th of this month, when they reached the Kansas City stock -yards,
there were no cards on the cars, at least, on the side next to us, unloading
tbe car. One of our inspectors noticing.there was nothing the matter with
&e cattle, and no placards on the cars, and they went into the native divit ‘ ;
ion, and they were held for feeders. They went to the state of Illinois.
Whether they have an infection with them or not, we do not know. Pye .’
made the investigation the day after the cattle were sold, on receipt of a letter from the secretary of the Colorado Board-we heard on investigation that .
it developed that the way-bills were marked for slaughter, but the stock
yards stubs had no marking on them at all; consequently, that all went for
hothing.
MR. THOMAS: Mr. Chairman, I even wish that the Bureau had made 114
stronger, the same as they have for hogs with cholera. Now, I worked single-handed and alone in Nebraska, and if that 114 had the same strength as
’the one on hogs, and that is this, if’a man has an outbreak of cholera in hogs,
. he cannot ship a hog from his place until the,disease is eradieated from that
‘’ i * , , .
bunch of hogs.
’ MR. DEAN:
I think this is equally strong.
MR. THOMAS: And in regard to cattle, it is only interstate; they can
ship from a point in the state to a market.
MR. DEAN: Oh no. We do not interfere, with rules within the state at all.
MR. THOMAS: Well, that is what I understand. Now, as I say, if it were.
the same, I would publish that rule, and that is the regulation and an instruction to all railroads to not receive cattle unless they were healthy. Now,
as you say, it puts it up to the owner. He knows whether they have scabie
and other things in his herd. If he had scabie in his cattle last winter, he.
‘cannot safely say he has not any now, so that it may go on through the aummer.
Now, there is another point that I think you men are too liberal on, that is
some of you, and that is in regard to the use of dips. Mr. Johnson here speaks
of using all kinds of @ins and succeeding. It has not been so in Nebraska,
that they could use qny o1.d thing and succeed. I think that is the worst feature, the worst thing we have to contend with, and I think that the gentleman
gives us flgures here, and not‘only that, but we have them from the newspapers
last winter, of the tremendous losses in Colorado throughout the winter. If
he says it is from scabie, I won’t quarrel with him about the definition. W e
had the same experience in Nebraska. They use certain proprietary remedies; they became discouraged; they dipped two, three, four and five times
and they said, “We won’t dip any more; we have got discouraged.” That
was the kind of work that was going on for a year or two. Last year, they
went to work carefully, dipping with lime and sulphur dip, and they pnrctically exterminated the disease in the section in which it wa8 used, and the
reports in the last winter or last spring, given by men we know, of death
throughout the winter, that it did not go up to three percent. They knew
because they had canvassed those herds, and it was in the western portion
of the state where the winter was probably as severe as it is in any place in
1
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Colomdo, Now, you mean that these proprietary remedies many times are as
cheap as lime and sulphur. That is the very thing that the proprietary rem-edies have to compets with, is the cheapness of lime and sulphur. Of course,
Y?u have to Pay their bill, but in the eastern part of Nebraska, you can buy
material sufacient to make 1600 gallons of dip, lime and sulphur, for twelve
dollars, and there is no coal tar preparation that can compete with it. Anyone can get directions-they can either buy it of the people that. are making
the matefial, or follow directions.
Now, in regard to the Bureau of Animal Industry only recommending one
dip for the dipping of cattle, and that is lime and sulphur, sixteen and a quarter-pounds of lime and sulphur to ,one gallon. It does not matter how slack
your lime, so much, and add the sulphur and boil it, you can only get so much
in solution; but you need lime of course to ppt the sulphur in solution. I am
informed-that the sheep dip is eight pounds of lime to 24 of sulphur, but I
do not object to increasing both materials until you have eleven pounds of
lime to 33 of sulphur. It will make a n excellent dip; it will not do any harm.
But, if you make it in this proportion, you will find that you have laid the
sediment, and it will never be necessary to settle it in the dipping of cattle.
Of course, for sheep, you have another proposition; you have the wool to consider; but for cattle, you have got nothhg of the kind, yournhaveno fleeces to
consider, whether they may be damaged or not. So I feel we have no excuse .
for our people not dipping their cattle when we go before them and state
what they can do; they can be dipped-you have a certain number of hundred
head, why it don't cost you a cent apiece. .of course, the residhe in the tank,,
that is not used. You have got to get your tank; you have got to buy certain material, and the experience with us in Nebraska is, that there has been' no
remedy that is as good as lime and sulphur for doing the work.
DR. NORGAARD: Mr. President, for reasons it is not necessary to s$te, I
I shall not go into the merits of the various dips, but as long as the question
of lime and sulphur has-come up, and as you no doubt know, I have had some
experience in dipping I will say that all we can do is to look at-the results of
using lime and sulphur. Lime and sulphur has been used for flfteen or twenty
years, and more, and millions and millions of sheep at least have been dipped .
in it, what is the result today? Take the state of Wyoming. There, sheep scab was so bad that they had t6 call on the Bureau of Animal Industry to '
take hold because they can't master it themselves any longer. As the-gentleman from Nebraska says, he differs from the Bureau of Animal Industrp .
as to composition, and he is not the only one that differs; there are hundreds
of others that differ, a little more and more, until they come to the point where
there is too much sulphur or too 'much lime, or too little sulphur or to0 little
€ime, or to the point where it is too weak, or it is too strong. Every sheep
man who is using lime and sulphur, works under his own formula. For that
very reason, lime and sulphur has never been a success. Another thing, lime
and sulphur to be effective, must be used hot. Dipping the cattle in hot dip
is not good for them, that is especially in cold weather, as you have in many
cases to dip late in the fall, or even in the winter. Then, if you use a cold
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dip, you have got to chop the ice off your tank, dip your cattle without any
danger. If you use the hot dip, statistics show where two or three or four
hundred head of cattle have died as the result of being dipped in hot dip, and

then exposed to the weather; they come out of the dip wet, and hot and -then
get cold.
I just want to add a word a$ 8 suggestion to the former discussion, i f it
would not be possible, as long as the responsibility is going to be placed on
the individual owner of cattle, to make him, when he makes his statement, to
the effect that he has no mange in his cattle to make it include whether he had
mange last spring or last winter. If he can testify to that effect, that he did
not have it last winter, or else testify that he had it,but that he has taken prop
er precautions in the meanime, and his cattle do not show any sign o$ mange,
then he should go; but, if he had to testify that his cattle did show signs of
mange, then he should be considered suspicious.
MR. THOMAS: Mr. President, I wish the gentleman to understand that I
do not differ with the bureau at all in its composition of lime and sulphur.
DR. NORGAARD: At least, I so understand ypu.
MR. THOMAS: Only in this way; they have given two formulas, one formula for cattle, 16% pounds of lime to 21 of sulphur.
The man who wrote that bulletin-I forget the gentleman's name-frcim
North Dakota--had great success with it. I say I favor the proportion. For
use of sheep, the government recommends the other formula, and Mr. Hickox,
what does he say? If he were dipping sheep that had scabs,h e would use lime
and sulphur dip, and he has thirteen states in charge for the Bureau of Anindal
Industry for the extermination of scab. I say I favor-the proportion of eight
pounds of lime to 24 of sulphur for the reason that that amount of lime will
come nearer dissolving or putting that amount of sulphur in solution, and pat,
I think, is the proportion used in Nebraska, which has been wherever they
have had great success.
In regard to the coal tar preparation that you speak of, I' could give you
illustrations, but I would rather not for personal reasons.
DR. NORGAARD: I do not see that your statement has changed what I
said, apy. You know of another formula than the one recommended by the
Bu?.eau that ma think is more effective. As I said, in the same way, hundreds
of others have their own little formula that they prefer, and there is where
the upsafety of the use of lime comes in.
'
DR. NORTON: I would like to hear from Dr. Lucky.
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Lucky is called for.
Dfi. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman, I do not think this matter of the care of cattle
scabie seems to be so helpless. I do not think the treatment of the disease
iU'a matter of a great dbal importance. The thing which there might be on
the surface of the skin is easily reached and destroyed by any of the dips that are well prepared and properly used.
-1 think the important question is about how we are going to get at dipping
Of these cattle and controlling and moving those are affected. When the papers were filled with the announcements of the existence of scabie among
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cattle, it looked at one time as though it might be necessary for the state of
Missouri to issue some quarantine regulations, requiring the inspection of
western cattle. I know that it would have been inconvenient, requiring a lot
'of inspectors, which would inconvenience the shippers and railroad companies
'and I looked over the situation to see if it were absolutely necessary to have
to advise the adoption of quarantine regulations, and I concluded that it would
not be necessary for the state of Missouri to formulate regulations against
any of the western states for this reason.
First, catt1e)are brought there only in small bunches; they are all in confinement; where we have an outbreak of scabies, it is only a small job to
quarantine cattle and keep them quarantined until they can be dipped and
cured; and in t h e next place, I notice that the authorities in Kansas and Colorado, and as Judge Hankins has just stated, in Texas, have taken up the
matter of controlling the infection, and require dipping in the counties where
the disease is known to exist, the infected cattle and those that are exposed;
and as long as that is done, it will not be necessary for t h e state of Missouri
to issue any quarantine regulations. And I think we are coming to the point
where we can readily say, that if it is at all possible, the state in which scabies
exist in cattle, should act on the matter, as the authorities have in the state
of Kansas, and as Judge Hankins states they are doing in his state of Texas;
and I think we ought to get along with as few regulations as are absolutely
necessary to control the spread of the infection. But, it is essential that every
state should control the infection within that state.
I would rsgret very much to have a bunch of cattle infected with scabies
go to Illinois. I would regret to have t h e disease spread from one bunch to
another in that state and we never neglect to properly control an infected
bunch of cattle, and I am thankful it does not exist there to any extent, to
cause very much expense or trouble in controlling it; that we have proper
authority under the law to control it. I am glad it is not as common in the
state of Missouri as it appears to be on the range.
Now, as to controlling the disease on the ranges, I cannot give you any
more suggestions than anyone who never knew about t h e diseases, because
I don't know myself how I would go up on the ranges of Western Colorado,
and some of the extensive ranges of New Mexico, Texas and Arizona, and
control the disease. The fact that it is on those ranges hard to control makes
it important that states like Nebraska and Colorado furnishing full blood
cattle to those ranges, should take every precaution to prevent t h e carrying
of the disease with those cattle that are carried to the ranges for breeding
purposes. In fact, I d.0 not believe the full blood Durhams are affected to any
great extent with scabies. But it is very important for each state to try and
control the lnfectlon within its borders.
MR. JOHNSON: Mr. President, some of the gentlemen seem to have misunderstood the position I took in regard to this dipping proposition. I do not
want to be understood as saying that lime and sulphur is not good dip. I believe it is. I simply take the position that any of these dips, almost, will do
the work. Just as Dr. Lucky says, it is a disease that is easily cured if it is
-
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gone at right. The very point we are trying to meet is, that we want to make
it as easy and as simple for our people here to treat this disease as possible,
and for that reason, these proprietary dips are on the market; they are being
pushed; there is strong competition among them, and it has been our experience here in Colorado-I will admit we have had some of the same experience
that Mr. Thomas has had-we have had cases where certain dips have been
used, and several times, and they say it is no good, the cattle have got it worse
now. In fact, I attended one meeting this summer in the eastern part of the
state where one gentleman came up and said when he commenced dipping he
only had one or two head affected, but after he had dipped four or five times,
the whole herd was affected, and he was laying it onto the dip, and yet I know
that same bunch of cattle afterwards was taken and properly dipped, and the
first dipping showed it right up. It was simply the methods they had used in
applying the dips.
Now, if those other dips will do the business just as well as lime and sulphur, they are certainly a great deal easier to apply; in a great many instances, they are cheaper, and naturally, for the simple reason you do not require
so much machinery to do it with; they can be used cold, and a great many
people prefer to use these other dips, and if they can be used successfully,
why in heaven’s name, shouldn’t they be allowed to do it?
In this state, they are allowed to use any dip that will do the work, but
the state veterinarian retains the right to say as to how strong this dip shall
be used, and how they shall be used. That is all. We do not require any
particular dip. All we retain the right to do is to say, “HCWare you going to
use it? What percentage of water have you put in, and what percentage of
dip?” That is all. And we think along that same line, that the government
would not be very far astray if it had permitted the use of certain dips after
they had tested them to their satisfaction, and found out that they would do
the work.
Another point I want to bring up. My friend McCrillis-I guess he has gone
now-intimated t h a t because I am a newspaper man, that I am liable to
stretch a little bit. That is not true. I learned all I know about dipping from
Mr. McCrillis; he is the one that got me worked up on it. I do not think we
can put this matter too strong. I am still of the same opinion. Now, here is
my friend Koto from Iowa. It is only a very few days ago that I wrote an
editorial telling the cattlemen that,they must get ready to dip their cattle or
have the experience of last winter, from losses they had had from mange;
that it was about time they were getting down to work and dipping their
cattle. According to that, these cases have not been reported to Mr. Koto,
but from the number of feeders they have got down in Missouri, I have no
doubt that Mr. Koto could find them down here if he looked very hard. This
is a proposition that I do not think I am making any too strong when I say
it is very serious, when it is something you have got to go up against.
Now as to the proposition of the government, that they are going to put
it UP to the owners of the cattle, I think there is going to be necessity of
something more to be done with regard to those regulations before they are
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going to work. We are going to have just exactly the same experience that
we have had with the sheep scabs. We have been fighting it here through the
Bureau of Animal {ndustry for years, apd it is still here. I don’t know that
we have made much progress.
,But we have made this progress, that the owners of sheep and cattle in the
west here are comqencing to understand the importance of having th’eir flocks
and herds clean of this disease. They have been educated to the point where
they realize it is possible to cure the disease in their herd. A great many of
them are stili learning; they have not learned it all, but when we get down
among t h e Mexicanq, Dr. Norton’s friends here, I do not suppose we will ever
learn them anything. But gradually, they are getting onto it.
Now, t h e main point for this association, a$ I understand it, 13 to have some
kind of regulations that will assist in this work. I think the suggestion of
Dr. Norgaard in that regard is a very good one, that in connection with this
order 114,Iet the railroads be asked to require from the shippers of cattle an
amdavit. I understand that the present law does require that. The Union
Pacific Railroad here a few days ago issued an order to their agents in connection with this order 114 which copied very liberally, in which they gave
their agents instructions that they should accept no cattle or sheep until they
had been inspected by a government inspector. At least, that was the substance of it. The result- of it was that all through this state on the Union Pacific Railroad, we had all our trafilc tied up; we could not hardly move, we
were waiting for an inspector, whenever they could get here, to come down
and inspect these cattle, and see whether they could be removed or not. We
have just taken the matter up, and called their attention to the fact that order
106 was to be taken in connection with order 114, a fact that they overlooked,
and I presume now they will just give a further iashction, and instruct their
agents that anybody that comes up with cattle to ship, to say all right, and,
let them go.,
It looks to me like we are between two extremes there. I think it would
be well for a resolution to be adopted, asking the Bureau to amend that 114
to require those shipping cattle to make an affidavit to the fact
that bhose cattle had been free from mange for the past year,
or if they had it, that they had been dipped, and to state how long
they bad been dipped, and in that way we are getting down
to some kind of a basis. Then if h a makes a mis-statement, you have
got a case against him. Otherwise, if you should arrest a man who come8
down here with some mangy cattle and he goes before the court and says,
“I had no idea that those cattle were mangy cattle; they did have it one time,
but I thought they had been cured,” now where are you going to land? Your
proposition ain’t worth a cent in any court in the land; they will turn you
right down, hut if you require them to make you an amdavit, why you have
got something to go on. I think that is a very good scheme, and it seems to
me t h i s is a matter that ought to be brought before the Committee on resolutiom, and some resolutions. got up.
DR. NORTON: Mr. President, this discussion has continued until a very

late hour for a new subject. but I would like to ask you if this affidavit would
apply to all states and territories.
MR. JOHNSON: Yes. As I understand,the Bureau order No. 114, it applies to everything west of the Mississippi River, taking in Minnesota.
DR. NORTON: I a m not objecting to the point, but it seems to me that‘ if
a state or territory were free from disease, it is an absurdity to ask every
shipper who makes a little shipment of cattle, to go to the trouble of taking
OU! these afidavits.
MR. DEAN: There are no restrictions whatever on animals that are not
infested by disease and that are not exposed to it.
DR. NORTON: No, but this question of Mr. Johnson’s amdavit would apply
to everybody.
MR. DEAN: It just states that a disease exists west of the Mississippi
River. It does not state that all herds west of the Mississippi River are infected, or that all cattle are affected. It is of my opinion that ,‘t would only have
a local effect; that it would be very good for the state authorities to require
that in protecting the owner of the cattle. I don’t think it would be proper
to take any notice of that. I don’t think they require any affidavits from any
persons in regard to the condition of animals.
DR. NORTON: They do not even for Tick fever.
MR. DEAN: In Tick fever or anything else, we do not require an aftldavit
at all. It is all right for state regulations, and I would suggest that that be
confined to the regulations of the local authorities.
DR. NORTON: That is exactly the point I referred to in the paper, that the
local authorities require the railroads not to accept cattle unless they are provided with health certificates and have complied with the restrictions that
are Rut on them. I am prepared to say that Colonel Dean’s inspectors down
in Arizona will report that Arizona is practically free f’rom scabies among
sheep, although the Mexicans are treating them.
THE PRESIDENT: Do you wish to make that apply to atates where thu
infections exist, or to apply it to all?
DR. LAMB: There is no second to the resolution.
THE PRESIDENT: There is no resolution offered yet.
DR. LAMB: Mr. Johnson made the suggestion.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Johnson, do you offer a motion to adopt the resolution offered?
M R JOHNSON: No, I do not offer it as a resolution. I just made it as a
Suggestion.
THE PRESIDENT: Does anyone wish to offer a resolution?
MR. HANKINS: Mr. Chairman, I suggest that this be referred to the Com
mittee on Resolutions.
THE PRESIDENT: With the consent of the body, it will be referred to the
ammittee on Resolutions.
There being no objection, the subject was so referred.
DR NORTON: Mr, Chairman, I would like M ask a question of Dr. Lamb,
whether he would think it unreasonable for the California, Ariaona, or New
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Mexico Board to require that breeding stock shipped from Colorado to those
states be accompanied by a certificate of health, to be signed by the State
Veterinarians.
DR. LAMB: Yes Sir. I can see no objection whatever to any regulation
by Arizona or any other state requiring such papers on the part of the s h i p
per of any cattle out of Colorado. I should be very glad indeed if they would
enforce it.
MR. MOORE: Mr. President, I would like to ask for what diseases he
wishes it to cover. THE PRESIDENT: I understand we are referring specially to the diseases
o f mange or scabie.
DR. NORTON: I understand that proper health certificates refer to all
diseases, but in this particular case, it refers to scabies.
THE PRESIDENT: That is my understanding of the matter: Any further
re'marks on this sybject, now, gentlemen?
I understand that this is a state in which the Union sentiment predominates
and we afe liable to work overtime. We have quite an extra program and it
is to be determined by you whether or not. we shall extend this over three
days as announced in the program, or finish it up tomorrow, and this would
be a very good time to consider the matter. If you desire to hold a meeting
tonight, this is the time to vote on the matter. The matter is before you for
disposition.
MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, before entering into a discussion on the adjournment question, your secretary would like very much to get a complete
roll of the attendance. I have gone as far as I was able to, but thought, if
you will allow me, I would like to read the names of the persons as I have
them here, that are in attendance, and have each state supply any omissions
that might occur. Is that all right?
THE PRESIDENT: Proceed.
Whereupon, the Secretary proceeded to call the roll, and the following
answered to their names:
ARIZONA-Dr. J. C. Norton.
COLORADO-E. McCrillis, C. G. Lamb, B. H. Dubois, F. P. Johnson, Dr.
Victor Norgaard.
IOWA-Dr. Paul 0.Koto.
ILLINOIS- W. P. Smith, A. W. Sale, Dr. L. C. Tiffeny, Wm. Thiemann.
KANSAS-Dr. N. S. Mayo.
MISSOURI-Dr. D. F. Lucky.
NEBRASKA-Dr. W. A. Thomas.
OKLAHOMA-Thomas Morris, W. E. Bolton, Dr. L. J. Allen, B. A. Becker.
TEXAS-W. J. Moore, M. M. Hankins, W. D. Jordan, R. J. Kleeberg.
SANTA FE R. R.-W. P. Anderson.
BUREAU ANIMAL INDUSTRY-Col. Albert Dean, 'E. J. Foreman, Dr. W.
E. Hawe.
THE PRESIDENT: If there are no other answers, w e will consider the
litit closed for today.
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Now, gentlemen, what will you do about a night session? Or do you wish
to adjourn until tomorrow morning, and if so, at what hour? A motion is
in order to adjourn.
DR. LUCKY: We ought to complete tomorrow, by all means, and since that
is the sentiment of the delegates here, I make a motion that we t r y and conclude the program tomorrow afternoon.
THE PRESIDENT: Is there a second?
DR. NORTON: He said to try and complete the program tomorrow afternoon. I think it would be well for the Committee on Open Season to meet
this afternoon, as there is quite a program.
THE PRESIDENT: Is there a second to Dr. Lucky’s motion that we t r y
to conclude the exercises tomorrow?
MR. THIEMANN: I will second that motion, Mr. President.
Whereupon the motion having been duly seconded and put by the President,.
it was carried.
THE PRESIDENT: It is the sentiment that we will conclude tomorrpw
evening, and we will arrange the program as nearly as possible to conform
to that idea.
MR. JOHNSON: Mr. President, this morning when I was speaking to you,
lmentioned the fact that the Chamber of Commerce here invited the members
to take lunch with them tomorrow about twelve thirty o’clock. I do not think
it will take over an hour, and the people here would like very much to meet
the gentlemen from outside the state, as the live stock interests is one of our
great industries, and Denver people are interested in everything that you people are interested in. We would like to have you accept the invitation.
THE PRESIDENT: You have heard the invitation, gentlemen. What is
your pleasure?
Upon motion, duly made and seconded, and stated by the Chair, Mr. Johnson’s invitation from the Chamber of Commerce was unanimously accepted,
and a request made that the Chamber of Commerce be so notified.
MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, we have on the program for our entertainment,
an address by the President of the National Live Stock Association, the Honorable John W. Springer. Mr. Springer notified me that owing t o a pressure
of political business, it was impossible for him to be with us today, but that
he would try to conform to our wishes on tomorrow, and for us to notify him
at what hour we would be ready to listen to him, and I suggest that you fix
that hour.
M R JOHNSON: Mr. President, I was talking with Mr. Springer today, and
if it would be convenient to the members of the Association, he would like
to be here tomorrow morning about ten thirty, if that would be a convenient
- hour. I told him I thought very likely it would be.
THE PRESIDENT: I presume so. We have a number of topics. on, and if
we give up this evening to the Committee on Line and Open
8eason, we will
‘
Probably be able to get to business before that hour.
MR. THOMAS: Mr. President, why not meet here at ?:SO or 8 this evening, and let this committee on Line and Open Season meet here tomorrow
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morning at eight o’clock?
THE PRESIDENT: Whatever suits the members of the convention. I
believe they adjourned to meet immediately after this session, which would
be this Bvening.
MR. THOMAS: Well, provided we held no night session.
THE PRESIDENT: A motion is in order, gentlemen, to adjourn until tomorrow morning, provided you decide to give this evening over to that coma
mittee. At what hour?
MR. ALLEN: I move that we adjourn until eight o’clock tomorrow morning.
THE PRESIDENT: 1s there a second?
The motion to adjourn was duly seconded and put by the President, and
unanimously carried. Whereupon the convention was adjourned until Sep
tember 23rd, 1903, at 8 o’clock a. m.
Denver, Colorado, Wednesday, September 23, 1903.
The convention was called to order by the President, at 8:30 o’clock, a. m.
THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, we will first take up this morning, with
your permission, the paper of Dr, Austin Peters, of Massachusetts, on ‘‘Foot
and Mouth Disease,’’ which the Secretary will read.
The Recent Outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease in New England.
Written for the meeting o f the interstate Association of Live Stock Sanitary Boards at Denver, 1903, by Austin Peters, M. R. C. V. S., Chief of the
Cattle Bureau of the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture.

Boston, September 15, 1903.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen:
The outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease which occurred in Massachusetts
and some of the neighboring New England states in the autumn and winter
of 1902 and 1903, is a matter which cannot fail to be of the greatest interest
and importance to live stock men all over the United States, and particularly
to those assembled at a meeting of this character. While the recent outbreak
of epizootic aphtha was localized to a small section of the country, yet because of the highly contagious Character of this disease it might produce the
most disastrous results 1? it obtained a foothold in the central or western
sections-of the country, and if it once obtained access to sections where the
cattle run in larger herds and under less restricted conditions than in the New
England states, the losses produced could not fail of being very heavy. As
the Honorable James Wilson, Secretary of the United States Department of
Agriculture, remarked,-“if this disease succeeded in spreading west of the
Hudson river the results would be nothing less than a national calamity.”
The Foot and Mouth disease is one of the most highly contagious maladies
-with which we have to deal among cattle. Sheep and swine are also almost
as susceptible to it as neat stock. It is also transmissible to man, particularly
to children, through the milk of cows with vesicles on the udders. It produces
vesicles on the lips and in the mouth, sore throat, fever and diarrhoea, and in
delicate children it is sometimes fatal. Milkers may also have vesicles
around the finger nails or between the fingers, from milking cows which are
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infected. Very few cases among persons occurred as the result of the out-.
break in Massachusetts last winter, because herds were immediately quaran-'
tined as fast as they were discovered with the disease; and the sale of the
milk prohibited.
The incubative p-eriod is usually from three to five days after the animals
are exposed. If the disease does not develop after two weeks, all danger is
believed to be past. The United States Department of Agriculture requires
only a two weeks quarantine on sheep and swine to protect the live stock of
the country against this malady.
While it is not necessarily very fatal, only a small percentage of the animals
which have it dying, yet the loss of flesh among animals which have bee? fed
for the shambles is very great. Animals in a marketable condition within a
few days lose the flesh that it may have taken several months to put on,
and thus a whole season's feeding is lost. In addition, among milch cows'the
eruption appears on the udder in many cases, and here there may be a secondary infection of one or more quarters of the udder, with pus-aroducing
bacteria, which results in a valuable dairy animal being ruined. A similar
secondary result may be produced in one or more feet, leaving the animd
permanently lame. In some instances, half or the whole of a foot may slough
Off.

Foot and mouth disease is characterized by the appearam6 of vesicles in
L
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the mouth, between the digits, or around the coronet, and, as already cited

above,in milch cows similar vesicles may appear on the teats or udder. The vesicles are raised, containing a clear amber fluid. After two or three days the
raised layer of epithelium sloughs off, leaving a superficial ulcerated surface
which gradually heals. In an ordinary outbreak most of the animals, after
the disease first manifests itself, should be nearly recovered at end of a month.
The temperature at the time of the eruption of the vesicles, or particularly
just before the vesicles appear, may be very high, 106 or 107 degrees Farenheit. After the development of the vesicles it drops down to 102 or 103 degrees.
The animals, because of the soreness of the mouth, drool and smack their lips
In'a peculiar manner and do not eat, even if inclined to, because of this soreness. With the appearance of the vesicles around the feet lameness is also
manifest. With milch cows the blister-like formations on the udder and
teats make the latter very sensitive and milking difEcult.
When the appearance of foot and mouth disease was first announced by
the writer, he received letters from the State Veterinarian of Pennsylvania
and also the State Veterinarian of Missouri, informing him that there was a
.diseabe known as mycotic stomatitis that had been mistaken for foot and
mouth disease and possibly that here entered into his diagnosis. Later the
Pennsylvania State Veterinarian was sent here by the Chief of the United
states Bureau of Animal Industry, and he decided that the diagnosis of foot
and mouth disease was correct. While mycotic stomatitis may resemble foot
and mouth disease in some respects as far as the outward appearance is
concerned, it is easily differentiated because if is plain to see that it is not
of 'such a highly contagious character. Foot and mouth disease may attack
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all t h e animals in a herd, or in a herd of forty or flfty pereps only two or
Fhr?e will escape, and it spreads from herd tQ herd, while in mycotic stomatitis but a few cases are found on a farm ,and then no more may be found
within several miles of the original outbreak.
Early-in December of 1902 the Unfied States Bureau of Animal Industry
put on a large force of inspectors and agents, and killed the diseased and exposed animals on every farm where foot and mouth disease appeared. The
national government also did most of the disinfecting, the only exceptions
being among herds of cattle which were first infected and which had practically recovered when the United States Department of Agriculture undertook
to stamp t h e plague out. In these cases the disinfecting was done by agents
of t h e State Cattle Bureau in order to expediate matters. The reason for
dealing with this outbreak by the stamping-out method, as one would with‘
contagious pleuropneumonia, was to bring txe outbreak to a terminatiqn as
speedily as possible. If a herd just coming down with epizootic aphtha was
killed and the premises immediately disinfected, tbe spread of the disease in
that locality was at once checked, while on the other hand if quarantine methods were pursued a quarantined herd would be a menace to all the cattle,
sheep and swine in the neighborhood because of the dimculty of maintaining
an effectual quarantine, the disease being readily carried on the hands, clothing and boots of attendants, or of curious persons who might obtain access
to quarantined premises and then go to places where there were healthy ani=
mals. Besides this, it can be carried by dogs and cats and perhaps by pigeons,
or even by rats going from one barn to another. It can also be carried from
infected premises in grain bags, hay, manure, and similar products.
While the United States Department of Agriculture paid a large proportion
cf t t s e?pense of the management of this outbreak by furnishing the larger

number of the veterinarians, killing the animals and paying the owners seventy par cent of their appraised value, besides doing most of the disinfecting,
a t thc Eame time there is a great deal of work that the state authorities can d+
in co-operation with the national authorities, in an outbreak of this kind. In
Massachusetts there is an official in every town known as the “Inspector of
Animals”, who acts under the direction of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau of
the State Board of Agriculture. He is furnished yith a book containing quarantine blanks and it is his duty, if he discovers any animals with a contagious
dfsease, to fill out a notice of quarantine and give it to the owner and immcd¶at:ly mail a. duplicate copy of the quarantine notice to the omce of the
Cattle Bureau, which serves as a notification of the existence of a contagious
dkeasc on the given premises.

I

As soon as the attention of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau was called to
the existence of foot and mouth disease in Massachusetts last November, the
Chief of the United States Bureau of Animal Induslry was immediately notifled. While waiting for the national government to agt, a letter was sent to
every !nspector of animals in every city and town in Massachusetts, notifying

them of the existence of a disease similar to foot and mouth @sease,,describing the symptoms, -and directing them to immediately make .an inspectjon of,
the neat cattle, sheep and swine in their respective towns, and if they found
any suspicious cases to quarantine the premises at once and send a notice
to the o5ce of the Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture. Their
attention was also- called to the very contagious nature of the disease and
they were told to wear rubbers and mterproof coat in making the inspection,
and, -if they found any suspic:ous cases, to immediately wash their rubbers and
coat with a disinfectant before proceeding to any other premises.
At the same time an order was issued declaring a quarantine against Rhode,
Island because of the existence of foot and mouth disease in that state. While
it was known that foot and mouth disease existed in Massaehusetts and that
it was carried from Massachusetts to Rhode Island, the importance was appar.ent of prohibiting the movement of cattle across the state line for fear of
further spreading the infection.
The flrst letter to inspectors and the order quarantining REode Island were
issued about the middle of November.
There are large stock yards in Brighton, close to Boston, where'a market
is held every Wednesday, several hundred cattle being brought there from
without the state, as well as from the immediate vicinity. An order was issued
November 26, approved by the Governor and Council, closing the public market, as it was considered that this was one of the readiest means for the dissemination of foot and mouth disease. The market was not reopened until
July 16 of this year. No animals were allowed to be brought into Brighton,
Watertown, or Somerville except for immediate slaughter at the abattoirs,
and no one was allowed to bring any cattle, sheep or swine from infected
towns without a permit, and then only on wagons or sleds.
The cattle and sheep destined for export also pass through the stock yards
at Brighton and Watertown, but as the United States Secretary of 4gFiculture forbade the shipment of cattle, sheep or swine from the port of Boston
,at the end of last November, animals of this class ceased coming to the stock
yards. The Department of Agriculture of.Great Britain also forbade the landing of any of these animals from the ports of Boston or Portland and has not
Yet removed the embargo. It is estimated that this export business alone
is worth $60,000 a week to the port of Boston, therefore the loss of this
business must have been a large item in the Cost of the dutbreak to the community, amounting in the last ten months to about two million dollars.
The act of the legislature creating the Cattle Bureau of the,State Board of
Agriculture, which went into effect in April, 1902, provides that orders issued by the Chief of the Cattle Bureau for the-supression and eradication
of any contagious disease must be approved by the Governor and Council.
Order No. 5, a copy of which follows, was apporved by the Governor and Council December 1, 1902.

,

Order No. 6.
“COMMONWEALTH OF MASbACHUSETTS.
CATTLE BUREAU OF THE STATE BOAOF AGRICULTURE,
STATE HOUSE.
Boston, Dec. 1, 1902.
To all Person6 Whom it may Concern:

By virtue of the power and authority vested by law in the Cattle Bureau
of the State Board of Agriculture, under the provisions of Chapter 90 of the
Revised Laws and Chapter 116 of the Acts of 1902, you are hereby notifled
that foot and mouth disease, which is a contagious disease and is so
recognized by the laws of the Commonwealth, exists to an alarming extent
among catle, sheep and swine in some sections of this State.
You are hereby further notified that in order to prevent its spread, this
Bureau has issued the following order, to continue until revoked by the Chief
of the Cattle Bureau:
1. All neat cattle, sheep and swine upon infected premises are to remain in
quarantine until such time as the Chief of the Cattle Bureau decides that it
is proper to release them, and no neat cattle, sheep or swine are to be brought
upon or removed from such premises without his permission upon any pretext
whatsoever. The disposal of the products or manure of such animals, or
litter, hay, straw, utensils and all other material are subject to the orders of
the Chief of the Cattle Bureau.
2. All persons having no business upon premises deemed by the Chief
of the Cattle Bureau to be infected with foot and mouth disease are hereby
forbidden’to trespass thereon.
3. No auctions or public sales of neat cattle, sheep or swine shall be held
in localities deemed by the Chief of ‘the Cattle Bureau to be infected, without
his permission.
4. All persons are forbidden to drive or transport any neat cattle, sheep
or swine over the public highway, or to turn the same upon any unfenced
land in such city or town wherein the foot and mouth disease exists and after
notice thereof has been given by the Chief of the Cattle Bureau, without
his spzcial permission so to do.
5. All persons are forbidden to tamper with or disfigure any notices posted
bv order of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau, subject to the penalty of the law.
This order takes effect upon its approval
AUSTIN PETERS, Chief of Cattle Bureau.
Approved in Council Dec. 1, 1902.
E. F. Hamlin,
Executive Secretary.”
It will be seen by the above order that it was drawn in such a way as to
give the Chief of the Cattle Bureau the necessary authority to meet almost any
emergency that might arise in connction with the outbreak, providing for the
strictest quarantine of the infected premises, forbidding trespassing upon
infected’ premises, prohibiting auctions and public sales of neat cattle, sheep
cr swine in localities deemed by the Chief of the Cattle Bureau to be infect-
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ed, and forbidding driving or transporting any such animals upon the public
highway or turning them upon any unfenced land in any city or town where . _
foot and mouth disease existed.
- Under the authority of this order posters were printed to be put up in public
places in cities and-towns where the disease existed. Many of these posters
were first printed on pasteboard, but as the winter storms softened the pastei ~ m i dand the wind blew the cards down, later they were printed upon
cloth, which was found to withstand the weather much better. [Specimens
of these cards to be handed around among the audience.]
Vyon the adoption of this order the following letter of instructions was
Rent to the inspectors of animals throughout the state:
-.
“COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
CATTLE BUREAU OF THE STATE BOARD OF’ AGRICTJLTURIE.
Boston, Dec. 3, 1902.
INSTRUCTIONS TO INSPECTORS OF ANIMALS.
(Read these intructions carefully and preserve for reference.)
Xvilhin a few days inspectqrs of animals in the cities and towns of Massachnsetts will receive placards and cirtulars of various kinds which are to
be posteu in public places, nailed to trees, tacked on buildings or fences on
infected premises, or distributed among leading farmers.
1. Placards to be nailed to trees, posts, or buildings in border towns, to
be posted on the public highways leading from Massachusetts into m o d e
Island, Connecticut, Vermont or New Hampshire, on the Massachusetts side
of the line, forbidding the transportation of cattle, sheep, other ruminants
or swine across the State boundary in either direction. These are to be put
up on every highway connecting these states.
2. A clrcular to all persons calling their attention to foot and mouth
disease and the laws relating to contagious animal diseases, with a requesx
to all good citizens to co-operate with the federal and State auth0Ftjes-h
all measures taken for the eradication of the disorder. These circulars are
to be posted in stores, postofices, railway stations, blacksmith shops, home
sheds and other public places, and, if any remain, distributed a m o k leading
citizens.
3. Placards stating that certain premises are quarantined, .forbidding the
mmcival or introduction of any neat cattle, sheep, other ruminants or swine.
These cards are to be tacked to the door posts of barns, on the door, ’or on W e
or fence posts on infected premises.
.
4. Placards to be posted on prominent pkCeS all over cities or towns declared to bt. infected with foot and mouth disease, forbidding the driving or
tJhsportation of neat cattle, sheep, other ruminants or swine upon the pllbliC highway. or the turning of the same upon any unfenced land.
All inspectors of Animals in towns east of the Connecticut river are also
hereby ordired to immediately make a complete inspection of all neat Cattle,
sheep, other ruminants or swine in their respective cities or town8, with
Special reference as to whether the animals are infected with foot and mouth
disease, and, if any cases are found, all cloven-footed animals on the infected
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premises are to be immediately .quarantined and duplicate notices sent at
once to the Cattle Bureau.
Inspectors are directed not to‘quarantine any more cows at present on account of tuberculosis, as the work in connection with foot and mouth disease’
is so pressing mere is not just now time or money for taking care of tuberculous qattle.
Inftpectors should wear rubber boota and rubber coats in infected pIaces,
to be washed off with a disinfectant before proceeding to the next farm,
using a flve per cent solution of carbolic acid, to be obtained at any drug
etore.
Inspectors of Animals in the cities and towns in the Commonwealth are
’ alswdirected to Co-operate in every way, with the federal and State authorities
in all steps taken toward stamping out the disease.
AUSTIN PETERS,
Chief of Cattle Bureau.
Inspectors of animals along the border towns adjoining Rbode Island, Connecticut, Yermoqt and New Hampshire had posters sent them calling the
attention of all persons to the quarantine rules and regulations of the Cattle
Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture, and the United States
Department of Agriculture, forbidding the moving of- cattle in either direction across the boundary lines of these state. In towns where
foot and mounth disease existed inspectors were sent placards to put up
forbidding the moving of any animals on the-public highways, or turning
the same upon any unfenced land, and ‘in communities where the disease
existed inspectors had placards to post forbidding auctions or public sales
of anp kind, of neat cattle, Pheep, other ruminants or swine. Cards were also
printed fa tack on the infected premises, giving notice that they were under
quarantine. Notices were also sent out describing the disease and calling
the attention of all persons to the fact that where any one knew of a contagious disease the law required him to report it.
After the arrival or’ Dr. D. E. Salmon, the Chief of the United States
Bureau of Animal Industry, early in December, at a conference with Governor
Crane and the Chief of the Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture,
Dr. Salmon said that he thought the best way to deal with the outbreak was
to pursue the stamping-out method, but th4t under the United States lawr,
he had no authority to kill cattle in Massachusetts unless his men were
authorized to act as-agents of the state, and accordingly order No. 6 was approved by the Governor and Council December 5, as follows:
Order No. 6.
“COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Council Chamber, Dec. 5,1902.
WHEREAS, the foot and mouth disease, declared to be a contagious disease by the laws of this Commonwealth, exists to an alarming degree among
the cattle, sheep, and swine of the Commonwealth, and;
WHEREAS, in the opinion of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau of the State
Board of Agricultufe, the public good requires the destruction of certain
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cattle, sheep, and swine which have been exposed to said contagious disease,
and;
WHEREAS, the Chief of the Bureau of Animal'Industry of the Un'ited States' .
Department of Agriculture; by authority of the Secretary of Agricul€ure, has
agfeed to reimburse the owners of animals destroyed in accordance with
law by payment to the owners' of seventy (70) per cent of the anpraised
value of such animals, such appraisal to be made by an expeh in tbe value
of cattle, who shall be a citiien of the Commonwealth and appointed by
said'chief d the United States Bureau of Animal Industry, and to be based
upon the value of such animals when in a state of health;
Now,THEREFORE, it is hereby ordered that the following orAer of the
Chief of the Cattle Bureau of the state Board of Agriculture be apphve'd.
Adopted in Council, Dec. 6, 1902.
Boston, Dec. 6, 1902.
To all Persons whom it may Concern:
By virtue of the power and authority vested by law in theCattleBureau of the
State Board of Agriculture, under the provisions of chaptei 90 of tbe Revised
Laws and chapter 116 of the Acts of 1902, you are hereby notified that foot
and mouth disease, which is a contagious disease, and is so recognieed'by
the laws of this commonwealth, exists among cattle, sheep and swine in some
sections of this State.
You are hereby further notified that in order to prevent the spread of this
disease, this Bureau has just issued We following order:
It is hereby ordered that all cattle; sheep or swine which have foot and
mouth disease, or which have been exposed to it, shall be killed, in those cases
where, in the opinion of the Chief of the Cattle Bureau, the public interests
require it.
This order shall take effect upon its approval by the Governor and Council.
AUSTIN PETERS,
Chief of Cattle Bureau.
Approved in Council, Dec. 5, 1902.
E. F. Hamlin, Executive Secretary."
Inspectors of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry were thereupon
appointed acting agents of the Cattle Bureau of the Massachusetts State
Board of Agriculture, and given authority to kill all diseased animals, or
those that had been exposed to the contagion, with the understanding that
the United States would pay 70 per cent of the appraised value of such animals.
Under this arrangement animals were appraised and killed as follows:
Neat cattle,
2,702
Appraised at
$131,319.78
Sheep,
60
Appraised at
417.00
Swine,
236
Appraised at
2,280.00
Goats,
5
Appraised at
21.00

-

Total
2,993
$134,037.78
The United States government paid 70 per cent of this appraisal and later
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the state of Massachusetts appropriated a sum sufacient to pay the remaining
30 per cent, or about $40,000.
There were 64 herds, comprising 969 animals, that were quarantined on
suspicion during- the prevalence of the disease, but were afterwards released
as free from it. There were 26 herds, comprising 461 animals, that were
more or less affected but recovered, and were released on the lifting of the
quarantine. Among the herds that were only partially slaughtered there remained 1084 animals that were released on the lifting of the quarantine. .
About 40 animals died from the disease. This makes a total 'of 220 herds - .
tuarantined, comprising 6637 animals.
By the 6th of December, 1902, there were 138 herds, comprising 2916 animals
quarantined, that were turned 'over to the United States Department of Agriculture to deal with as they saw fit.
Besides the animals killed by the United States Department of Agriculture
in Massachusetts, there were in New Hampshire, up to the flrst of June, 48
herds comprising 732 cattle affected with the disease arld killed, in Vermont
22 herds comprising 361 cattle affected and killed, in Rhode Island 18 herds
comprising 360 cattle affected, of which 6 herds comprising 80 cattle were
killed.
From time to time it was necessary to issue other orders in relation to
the disease as circumstances seemed to require. After the cattle were killed
it was necessary to send a notice to each person relative to how long the barn
should remain empty before restocking, removing manure, hay and similar.
material, also forbidding grain dealers taking b a h from premises where t h e dfsease had existed, and cautioning farmers against employing men who had
been working on infected farms until they had destroyed their overalls and
jumpers and thoroughly cleansed and disinfected themselves. There has been
no recurrence of the disease on premises where the animals were killep or
allowed to recover and the barns disinfected.
. Later in the winter, about the middle of February, as the limits of the outbreak became more clearly defined, an order was issued declaring a certain
part of the state under quarantine and forbidding the moving of cattle from,
into or across the infected area, and also forbidding the taking of hay, grain
bags or manure out-of the infected district without a permit. This grain
bag clause seemed to be a very important one. On-account of pereons being
forbidden to send grain bags away without a permit the railroad companies
would not accept them for shipment, and no permits were given to take grain
bags from infected localities until an. agent of the Cattle Bureau had been
sent to fumigate them with formaldehyde gas. In this way between eighty
and ninety thousand grain bags were disinfected, and there were besides
several hundred pounds of old bagging that was not worth fumigating and
which was bought by the state and burned. It was found that grain bags
were sent from infected towns long distances to wholesale grain dealers,
and were then refllled and sent in other directions, and the disinfection of
grain bags was, in the opinion of the writer, a very important factor in
checking the spread of the disease.
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About the middle of February also an order was approved by the Governor
and Council giving the Chief of the Cattle Bureau authority to order dogs,
cab or other pet animals killed if the owners neglected to keep them at home,
fn localities where epizootic aphtha prevailed. Fortunately it was not found
necessary to kill any llttle animals under the authority of this order..
-At the time that the Chief of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry
was notified of the existence of thedisease, similar information was sent tS
the authorities in all the surrounding states, in order to give them ample
opportunity to quarantine their states against Massachusetts if they desired to
check the spread of the trouble.
- As a result of all the precautions taken, the majority of cases was mnflned
to a radius of within twenty-flve or thirty miles of Soston. Very few herds
over twenty-five miles from Boston in Massachusetts were ever infected, and
the disease in Rhode Island and Vermont was undoubtedly limited as a result
of the action of the state of Massachusetts. New Hampshire was sugposed
to be free, after killing a few herds early in the winter just across the line
from Methuen; Massachusetts, and cattle were allowed to be brought into Massachusetts on permit& given by the Chief of the Massachusetts Cattle Bureau,
from New Hampshire, until the first of March, when the Massachusetts authorities dipcovered foot and mouth disease among some cattle sent to Watertown for beef, coming from the vicinity of Bedford, New Hampshire. These
wses were immediately reported to the United States Bureau of Animal Industry, who80 agents destroyed the animals and disinfected the cattle pen
where they were discovered-and the car in which they came, and3he discovery
of these cases led ta the quarantiniyg of New Hampshire and investigation8
by Upited States government ofiicials, which resulted in the determination
of the extent of the outbreak in New Hampshire. If it had not been for
the action of the agents of the Massachusetts Cattle Bureau, New Hampshir6
-Would have been believed fkee from the disease much longer, and'the outbreak there would in that case have been much more serious than it was.
What the origin of the recent appearance of foot and mouth disease was.
is extremely difecult to tell. As nearly as can be traced out, it existed a year
ago laat August in a locality in Chelsea known ,as Prattville. AB Chelsea is
hear East Boston, where all the foreign shipping comes in, it was thought
that the disease might have been brought to this country from Europe in hay
or atraw used for packing merchandise, or possibly some cattle man who had
been where it existed abroad might have brought it on his clothes or boots
upon returning home. But recent developments show that it may possibly
have originated in some other way.
The last cases of foot +nd mouth disease found in Massachusetts were
Qlled at Wakefield August 23rd. There were four cows and a,calf on the
hm, which -were killed, and the building disinfected. The owner of the
f b n has a son who is a young physician and is very much ihterested in
the study of smallpox and vaccine virus. He was trying experiments by inNulating calves with vaccine virus, in the study of this disease. Five calves
died under somewhat peculiar circumstances between August 4 and August
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9. August 21 one of his father's cows ,showed symptoms of foot and mouth
disease, and by August 23rd three cows out of fbur, and a calf, were evidently
suffering from this disease. Since then the United States Bureau of Animal
Industry and the Massachusetts Cattle Bureau have had the experiments
repeated, the physician using the aame vaccine virus that he did before,
with the result that it has been found possible to produce foot and mouth
disease among the cows kept witb the calves which were inoculated with
this virus.
It is supposed that some fresh vaccine virus may have been brought from
Europe, which came from some establishment where cattle had become in-fected w i n foot and mouth disease, and that in this way the vaccine virus
became contaminated and was capable of starting an outbreak.
This outbreak of foot and mouth disease in Wakefield is entirely distinct
and separate from the outbreak of last November, and shows how a similar
occurrence might have taken place if it had not been promptly reported and
stamped out. This being the case, it is barely pbssible that the original outbreak may have been started in some such way as the more recent one at
Wakefleld, instead of having been imported in hay, straw, hides, wool, or the
clothes of persons from abroad.
An interesting feature of the outbreak is tsat cattle conflned at the United
States *quarantine .station, where all cattle, sheep and swine are kept in
quarantine in order to prevent the introduction of any contagious disease into
the United States, remained healthy, while cattle on the farm across the road
from the quarantine station were suffering with epizootic aphtha.
Order No. 11 of the Cattle Bureau of the State Board of Agriculture, dated
July 16, 1903, ofacially declares Massachusetts to b'e free Rbm foot and mouth
disease, and allows the resumption of the cattle business within the limits of
the state as heretofore.
THE PRESIDENT: Any discussion on this paper?
MR. SMITH: Mr. President, I notice Dr. Peters here suggests that he received letters from the State Veterinarians of Pennsylvania and Missouri,
- suggesting that it might be some other disease. I would like to hear from D:
Lucky.
DR. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman, I never saw a case of foot and mouth disease,
and I hope I never will see one in Missouri, and when the announcement was
made that foot and mouth disease existed in the New England states, it was
accompanied by a statement that the infection could not be traced,-' and. I
could not believe that you would have much of an outbreak of foot and mouth
disease without they could trace the source of'the infection. And jyst previous to that, I came very nearly being misled in an outbreak of epizootic
aphtha to the conclusion that it was foot and. mouth disease.
some ten,years'ago, I don't know who, I think it was probably Dr. Bacoq.
who was State Veterinarian, found epizootic aphtha prevalent over the state,
and called it foot and mouth disease, and got up a considerdble stir among
the cattle men throughout the state: and outside of his report-(he had his
report printed in the annual report of the Board of Agriculture)-I could flnd
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nothing pertaining to this condition. I visited quite a number of herds, and
, I recollect the 'first one I visited. As I went away, the owner of the cattle
asked me what was the matter, but I don't remember what I said, but the
county.judge, who was with me a t the time, said afterwards that I remarked,
"1 will be damned if 1 know'what it was.'' I gave them a treatmeht"and"the

cattle got all right, which they would have done without any treatment.
I visited several herds, and only found some? say five or six per cent of the
cattlefn the different herds, affected with epizootic aphtha. But I knew that
if foot and mouth disease were in those herds, there would be some reason
for it being there; we could trace its origin, and that it would nc;t stop with
attacking five or six per cent of the cattle in that herd. And after visiting
a number of herds, I made up my mind that I didn't have foot and mouth disease to contend with, but that he had epizootic aphtha, and I considered it
very carefully and deliberately and I conbidered that the doctor had made a
mistake and had created a furor in the United States, back to about 1900,
why, I thought, as friendly as we all are with each other, it would not hurt
for me to sit down and write to Dr. Peters, and tell him the facts, and it might
possibly be that he had nothing more. Dr. Conway of Columbia went on to
'Massachusetts and happened to be with the authorities of the Bureau of Animal Industry and the State Authorities, and saw quite a number of herds
affected with foot and mouth disease, and brought home some good photographs which were published in a bulletin, so that it left no room for doubt.
'
Of course, I often make mistakes, and it didn't worry me any, but I was anxious that we should not get up any excitement unless it was necessary.
After the disease proved to be foot and mouth disease, I was gratified to
. notice the course that the veterinarians of those states pursued in co-operation with the agents of the Bureau of-Animal Industry, and I felt confident
that the disease would probably be controlled and eradicated, as was done
with contagious pleuro-pneumonia, when an outbreak of that occurred, quite
extensive, over the eastern and middle states.
. I was somewhat reluctant to believe that an outbreak of foot and mouth
disease had occurred, also, on account of the fact that the Federal Department
exercised such rigid control of animals introduced into this country. There
were several reasons for doubting the existence of foot and mouth disease.
but my doubts in the matter were dispelled when Dr. Conway returned.
,' I don't know about foot and mouth disease from practice.
It is no doubt a
ditecult thing to control, and the Department has acted wisely and judiciously a s far as they have gone in controlling it. I thought it was a very important matter that, considering that it is possible that the disease will get spread
into ,other states before it is thoroughly eradicated, from the localities in
which it existed, 'that all of the Sanitary Boards, as far as possible, at least,
,
should understand the nature of the disease thoroughly, and have in mind
before hand, a plan for controlling it in case it should break out, and not let
i t get extensive in an) of those states.
In case the iapoliation of cattle from infected areas should introduce the
foot and mouth disease into Missouri, I think we will'not be long fr finding
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!t out, and I shall call upon the Departemen! of Agriculture promptly. and '
1 am sure that we will have no trouble in controlling it in our state. I am equally rrolicitous about the control of this disease in other states and terrirftories, and I feel that we are responsible as agents for the various states
and territories, if we let it get any extensive foot hold.
THE PRESIDENT: Any other discussions of this question?
HR.-THOMAS: What is the date of that communication?
MR. SMITH: Sometime last week.
BXR. THOMAS: A week ago Friday, I was talking with buyers of export cattle of Chicago, and they told me that the port of Boston was still
closed. %-waswQndering if some co-operation between the State Government
of Massachusetts and the B. A. I. might not expediate the opening of that port
in some way. They seem to think that it was not open.
M R SMITH: This order No. 11 of the Baard of Agriculture was dated
July 16, 1903 ofacially declaring Massachusetts to be free from disease, but ,
the B. A. I. has not declared the port of Boston open as yet, and I think possibly that was due to the fact that a new case was discovered in August fi
in New Hampshire.
DR. TIFFANY: The Bureau of Animal Industry has declared the port of
Loston open for export trade. That has been for two weeks a t least.
MR. SMITH: It was not so two weeks ago last Friday.
DR. TIFFANY: I think so. I think these gentlemen must be mistaken. I
know our oface received notice from the Bureaa of Animal Industry at least
two weeks ago. The port is open, isn't it, Colonel Dean?
MR. DEAN: Yes sir.
MR. KLEBURG: Mr. Chairman, P move that we extend to Dr. Peters a
vote of thanks for sending this pager to be read a t this meeting, and for his
very able report on foot and mouth disease.
The motion was dilly seconded, and being put by the President, cawied
unanimously.
DR. LAMB: Mr. President, I think we all appreciate the seriousness of an outbreak such as has been described, and I think that the Sanitary authorities
of the varfous states of New England and the United States Department of
Agriculture having taken hold of this matter in a vigorous and prompt way
to prevent its spreading and to eradicate the disease, if it is in order that we
suggest to the committee on resolutions that a resolution be passed by this
body complimenting both the santiary ofacials of the New England states,
and the Department of Agriculture upon their emcient work in this matter. DR. NORTON: Second the motion.
THE PRESIDENT: Do you make that as a motion?
DR. LAMB: I do.
DR. LUCKY: Is the motion open for discussion?
THE PRESIDENT: It is now open for discussion as soon as the chair
states it. The motion is that the resolution committee prepare a resolution
complimenting the Sanitary ofacials of the New England States and the Department of Agriculture upon their efacient work in this matter, and compliI
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them for their promptness in stamping out. this disease.
DR. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman, the State Veterinarians *of the states men-.
tioned are members of this association, and the Department of Agriculture fs .
represented here and is a part of this association. While the sentiment that
the doctor has in mind. is very nice, I think a resolution. compll,lneqting t h e a
or anyone, or any veterinarians, for his ofacial work, sounds tao much‘to .
. me like self-praise. We are virtually praising ourselves, and it Is not exactly
within the bounds of ‘propriety, it does not seem to me. I*think we can ovep .step in that direction, even, of course, admiting that these people have done ,
an admirable work. The cattle resources of this country will never know what
- has been done for them if that disease is thoroughly stamped out,and while that
is true, a resolution thanking those gentlemen from cattle men and cattle
men’s assodations will be all right, but we are practically complimenting
ourselves, which is not according to my idea of ethice.
MR. KLEBURG: Mr. Chairman, I beg leave to differ with the gentleman.
While the Sanitary Board of the State of Massachusetts is a m e m b r of tbfa
association, it is not this association, nor is the Department of Agriculture,
and I think they ought to be encouraged, and whenever any member of thfs
-Board or the Sanitary Board of any State does efacient wopk in stamping
out disease, it is one of the objects of this association, and we take note of
those things. I think the resolution is strictly in point and for one, I hope
the resolution will pass.
THE PRESIDENT: Any further remarks? If not, those who are in favor
of this bouquet, will say “aye.”
The resolution was carried.
. THE PRESIDENT: The next will be the topic on “Federal Inspection and
Quarantine, as a Means of Eradicating Tick Fever,” by Colonel Dean.
MR. DEAN: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Interstate Association of
Live Stock Sanitary Boards, it does not occur to my mind that I have any spes
la1 information that I can give this association at this time, except to congratulate you on the fact that the regulations recommended by this at3SoCiatiOn
at last meeting, carried out by the Department of Agriculture, in that Part
of the work that is under the Kansas City oflice, succeeded completely in
restraining the spread of southern cattle or tick fever; that not a single cIL88
df southern cattle-feperhas developed in the immense number of cattle that‘
ha*e passed through the Kansas City Stock yards this year.
The mistaken notion that some of the border states had during the sea8on
Of 1901 ’and 1902, gave us disastrous results last year in the district that fs
under our supervision, which fortunately, by strict adherence to the mornmendations made, the lines recommended and the seasons for inBPection and open season as recommended by the association last Year, has
fortunately restrained the spread of the disease. I do not think that there
any ground for the claim that southern cattle fever is gaining ground On US.
Instead of that, we have completely stopped it at the boundary line that hm
been drawn, and in some instances, eradicated it from terrftorp whete It had
been spread by mistaken notion of depending on’the seasons, on the Winter
meriting
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for-a disinfestant. And I believe that with co-operation and thorough dipping
. or trettment for the killing of the tibk,gives 4s good ground for hoping that we
call eventually master the disease.
I 'do not think that I have any new suggestions to make, only that we
strictly adhere, and that the local authorities of every state strictly enforce
the regulations and line that is agreed upon at thfs meeting. I thank you for
your attention.
THE PRESIDE'NT: Any questio,ns from any member or remarks?
. MR. KLEBURG: -Mr. Chairman, I have loolied over the paper this morning for a report of the proceedixigs of this meeting, and it seems to me that
the report that the papers give out of the proceedings of this meeting are
very slender. One of the main objects, or one of the main results for good
that can be derived from this meeting, is a thorough dissemination of the- .
proceedings of this meeting, at least of the important matters that come before this meeting, in order that the cattle men all over this country may read
and be informed.
What is the use of us coming into some large city and going into some
room that nobody else enters excepting the delegates to this association, and
going through all these proceedings, having papers read, and haying these
discussions when nobody is the wiser except the immediate members of this
association? Of course, they are benefitted, but one of the main beneflts to be
derived from it is that the proceedings of this meeting should be disseminated
over the United States, and I believe there ought to be a committee appointed
at every meeting that occurs for the proper editing and publication of the
proceedings of these meetings. I would like to hear from others on this subject.
THE, PRESIDENT: Have you a motionto make on that?
MR. KLEBURG: No, sir; I have not a motion. I simply throw this out
as a suggestion.
THE PRESIDENT: Any of the gentlemen wish to take a shot at this?
MR: KLEBURG: I might say this, that when we come to select our next
place of meeting, why it is a very important matter; I think it i s the most
important part .of selecting the location, that these proceedings ought to tbe
published as fully as possible,-I am not censuring the papers, but I am simply suggesting that we ought to take steps that would lead to a fuller report.
of the proceedings of these meetings, and tf we have a firoper committee to
attend to these things I have no doubt that the papers would make the right
mention.
THE PRESIDENT: The Chair will state that the report of the meeting
will be published by the Secretary and sent to each state board and to each
member of this organization, I presume, and will say this much for the newspapers of Denver, that they are having the time of their lives within the
last two days in their city charter election; the newspaper boys have endeavored to give us notices, but the managers of the newspapers themselves
have given the charter election in Denver, all the space there was, feeling
1 presume, that it was of more local interest and importance than reports in
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ful1,of this meeting. I have talked with one or two of the newspaper reporters who havi! been sent here and have written stuff, and have been joking‘
them on the matter, -hut I feel that they have done very well by us.
,MR.SMITH: Mr. Chairman, I heartily coincide with the idea expressed\
by the gentleman from-Texas, who was last on the floor. I am fully convinced
--thata very little effort would have.been necessary to have had the new’s&per reporters here all through out meeting, and a full and complete report
published of qverythipg we have done. I think possibly, and quite probably,
that the reaeon why they are not here is because the’importance of the work
done-by this association was not properly presented to them, and that a committee along the line the gentleman suggested, to act and take steps to get
the newspaper men at our next meeting place, and give them to understand
the nature and condition of the work, and the importance to the large stock
h d u s t q of the whole United States, and present it to them properly before
the meetings are called to order, will have its effect, and that we will have
a reporter thpre who will take down the proceedings of the meetings and
publish them, and be glad to do it as a news item. I do not think we would
have to hire them to do it, but that if they understand the impoftance and-the attention the reading public will give to a matter of that kind, I believe
-they will publish it willingly, and gladly as an item of news.
THE PRESIDENT: Any further discussion on this matter?
The next item on the programme will be “Glanders”, presented by Dr.
TifPany of Illinois, fo? Dr. Lovejoy, who is not present. We will hear c
orn
Dr. Tiffany on Glanders.
DR. TIFFANY: Mr. President, and gentlemen of the convention: Dr.
Lovejoy gave me no paper of any kind and I have no remarks that I would
like to make. In fact I do not know that he knew he wa8 on the p r o p m m e .
I did not, at least.
MR. SMITH: (The Secretary.) He knew it.
DR. TIFFANY: I do not know what I can say here that would be of interest to this convention. Glanders is a n old subject that all veterinarians at
least are well versed in, but to say how Illinois deals with Glanders, possibly
Would not be interesting; I don’t know that it would. I don’t knm what else
I could say that would be of any value. If you would care to hear how Illinois handles glanders, why I might state that.
W e have a Board, of course, of live stock Commissioners, a secretary and
S~verttlveterinarians. The rules of the Board require’that when any veterinarian, acting under this Board, discovers any outbreak of any contagious
disease, his duty is to report it to the Secretary of the-Board who then issues
an order for the investigation of the disease; not necessarily by the veterinarian reporting it, but by a veterinarian.. When the disease is found to be
glanders all the diseased animals, together with the exposed animals are‘
Placed in quarantine. Then under our rule an arrangement is entered into
with the owner of the animal, if possible to do so, by which an appraised
Valuation- a health valuation is placed upon those animals, and if the owner
destroys the diseased animal he is allowed one- third of that health valua-

tion, not to exceed $100 io valuation. That is, in the health valuation of any
animal.
When the owner destroys the animal and disinfects his premises he receives
a voucher or treasury warrant for the amount. Then if the owner consents
to give a maline test to all exposed animals and release all those at once that
fail to act to the maline test.
- When the maline test first tjegan to be used in Illinois, it was the custom
to destroy at once all the reacting animals, but after holding a post mortem
on quite a number of cases and flnding the lesions very trifling, it was sug, gested that retests be conducted, and it was found that many animals that
reacted at first' test failed to react at the future test; and that plan has been
followed out and carried out; almost without exception, unless the animal
shows symptoms of glanders within ninety days after the first test, they
eventually at some subsequent retest, conducted not oftener than sixty days
apart, fail to react and are released from quarantine, assuming that they have
- recovered. In my practice I have had numbers of just such cases; some of
them would remain in quarantine nearly a year and eventually fail to react,
.and today are as well as any horses we know of anywhere.
We have some veterinarians that have taken the ground that possibly
those horses have been injected with maline so frequently they have become
. immune to the action of maline and if they assume that the animals were
diseased again and have no reaction from the effect of maline, why they must
assume that that animal still has glanders. But this practice has been cafried on now for four years and we have never known an animal to show
clinical symptoms of glanders that has eventually failed to react to the maline.
Correspondence has beed kept up with owners of such animals, and never
has a case of glanders been reported to us that has been released after the
maline test.
Glanders in the country districts of Illinois this year seems to be more
prevalent than usual, possibly in Chicago too. We And that a large majority
of the cases of glanders in the country districts are traceable directly to the
importation of range horses. We for a time, attempted to get the brand to
try and trace them up and find where they came from, but in many cases the
brands were rather indistinct, and we people down there are not very good
hunters after brands, like the Westeners might be; but that thing has beeL
carried out very carefully and it is a fact that a great majority of the cases
we found, have been introduced 6y farmers buying in the market or by some
dealer buying horses at odd times that had a nasal discharge which he attributed to distemper. They call most all of these cases, whether it is a fever,
influenza or glanders-they call it distemper, like many other sections of
the country, but they discover after a time that it is not distemper, and it is
glanders.
I don't know whether co-operation by the states in which those arrangements exist by the authorities of those states, would be practical or not.
I do not know whether the Bureau of Animal Industry could aid much, because the inspection of those range horses would. be a very difacult matter,
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but believe when .they arrive in market a clinical case might be excluded
possitly, for awhile, and quarantined -or destroyed, but the exposed animals
would then get out of the country without a maline test and that.’would
be. very expensive and perhaps impracticabl&, On acdount of the- &nimals
:
being untroken and- difacult to handle.
We try to caution our people where they come across glanders G - i e very
recautious in purchasing such animals, and hope that there may be -e
sults from that, but you cannot‘talk with every man, and even ‘if {you do,
they do not always receive your advice in good- part.
MR. KLEBURG: Doctor, may I ask you a question? _ ‘
DR. TIFFANY: Yes, sir.
MR. KLEBURG: On the range how long would the germ of i$lenders live,
scattered around over the range?
DR. TIFFANY: Not very long probably. You mean on the *zing eound?
MR. KLEBURG: Yes, on the grazing ground.
DR. TIFFANY: Not very long, the germ being destroyei-v.€a$ quickly
in the air.
MR. KLEBURG: How about in the water where ’they drid-?’
DR. TIFFANY: You mean if they drink stagnant water,? . .
MR. KLEBURG: Yes, or running water.
DR. TIFFANY: On running water it would disappear at once, but in stagnant water it might remain for some time. Of course I believe it is through
the medium of drinking water on farms and in cities that the disease is disseminated, probably more frequently than any other manner;. and some of
our towns in Illinois, one town that I know of in particular, has a great many
public watering troughs and every little while you flnd a delivery horse, for
instance, affected with glanders; he has been in the habit of watering entirely
out of a public watering trough. While he may have him watered for months
before he is discovered to have glanders, in me meantime he has had an opportunity to infect other horses who have developed the glanders into a clinical case. Oftentimes it goes months and possibly a-year, so that it is not
easy to detect. It is like tuberculosis in that respect.
- I know one instance which is the best sort of evidence to me that an animal
can be infected with glanders after years, possibly, months certainly, and
b’e able to convey the disease before any clinical symptoms appear. I know
an instance on a farm in one of our counties where a man owned a branded
Western mare twenty-two months, and he said that at no time during those
. twenty-two months did this animal show any sign of any nasal discharge,
Or anything wrong, except in ho,t weather she did not stand the work very
-Wek about a month after he sold this mare nasal discharge appeared, that
he only attributed to distemper, as usual. Within four months hG had lost
three animals that he afterwards thought died of glanders. The case was
finally reported, about nine months after he lost his ?are, and we investigated the farm and found this mare and two others had died with the disease
of glanders; we applied the maline test on three others he owned, and they
all reacted. and two of them were destroyed,and a pwt mortem was held
I
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her 1-ungs revealed a chmnie case .of glanders. In the meantime
on the farm from which she had gone in Illinois, I found four; we destroyed one, within ninety days; three more were destroyed t4at had reacted, and those six others reacted to tlie test, making pine out of ten; the
sixth. ultimately recovered. .
This mare, now, as.1 say, sho-wed no evidence of glanders while owned by
the -flrst*man in Ill&ois, and there is no positive proof that she conveyed
the disease to cnimals on his farm, but that was the only one tiiat he had
purchased outside, and while the infeation might have been brought there
' by some persons travelling through the country, watering out of his watering
trough on his farm, that is possible, but the other seems to be more pm
bable, to show the dif€ic\llty inathe eradication of glanders from any sectJon
.-without great effort and careful work. ,
-Therefore I think if we could keep range horses out of Illinois; .that is
metdiseased range animal, we, in our country, woad not have much glanders. I think we could stamp it out, but as.long as it is being imported we
do not have much hope of getting rid of it.
THE PRESIDENT:' Are there any questions any one desims to ask of Dr.
Tiffany?
DR. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman, the Doctor states that glanders is a disease
.which we all understand fairly well, which is true. But I do not believe that
any of (le fully comprehend the extent to which glanders is .prevalent over
the United States at the present time, and I have had occassion recently tb
have to deal- with an outbreak in Kansas City, and in my talk with some of
'the dealers there, one firm which handled two million dollars worth of horses
within the last'twelve months, horses and mules, and I should say a firm
which has buyers all over the West, they stated that they have withdrawn
from a certain territory on account of the prevalence of glanders. He mentioned the territory where the mules on the range were so badly diseas,ed,
such a large per cent of them diseased, that you could- go there .and buy a
whole herd for a dollar a head. And I have noticed that the handling of
immense numbers of Western horses, probably throughout Kansas City, horses
which were sold to the British Government, has probably been the cause of thd
outbreak in Kansas City. While these men have been careful in handling
horses, have been scrupulous it seems to me, as far as they could be, a few
head of infected horses have undoubtedly been allowed to get out into the
city, and the watering fountains are arranged so that disease could spread
very rapidly. And it has spread to a considerable extent. But it has been
'controlled, and will be stamped out as soon as practicable.
The point I wish to make is that glanders is a disease that no man will
understand thoroughly if he studies Tt all his life. When I started in as
State Veterinarian I thought I knew all about it, but I have seen something
like a thousand cases, and now I feel like I know very little about it. It is
one that we must take up before this association at some future time and study
out thoroughly, and is a disease which we will have to combat very vigorously, and more vigorously than we have done in the past.

I would have to criticise the present method in vogue in most of the different states and territories, of getting notices of the different .outbreaks of
glanders. The law, for instance, of the State of Kansas compels any man who
sees a case of glanders, or has a horse infected with glanders, to report it.
Well, they do not do it, and there is no way of enforcing suoh a law. I may
tell. all the people wlio live in different towns in Kansas, that the disease is
’quite prevalent, as well as on a good many of the ranges. I had occasion
to- visit a mule dealer’s etablishment some three years ago, and he stated
ta me that he had just skilled of his own accord and burried 65 head of mules
and jacks,and that the infection had been introduced in his establishment
through a shipment of mules from Utah. He has now a case pending-it hasnot been settled-against the firm fro,m whom he bought the mules. I mention
these things to show you that glanders is prevalent and that we are not
combatting it in a practical way, as a ganeral rule, as. a disease which we
must give more attention to at some time in the future.
One point in regard to a statement t h a t Cr. Tiffany makes, which is very
interesting to me; and that is with regard to maline tests, that some people hlaim that repeated injections of maline will cure glanders. That is a thing
that would be very important for us to know. Dr. Tiffany’s experience, as he
has stated, indicates that those horses in the early stages-which had been in
-the early stages injected repeatedly with maline, indicates that the maline
probably cured them.
We cannot rely upon any treatment. with medicinc, for everything that has
ever been tried has failed, and \-<E cannot draw but two conclusions from
the statement he makes; one is that the maline may cure the disease; another
is4hat nature may overcome’tlie disease to such an extent that those animals subsequently did not manifest any symptoms, as is the case in many
instances with animals affected with tuberculosis, and as is shown in the
dissecting room to be, the case in, tuberculosis in the human family, that
the disease affecting only limited areas is usually held in check by nature;
that outward symptoms of it might never become manifest. I think it is
very important to decide whether or not the repeated injection of maline
Will cure the glanders, and if so it will be a matter of considerable value to
Veterinarians, especially those engaged in sanitary work.
MR. KLEBURG: Dr. Lucky, may I ask you a question. Would not those
shippers in Kansas City and other stock yards who handle a great deal of
this live stock, when glandered horses were shipped into this territory,
these stock yards where these horse dealers and mule dealers use and handle.
a great many stock that come from the range, which are supposed to carry
disease into these different states, would not those places be the great points
of infection, the centers of infection for distributing it all over the country?
Every man’s horse is shipped into those stables from the range, and are
Watered at their watering places, at public watering places: they have glanders and are shipped out and other horses brought in there could they not be
infected a t these same watering places and then shipped out, and wouldn’t
they then disseminate the disease? Would it not be a good idea to watch

those plaees very closely?
DR. LUCKY: You are right, it would bee a good idea, and those places
a r ? watched very closely, but it must not be understood that these men are
in any ways careless in handling horses and mules; they have buyers who
probably have had as much experience with glanders as a great many of us veterinarians, who are instructed carefully not to buy horses and mules in a a
infected district; and they have veterinarians employed, especially the dealers at Kansas City had occasion to examine into the matter, and they have
veterinarians employed who look over their stock regularly. They have isolated stall, individual stalls for the stock they handle; they disinfect their
barns at regular intervals, and I was gratified to see that they take pains to
prevent not only glanders but any other contagious disease. We think today
that glanders may be controlled if we will but figure out and carry out the
plans they pursue, and I do not believe that the glanders can be traced to
those establishments.
We found that quite a few cases of glanders happened to be in Kansas
City, one way or another, and that the animals were watered at the publio
watering fountain. I took notice of these watering fountains and I saw that
they were bulit up high enough so that a horse could be driven up and drink
at the fountains without unreining him. I caught while there, quite a number
of horses that were just returned from watering at those places. I walked
up to those places where I noticed as much as two or three teams crowded
around and drinking together, and some of the horses probably would blow
their nasal discharge into t h e water, and infect the water which was used
by other teams in the city. Of course, as a matter of precaution, we simply
had the water shut off,so that each man who had a team had to carry a bucket
and water out of the hydrants through his private bucket, and we kept the
water so until the glanders in Kansas City is a thing of the past. But we
cannot criticise the dealers who are dealers, because they are extremely
careful, in fact it is their business to be careful; it is to their interests. The
sale of a lot of horses and mules infected with glanders to any of their customers would reflect on their trade, so that it would damage them a great deal,
more than it would-damage anybody else; and they are not only the most
careful men but they are intelligent; they know, a great many of them have
had experience in handling horss with glanders, and they know there is but
one.thing to do when they find a case of glanders and that is to kill that animal, and they have always in making assignments of horses, held out any
horses that had shown any symptoms whatever of glanders, as they understood the symptoms, which are not well defined in many cases.
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, Dr. Lucky does not refer to where the
range horse come from, that passed through this district, neither does Dr.
Tiffany, but I am glad to say that during the past year some sixty cars of
horses were shipped from one valley in Arizona to Kansas City without any
bad results. In 1894 horses brought into Arizona and further, I regret to say,
from the little state of Texas a year or two before were infected but the
Sanitary Board formulated regulations that are very rigid and quarantined

any other shipment of horses from that district. And besides we used the
maline test properly, but we were not advised-the territorial veterinarian did
not advise the Board to release any horses that did not stand the maline
test.
I personally, am of the opinion that it is an entirely different question,
when we consider the disease among animals, that is contagious to people
and one that is not contagious to people. Glanders is contagious to the human, and as long as it is, I do not think we should question a great deal at least
the value of the animal affected. And, therefore, these regulations required
that all animals that could not stand the maline test should. be destroyed
and cremated. I will simply cite the result of one little community where
fifty-one horses were killed in 1894, scattered over quite a little distance.
There has not been a single case of glanders found since; that is nine years.
In Arizona the effects of droppings from glandered horses or any other form
of infection, of course, is more easily destroyed than in the north; especially
in this valley, because it is not warm, but it is hot, a fine climate, good
healthy climate. You send consumptive people down there from the north
and some of them a t least get well. The conditions then are such that disinfection results from climatic conditions, but there is another condition, it is
true, that is hard to contend with, and that is an animal suffering from
glanders may show the disease; the disease more usually assumes a chronic
form; the animal may live for several years in that climate with glanders,
and yet, as Dr. Lucky has said, wouId show no symptoms that would be noticed
by the average layman, and may not be detected by a veterinarian, and for
that reason we have to subject the animals to the maline test, and I am free
to say that I think the proper thing to do, if the test proves that they are
glanders is to destroy them. Of course, if the temperature does not rise
the amount required, which is usually considred two degrees, or if the swelling is not sufficiently large that it presents the symptoms that the experience scientist desires, then hold the animal in quarantine for two or three
weeks or more, and then test him again, I am perfectly willing to accept that.
Several weeks is better; leave it remain so that the effects of the first test
w-.. thoroughly pass off, but if the test is positive the first time, I think that
the animal should be destroyed, because this disease is contagious to the
human.
Now, the results of these experiments in 1894 are certainly apparent because in the nine years we have never found a single case. I am centured
sometimes by the Sanitary authorities of the territory because we require
health certificates for horses coming from the east. But I think if we attend
the meetings of the board and we are all honest as we are in this, we will
require two certificates instead of one.
But I am glad to see that we intend to notice glanders introduced through
the shipment of horses from the east, and we have had glanders introduced
by importations of horses, only last year we killed ten horses in the neighborhood of Yuma, and although our rules applied in this case, they are like
many sanitary regulations, It is practically an impossibility to enforce them,
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for they come indover the railroad on the cars. I agree with Dr. Lucky that
this disease is more prevalent than we imagine. I was in California last
summer and though Dr. Plummer, state veterinarian of that state, is doing
grand work in the state along all sanitary lines and also with glanders, I
was called by a veterinarian to visit a ;truck stable where he had killed a

.
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glandered horse some three or four weeks before. Examination of the horses
in the stable found only one that presented positive symptoms of glanders,
but the entire fourteen head was submitted to the maline test, and seven
of them gave the sp.ecific reaction required, and strange to say one veteri-‘
narian at least in that state expected to let those horses continue on the street
for a limited amount of time and then retest them and see if there is any
change. I don’t know where he gbt that idea, I am sure, but as soon as his
attention was called to the fact that the test showed glanders, then with the
consent of the owners of the horses, they were taken from the street and
destroyed. They are doing good work in California, but it will take some time ,
yet to destroy the disease entirely. I think as veterinarians and membera
of the Sanitary Board that we should be more stringent with glanders and
make our regulations such that the infection is confined in one place. It is
the same point that I made with reference to scabies, and that is finding the
disease will spread to other states, just as the doctor from Illinois said, the
disease will spread to Illinois from the West unless we control it in $he west.
Keep the man in quarantine-keep his stock in quarantine until he is cleaned
UP.

MR. TIFFANY: ’ Mr. President, I want to make one remark on the state
ment that Dr. Norton has just made. I don’t know what law they have in
Arizona or any other of the states but in Illinois you could not destroy legally
an exposed animal without compensation; you would get yourselves in trouble
at once. The authorities of Illinois have always held, and held so under the
advtse of the attorneg general, that an animal destroyed on account of exposure to a contagious disease should be paid for; in fact, they pay for diseased
animals as well. Now, if we should destroy all the animals that we put to
the maline test at once, it would take more money than the legislature appropriates in our state, and they are very liberal, as much so perhaps as any
state in the Union.
I would say, in the first place, regarding animals that will react. This occurs
with age or you may have an animal perhaps that won’t eat for twenty-four
hours and is barely able to walk. I have seen them where they have recovered absolutely and failed to react ti, the maline test in time. Now, it
would be cheaper for the state authorities to retest them in Illinois, at least,
.than it would be to destroy them and compensate the owner, as we would
have to.
Now, the question would be brought in at once if the case was brought in
court, was that animal diseased with glanders? We would say, yes. It ie
possible or probable that the anima! would recover? #Wewould have to admit that it is. Well, then, if you destroy that animal without compensation
you would get into trouble at once. We could not do it, and unless we did
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compensa:e him fairly, it would be a great loss to the owner. For insence,
. a farm where I mentioned where nine homes out of ten reacted; three of
them becoming contagious within sixty to ninety days and were destroyed;
the other six reoovered entirely. In my experience, covered by a number of
-years, with maline, I can safely say that I have never known a horse to show
a clinical case of glanders that has gone healthy ’apparently ninety days’
after mgline. I have never known one of these cases to become clinical, and
in saying that it would appear then that the maline test is not so practical
after all, except that it gives us an opportunity to release from quarantine
animals that fail to react, and the owner can go on and use them. Under the .
law of the state, we hold horses 90 days after exposure. If the ,animals do ’
not display symptoms during that time, the animals are released. As to its .
detection in a disputed case of glanders, for intsance, I don’t think it is safeto kely on maline either, because often times a very bad clinical case of glanders will not give any reaction, any elevation of temperature under or through
the maline and often, and in a majority, of cases you will get a painful tumor
at the point of infection with maline bht not always a very marked one; then
we will have to pass our opinion on the symptoms as we observe them in
that sort of a case, just as in tuberculosis, we do not get,reaction often times,
and the clinical condition of the animal will reveal the presence of tubercu-. losis if it is carefully examined.
DR. LAMB: I would like to ask some of the veterinarians present under ,what law they move and what their mode of procedure is under certain conditions? Our law reads like this: “The state board shall have the power
to order diseased animals destroyed whenever deemed necessary by such
board, for which no compensation is to be paid.” Now, I had an instance
‘wiwin a month probably. I was called to the southwestern part of the state,
about 400 miles, 24 hours journey. I found a case of glanders and I ordered
the animal killed, and supposed it was killed. I was called back again. Myfirst visit was about sixty days ago. I was called again after 30 days to see.
thia same case. He had absolutely refused to kill this animal. H e had ’
gotten into trouble with the state authorities, health omcers of the state and ,
had beaten them in every police court they had taken him in. On the oc‘casion of my second visit, I asked him why he had not killed the animal.
He says, “You didn’t give me any written order to.” Well, I says, “I will
.give you one now,” and I did so, and I deemed it advisable-to stay over one
e y to see that he killed it. I was very glad I did, becaulie he did not; he did
not propose to;- he brought some of his friends down tgere to appraise this
horse and said, “Now, I will turn him over to you, but I want it distinctly
understood that somebody is going t o pay me for this horse.” “Well,” I said,
“I won’t run up against a‘probable lawsuit and I-won’t order him killed, but
I will place him in quarantine.” He said, “All right, place him there. He
will be held entirely subject to your order and you ean do whatever you please
with him; you can take him out and‘kill him.” But he had already semed
notice that if I did he would bring on a lawsuit.
. My board did pot meet for about two weeks and in the meantime thi‘l

horse was down there under an expense, and a t the meeting of the board; I
reported the case and-received orders to have that animal destroyed, and t h e
result is a great long bill for care, food, killiw, cremation, and all that sort
of thing. Are .there any of the rest of you gentlemen that are so handicapped
as I.am in having no authority, as state veterinarian, to order the destruction
of any of this kind of stock? Ofcan they report to their sanitary ofacials
- .
.and obtain a special order?
. DR. TIFFANY: There is a disadvantage‘ in acting under B law like’ you .
have. Unless compensation is made to the’owner, it seems to me there, is
csn*.incentiveall the time for the.owner to escape a compliance of the law
We do not .order the destru9tion of any animal, as I said before, we place
the diseased and exposed animal in quarantine, the first thing done; then try
to afiangeswith the owner upon a reasonable health valuation, not to exceed
$100 on any animal. Then agree with him if possible, and it is almost
always we have no difaculty whatever in agreeing with him .upon a reasonable
health valuation; say a horse would be worth $76 ‘if he.had not glanders; we
allow him then $25 provided he destroys that animal and pisinfects his ‘
premises, and he does not receive his money until he files an afadavit backed
tit two freeholders who are not related to him in any manner,. setting forth
that he has destroyed the animal and buried him or cremated him and has
thoroughly disinfected his premises. But I do not believe in q y case where
the case is brought up to the higher court, that you have any right to step
in and destroy a man’s property, and if they choose, it will coat you more
money than it will to deal with the matter as done in Illinois.
.
Now, of course, if the owner absolutely refuses to make terms and the
Owner fails to comply with those terms then the law gives our board the right,
or any member thereof, to select three appraisers themselves, the owner having nothing to say about it. They appraise that animal aid the owner must
abide. by their appraisement. Then if he fails to destroy that horse under
the a]~prrrisement,the Board can step in and destroy the animal and he recelves no coroyensation. But that matter don’t occur, a difaculty of that kind,
once in flve gears. In fact, I don’t know of but one instance in my experience
with the Board, which has been since 1886, of that kind.
THE PRESIDENT: In connection with this subject of glandem tbe chair
would - suggest the advisability, and that this organization might profitably
iecopmend some uniform system of dealing with glanders. The chair offee
this as 8 snggestion, hoping that some member Will make a motion, and that
‘a Committee may be appointed to draft a suitable form of regulatiom for
handling glanders in all the states, so that no one state can be a market for
glandered horses &-high prices while others kill them for nothing. Dr. Eoto.
DR. KOTO: Mr. President, I realize that the different laws fn the different states differ, and I presume that climatic conditions might be such that it
would be quite a difacult matter to have uniform laws, or have them just
alike.
In our state, Iowa, the law or code is a little misleading on that subject.
It specifles that whenever in the opinion of the state veterinarian it becomes
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wcessary to destroy any stock, they should be paid its actual ,value at the
,':.time of destruotion.
c. 'Now,our state board of health has Wlpd, or adopted rules and regulations
- .touching on that subject; Rule No. 6 provides that an animal iafected with
danders is deemed of -no property value -whatever, and no appr'aisal thereof
ighall be made. Although we all realize that if we fiad an animal in a doubtful condition or a typical case of glanders, that the value is nominal, if any.
-In fact, I do not believe that anyone would ever pay'a dollar for a horse that
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;-.they were positive W~LBinfected'with glanderb, and we have endeavored to -Upe up to that part of our law, of our rules; yet we find considerable dil3culty ,
with a few owners of those diseased hme6, especially people that are trav.-*dingabout the state, reliters, and those that are not the owners of the-prem;
ises. We have found that a s a rule the means of infection in our skte is
largely brought about from railroad contractors or people that are building
railroads throughout the different parts' of the state: in fact, in most of the,
cases we are able to trace it, if we follow it up, trace it to suvh Causes.
I can go on and mention a number of cases that we have traced up in that.
way.
In speaking about the maline test, our state provides t h a t - b r the rulea
adopted by the board provide, that it should be recognized as a valuable
diagnostic, and I believe that we can consider it so. At the same time, my
-9xkrience teaches me that the maline test is not very satisfactory. AS a ,
rule, when we find animals that have been exposed to an anima1,that has
suffered or has been destroyed from glanders, even where we find no typical
' eymptoms or and other symptoms, you test and may get the reaction, but
you will be unable to satisfy the owner or convince him that the animaltis
diseased. The result is yod may be compelled to continue those animals
'-in quarantine for a very long time -before any symptoms will develop.
I remember a case. where an owner had lost four head. W e kested four
more and got reaction in two, strong reaction. There were some symptoms
Of glanders, but not sufaciently so as to destroy the animal; at least, we did
hot feel as though we-wanted to destroy the animal without some more symp3oms. These Chimale were continued in quarantine for seven months; by
'.that time it began to develop. - I was listening to Dr. Tiffany's remarks on
U t subject where he failed to find a case that it would develop after a test
having been made, after a time of sixty days, was it?
DR. TIFFANY: Ninety.
DR. KOTO: Ninety days. In this case, it Wm,however, different.
Now, that is our experience in our state. We find a great deal of difaculty
t0 convince the owner that his animal is diseased where we get a reaction,
and I believe that if any uniform system could be adopted it would not in-terfere with the different states and tra5c in horses that way, where it would
hot be a hardship. I believe it would be a good-thin@.
. .THE PRESIDENT: Any further remarks?
MR, THOMAS: Mr. Chairman, frpm the remaks that Dr. Lamb has made,
1 would say_,that the law under which he is working i w not in good form
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for the deetructicn of infected animals. In Hebraska, -our law specifically
states that a diseased. animal may be quarantined or detsroyed, according
to the best Judgment of the state veterinarian in the interest of the public;.
so that, when we flnd a glandered hdrse, the state veterinarian destroys it.
The Sam? authority is given the assistants to do the same, and we destroy
those anizals unless we have good reason to believe that the owner-may do
so. AS a rule, you can tell In talking with-a man whether he will deskroy
the animal or not. If we feel he may not do so, why we simply request that
4e leave the animal out, and we perform the act of destruction ourselves,
chen we know that the animal is dead.
DR. NORTON: Mr. President, answering the question that Dr. +nib
asked: Formerly the rules of Arizona required that no animal could be
destroyed without an application to the Sanitary Board and they so elected, ,
and that resulted in the former territorial veterinarian being put .to the ex-.
pense of a lawsuit for destroying several animals without consulting the board.
The laws are now amended so that they, the board, make the rules and regulations, and any animal that the teMtorial veterinarian considers diseased
and should be destroyed for the good of the commonwealth4estroyed, and I
he is personally responsiple to see that €he animal is destroyed. W e also
consider that the animal is infected if the maline test is thoroughly and carefully used to prove that the animal is infected.
Now, as far as a n exposed,animal is concerned that the veterinarian cannot pronounce glandered. It cannot be destroyed without the written opin- ion of a consulting veterinarian or practical stock man, agreeing that it 1s
for the best interests. of the community, then he may also destroy the exposed animal, and those exposed animals must also be @praised BO that
if-at the convening of the legislatun3 it is seen fit, money can be appropriatfd
to pay for- the cost of the same.
I agree that every state has its own conditions and probably it fs best in
Illinois to pay the expense of the antmal,.but I think in a range country,
that would hardly be advisable. There would be an assumption, perhaps,,
that every man might think that his animal is diseased. when it is not of
very much value, and therefore have it killed and call upon the authorities
to pay ior-it.
THE PRESIDENT: If there is no further discussion on this question, I
will announce that the photographer is here who desires to take a 'gicture of
Ibis. organization and members, and that President Springer will address us at
19-20;and if it is the wish of the members to take a fifteen minuies recess
m a adjourn to the 17 th street entrance of th6 hotel and have this view talcen,
which will be historic and -a number of us would like to have it, I aresume I lrrtow I would-why, we will take a recess now and hear President Springer
immediately on reassembling in 15 or 20 minutes, not over 20 minutes at the
outside..It is up to the members. Now, what do you wish to do? If there is no
. objection, this plan will be followed and we will now take a recess for 20
minutes.
Thereupon a recess was declared for 20 minutes.
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Upon reassembling, .the convention proceeded as follows :
-- THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen of the Association: We now have with-us
President Springer of the National Live Stock Association, anQ it gives me
pleasure to introduce President Springer, who will give you a talk. President
Springer.
. MR. SPRINGER: Brother Bolton, how do you do. It looks as though there
had been trouble here. The water pitcher seems_to be in pieces on the floor.
If this were down in Texas, I would knFw that all sorts of pitchers of that
kind fall on the floor, but up here in Colorado where the bulk of our stock is
climate and mountain water, it looks to me as if the water ought to be preserved. We stock people, I think, are the only people on earth that are entitled to
the free and unlimited use of water. You go down in New York on Wall street
and they dabble in water, but all in the stocks. A man buys a ranch, a Wall
street fellow, for $100,000, ,and immediately bonds it for a million or five
millions, and he insists that it i-s a legitimate proposition to water his ranch
to the extent of four or five millions.-Then he unloads it on an unsuspecting
pnblic as A one, gilt edge. Troubles come along, things get a little tight and
do$e, and he begins to put up his watered collaterals as security; the unbelievers-begin to pound at his stock, and the first thing you knowthe waters
seem to have taken to the clouds and the winds upon some bankrupt shole.They
have no authority and they have no right -to-the use of water. Tha stock men
are the only people in this country that are entitled to its frge and unlimited
use, becaus,b with the stockmen of the United States everything they have is
in sight; the asses$ors always count them, the cattle on the hills, the hogs in
the lot and the sheep on the ranges and the horses in the barn, -they are
never overlooked; the assessor always gets them'; he always gets the broad
acres over which we expend so much money to get to this water.
C have said many times that aa between the two the interests of a watered
proposition in Wall street and the watered ranch in the western country, I
would rather be a stock man and interested with the stock men, with the
interests that go with the name stockman, than I would to be connected with
all the gambling, bunco-steering outfits they have got in the whole Wall street.
(Applause)
I have found it in my association for fifteen years with the stock men of
the United States that I could always rely on what they told me. If you gentlemen have ever had reason to compare the statements of a stock man in this
country and his promises with those of some of the big shops and monopolies
that I speak of, you will find that the stockman's word is above par and the
Word of the other fellow can never be found even with a search warrant.
I enjoy my association with the stock interests af the United States and the
stock people and I have done what I could in the past seven years that I have
tried to preside' over the destinies of the National Live Stock Association to
know no special interest to be connected with nothing whatever which I would
Profit one cent from the stock men of the United States. I have tried to use
what education I had for the betterment of the stock interests and to help the
stock people-to get their fair measure of profit which they are so undoubtedly
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entitled to.
W! havs met so many discouragements ever since our -organization started
from the apathy that we have found in different localities on account of
conflicting interests- cattle men and sheep men unable to occupy the same
rang3; feeders in Illinois somewhat handicapped because they were s o t in
the same position as my friend Kleburg in Texas, with hundreds and thousands
and millions of acres of land-they could not compete with them. There is no
more use of an Illinois man Pack in the old country where Dr. Tiffinay and
myself belong, Jacksonville and Bpringfield: on the hundred dollar land to t r y
to compete with Mr. Kleburg than there is to try to fly from here to the moon
in an hour, especially not when political conditions are all against it. And
when these conflicting interests come together,and the officers, your officersin this organization and our officers-in the National get to figuring over these
propositions there is a conflict of interest.
I take it ,that one of the main interests this. interstate gathering of sanitary
boards has before it is to get every sanitary board in the United States into
a meeting and into an agreement where they will all’work Qgether and not
work apart. You cannot draw a freight train with an engine pulling one way
in front ana another pulling the other way in the rear. You cannot get anything
-as sanitary commissioners in this country unless you are a-unit. If Kansas
’ rises
up-are there any Kansans here?-I believe Oklahoma is the only
thoroughly reliable proposition that we have in the country. Down in that
section they are aways on hr)nd. But if Kansas, through her Sanitary Board,
says that the regulations adopted by the Federal Government and approval by
this organization for the inspection of live stock in transit will not apply to
the state of Kansas, why there is the difficqty. You are all upset. If Colorado
says that they will not be bound by rules or’other official acts governing
states below \is to the south and west and northwest, there is trouble. Now,
it looks like reasonable men, such as you all are, owning pm&rty-cattle,
horses, hogs, ought to get together on a’common basis that you can all work .
from; then there would be no trouble
You all-remember the inspection case that we spent so much money to have
settled in Washington,state, the case of Mr. Ed. Reed, who starts with a train
load of cattle in Texas and he is‘stopped at every state clear through, and a
fee is demanded ranging from? JB to 2 or 3 cents for inspection; tbe inspector
inspects them as the train loads of cattle are going through, passing usually
’ at the rate of about fifteen or twenty miles’an hour-they are inspected; when
’
a bill of health is made out, they are passed on providing the fees are paid.
Well, those complaints came to us from everybody, on all sides. We instructed
Mr. ,Reed to pay no more fees, but to protest it, and we took that case up and
was defeated in every court we went -into. But when we got to the court of
last resort and we presented the case of the stock men of this country in our
bkief, end how they were, represented, the Supreme court said:“Gentlemen,
if Congress in its-wisdom will add one clause to the agricultural act as it now
, stands, the stockmen will be relieved.”
It cost us five thousand dollars to get two lines of a decision from the
-
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SGpreme court; but that -means, that expense of five .thousand doll8rs'f;he
saving of hundreds of thousand dollars a year to the stock people of this .
cg)untry. W h y ? Because the ingpection of interstate shipmenisis 'all in the
hands of the Federal Glovefhment, and they say when you show a clean bill
of hetilth that they thke the responsibility of frllowing the train load to stop
'$6 go.through these great sovereign states of ours,'and allow tlrek to go where
t.his:convention establishes that they should go.
. .We Bad many men tell us that they we- burning up their money; that itw89i no account, but we took that little decisio? down to congress, and.&l;
though all those great measures were pending-the canal'bill and a thousand
ofJj'ers-the greatest fight in the last Congr6ss that has been seen in this
geperation-when we took it before the House Committee on Agricultui-4.and
showed them the position the stock men were ip, they called a special meet- .
ing of the committee and they put that through without a dissenting voim.
They went. into the house of representatives with every fellow on every -subject lcpded to the guards'standing there like 8 giant, swearing that .If hie
measure did not go through, nobody else's should. Mr. Wadsworth rose up
and asked on behalf of the live stock men of, *e United' States a $pecial'
, order to consider a live stock bill which was rewritten' in the agricultural a
t&
There was not a dissenting voice. It. went through the house; it was s-ed
by-the speaker and went to tee Senate; it went to the Senate commipe on
Agriculture, they called a special meeting and there they referred it back
Mth the recommendation that it be passed immediately. Not only that,
but they tacked on a big appropriation, I think a hundred thousand dollars
help the Secretary of Agriculture to fight *e foot and mouth *ease and
-all other contagious diseases. We'had to go back to the house, but it was
approved. The Senate passed the proposifion unanimously and it went
the president. The president the very next day @er 'it left the house, signed
dt; the next day he sent me the pen that he F e d in signing it, with the !mmpliments of the United States.
80 the only measure that passed that house during the last session of Congresa was-in the interest of the stock men of the United States. I show YOU
this to show what we can do federally and in the various states, if we just
haverbrains enough to go down there as a unit. But whep they go down
4 t h every fellow having a different idea about what ought to be done, the
Lord only knows that there is no more use to try to pass anything than to
fly to the moon in a boat.
. I want to say while I live-and
I speak feelingly on the subject, because I
have a great iherest in the live stock of this country, I am interested perSSnally myself in many sections of the country in the live stock I am anxious
, to 883 many of our organizations pulled together.
I want to see this organ-.
ieation built up because the work that you do helps the ofricers of the Na.tional association to do their work. It helps us to show the peoole of the
kUtlur that we are only asking for what is right. If Mr.'Kleburg goes home
from here to Texas, that wonderful old and vast state in the Union-the
largest in the live stock industry-if he goes home and tells them that the inI
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spection board of t h e United Stat- is a unit, ,that every state has agreed to
work together so there won’t be the feeling in Texas that there has beenwhy they threaten down there below the quarantine lin’e many a time tohang people for ever putting that line, theugh there-I mean on the south
side where there is cattle right here, that is above the line, and cattle right
over there, that is below the line-those fellows in the county below it get
- t o g e t h r and they say, “Can you-give any good reason why that line is drawn
between those counties? ’Our rights are as good as the fellows’ on that side;
there is no more fbver on our side of the line than on that side, and of
course, it makes a good deal of trouble, and we have all got to understand
that in this world we have got to give and take. There has got to be a line
between right and wrong on every proposition. And if we are a unit in our
efforts to preserve the he‘dth of the stock of this country, there will not bethe conflict and the crash that there has ever been in Texas over the subject‘
, of the quarantine line; and I know how much trouble Mr. Kleburg and the
board down there have had. Several of them told me that they thought
Texae was big enough to flght the government; that if they would just throw
-,down the gauntlet they would flght the government. That they did not propbse to have any such line as that through. Texas; that they were all
Texans, that Texas was a sovereign state, that Texas had more cattle than
any other state in the Union. q a t she had more than two millions of pop
ulation, and that they woulrl. not stand it; but they got all over that. The
only thing that gives them any encouragement ita a big row in the sanitary
ipspection board, and the sanitary inspecting board ought to speak for the
health of the live stock in every state of this union, and whenever there is
trouble in Maine or any argument, the power of this organization, backed
up by the power of the National Association ought to be behind the Secretary of Agriculture. It does not make any difference whether it costs a
- million or five million of dollars to stamp out any disease. You let anthrax
get hold of our cattle scattered on the ranges and I would not give you five
dollars for any live stock i*erests of this country. You let any spreading
diwase get off here and sweep across the ranges of this county and ever31
‘map is bangrupt. Where are you going to get the beef of this country? You
cannot raise it in Illinois on hundred dollar land, you aannot raise it in New
York oq flve thousand dollar land. All you ’have got is these great western
sunny pIa4ns to raise the beef that is to feed all the millions and millions
of American citizens, say nothing of the tremendous interests we are paying
for in the Eastern markets in every country in the world.
I sag, then, that our getting together means the getting together and sticking together. A t the convention in Portland, I expect to lay down my duties
as president of the National Association. I have occupied it for seven years.
. I do not believe in a one man power or a one man government or a one man
management, and under no consideration will I ever accept another term as
president. Not because the work is all finished, not at all; there is a wonderful amount of work for the men who follow, but I .believe in the principle
of a’ complete rotation in the management of this organization, and that it

77 simply makes the people know and understand that there is no close cor-

poration; there is no ring rule; there is’no three or four men that want to
stand u p as dictators to the Stock interests of this country, and that the
stockmen are bigger than their own selflsh interests might lead them to be.
I want this organization and all the others of this country to come out to
portland prepared to select a new line of oficers, -so that these criticisms
that ‘are being made in the country that it is a one man organization may all
cease. With your-work that you have you may think your coming together
in Denver would not amount to a revolution and that it would have gong on
just as well if you had stayed at home; but you don’t know how great an
effect the meeting that you are having in Denver will have on the future
stock industry of the United States. You are getting better acquainted with
one axother socially, in one of the great things that will help the stock men
of the United States to act as a unit. Everycing is cpncen~atisn;concentration
-of capital, consternation of effort, consternation of power. The machinery
. of a great city like this is almost being run entirely from our great powerhouse with electricity; there has got to be a power somewhere; there has-got
to be a board of directors, and a board of men who are ultimately to pass
on all propositions that you and I are interested in. And when this board
makes a rule or the National Association go out and make a fight for the stockmen they ought to uphold their hands and see that the work they are trying
to do is given the right and given the encouragement by the press of this
country.
Coming to that point, I want to say to you on behalf of the press, there
has never been a day in seven years that the Associated Press has not throwq .
open without limit its columns to the officers of the National Live Stock
- Association. We never have been refused any sort of request that we made,
and speaking for the city of Denver, I never have had more.frieliilly endorse- ,
menLin my life than we have gotten right here for the stock interns? of the
country; perfectly willing to publish everything, and my experience- has. ’
-been-thatall over the United States it was the same way, that whenever the .
stockmen feel that they are seriously aggrieved, the press of the Ubitod
8tates are on their side, because we represent the great masa-of the people
against the few selflsh interests.
. Our people are not in the habit of asking the government for 40 acres and _ a muld. All we have asked as stockmen is to be let alone in our business;
to givfvs us decent laws and give us a chancecto have them executed by YaithfdS. public servants, and w0 are-willing to do our share and pay our share of
the taxes. You do not find a stockman walking into the assessor’sofbe down
here and swearing that he has only two hundred head of cattle when. he has
got %e hundred; they run on the range and can be seen and counted:In
Colomdo I have never know it, in Texas, or in.Montana, in Xorth or Sourb
hbola, or in the state of Wyoming, where I have ope+.ed myself; they
have ‘always been broad guaged fellows willing to -stan&under their share
- i
Of tiah. tax burdens of the country.
Iberefore, if this is the way in which we work; if this Mi the’ way we take
/

hoiil of the various public questions that are eoming to the front, giving our
time and money to them; traveling across the continent from the far distant
states to look after the sanitary interests of the live stock, you may depend
upon ,it, gentlemen, that the stock interests of the United States are being
systematically and intelligently handled. And I bespeak for the men who
are here the kindliest treatment.from all of the stock interests in every state
in the union; and I bid you all God-speed in getting together all of your organizations from the sanitary districts of the country, and getting them to
working as a common unit, (Applause.)
MR. SMITH: Mr. President, I move you that this association extend to
the Honorable John W,Springer their sincere and heartfelt thanks for his
eminently able address.
The motion was duly seconded from all over the room, aqd, being put by
the president, carried unanimously.
THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, it is now half past eleven. The only
topics remaining on the program are a pager by Dr. Lamb and B paper by
Dr. Peters, who fs not present, and I presume Dr. Thomas of Nebraska will
handle his subject, if you think best-to continue now or adjourn.
I understand the committee on resolutions have been waiting for Mr. McCrillis to come up this morning, and they wish to have a session immediately
upon adjourning. The question is whether you wish to adjourn now until
one o’clock or work on until twelve and then adjourn until two.
MR. JOHNSON: Mr. President, I do not think you could get back here at
one o’clock if you go to luncheon down to the Chamber of Commerce.
THE PRESIDENT: Yes; I presume we had better have the discussion by
Dr. Lamb. Dr. Lamb is down for a paper on “Sheep Scab.”
DR. LAMB: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: I am very sorry to say that I
haven’t any paper on sheep scab or upon any other subject. r a m very sorry
that this- is the case and I wish to offer all due apologies to the .members of
the association, and I have this to offer as an explanation or reason why I
am not better prepared, which is that on last July I received a letter from
your president, Mr. Bolton, saying that this association would meet in Denver; it was addressed to Dr,. McCapes, my predecessor, and intimated that
he would be expected to have a paper upon-sheep scab. Thinking possibly
that I would receive some such notice, I waited for such notice, but have
never received it. So my first intimation that I was on for a paper on sheep
scab was when I read my name on the program yesterday morning. And in
that connection I am reminded a little of Dr. Martin’s favorite story, in which
he says that a priest was called upon to administer the last sacraments of
the church to-a dying Irishman. After he had performed all the ceremonies
the Irishman looked up into the Reverend Father’s face, and he says: “Father
I have only one request to make.” “What is that, Pat,” said the priest. “That
my body be buried in the cemetery across the street.” “Why Pat,” said the
priest, “that is a Jewish cemetery; I cannot understand why should want to
be buried in a Jewish cemetery.” “Well, Father, that is the last place in
the world that the devil would look for an Irishman.”
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And I am under the same impression, that this is about the last place in
the world that this association should look for any thing very new on sheep
scab, because in order to thoroughly understand the subject I would probably have to visit Wyoming or some other foreign country, and I have not
had time to do so. But if the association does not mind and it is in order,
I might perhsps say a few words upon the condition of cattle mange, and the
conditions as we find them in Colorado.
For several years cattle mange has been more or less prevalent upon the
ranges. The first four or five years we did not pay but very little attention
to it, but for the last three or four years there has been great effort made
on the p a d of individuals in the way of dipping, etc., to stamp this out; and
the result has been thpt while we have gonsiderable mange on the range I
must confess the operation of mange is very much less than it was a few years
ago. They have been undergoing a system of education: and if anything was needed to complete that education it was probably the
very large percentage of loss of last winter which was, a large portion of it,
directly attributable to mange. And when this present board came into
ofice last spring it was very clearly seen that some uniform action must'be
taken in order to clean this matter up; and while there has been numerous
vats erected, I presume a hundred, perhaps more, in the disease infected districts of the state that have been used freely, there has been a want of unitormity, which did not produce as good results as it should have done; consequently this board divided this state into two portions, one practically
the mountain range, and declared the eastern portion the infected district,
and prohibited the movement of cattle from the infected district to the uninfected district. The result of that has been, as far as I know, that we have
no mange whatever west of the foothills. They also prohibited the importation
of cattle from adjoining states without inspection for mange. And after considerable correspondence with Colonel Dean and Doctor Salmon, the authorities of the United States government finally included mange as one disease
for which they inspected southern cattle, very much to our gratifiCatiOn.
They also went still further and issued an order, and this order is meeting
with very general approval, creating a dipping district in each county, and
appointing in each county a chief mange inspector and others to assist him
as may be found necessary. We hope to include practically every V a t in the
atate. And it is ordered that all cattle infected with mange, and all bunches
Of cattle in which any mange infected animals have been, shall be dipped in
some standard dip between the 16th of October and 16th of November;, with
the exception of six counties which are so very large and herds are so large
that we found it would be impractical to require the dipping in so short a
time as thirty days.
That order goes into effect the 16th of next month, and as I say, the people
are very much interested in it, and it is meeting with general, very general
approval. We will have no trouble, I expect, in getting a compliance, and
full and hearty compliance with this request, and we expect that the wholesale dipping will very, very materially lessen the prevalence of mange; and
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if -the same order is made next spring, whidh it probably will be we are in
hopzs at that time to be practically free from the trouble.
In this connection, there was one point that I want to ask the association,
if it is proper? I do not know that it is proper-for this association to endorse
any action, or take any action-the-results of which are confined to gne state?
But this is the proposition that we are up against: This state is divided east ’
and west by, ’I don’t-know what meridian, but some meridian and the northern
potion of the state is unde the jurisdiction of Doctor Hickox of the Bureau of Animal Industry in Salt Lake and the southern division under the juris=
diotion of Colonel Dean, of Kansas City.
‘Now, we people in Colorado, when we look for any information we look:
,.to the east, and communications have been received &om the west which we
do not quite like, which are to thls effect: That following out the regulations
issued bpotheBureau and the B. A. I. order number 114, Dr. Hickox has instructed his inspectors to consider everything from the entire state of Colorado as scabby. Now, we consider that a great injustice for the reason
that the order, of course, applies to the western portion of the state as well
as the eastern; and while we admit that we have some mange in the eastern
portion of the state is under the jurisdiction of Doctor Hickox of the Bureau
that country over there is absolutely free from mange, and that being the case
we think it is working a great hardship upon those people in the west to
have their cattle shipped in cars labeled “Scabby Cattle” when they are not
scabby, and are not exposed to the scabie. There is no exception, on the part
of any body that knows anything, that there is any scabies in that locality.
And even in the eastern portion of the state, where we must admit there is
sor.6 scabie, the people have been’ working for years, as I said dipping their
cattle, and are going to do so still. And the result has been, and must be,
and is, that some of those bunches are free from scab, and they ought to be;
allowed to move to market without being labeled “Scabby,” or with any other
restrictions placed upon them; they ought to be hllowed to move freely as
any other healthy cattle are allowed to move. And if it is proper for this
association to do so,- I would like very much that as a compliment, if you like,
to Colorado, that this assoc’ation request that the state of Colorado, instead
of its being divided in its management by the U. S. Bureah, be considered as
one territory and placed under the jurisdiction of the Kansas City branch ofthe Bureau of Animal Industry.
As I say, I do not know that that is exactly proper, or whether this association can do that. But we propose as sanitary authorities in Colorado, to
see if something of that kind cannot be done through our own efforts; and
if we can be Bssisted in any way by this association we should consider it
a compliment and very great favor.
I do not know that I have anything further to say in regard to the -Mange
situation in this country. We are working on it m---, all vigor, both the sanitary ofacials and the cattle owners themselves are using every effort, and in
many cases are meeting with great success; and we trust that in all cases
it will be perfectly successful and that it is only a question of a very short
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tide when we shall be as free from it as any other section of the count*.
1 thank you.
- MR. JOHNSON: Mr. President, a t the risk of having some of these. big
fellows-from down south-jump on top of us here, I want to say another word
- on this proposition. I t h i n k Dr. Lamb is entirely too modest on this proposition. I am very certain.that if Wyoming and Montana and the Dakotas were
represented at this meeting today that you would hear a great big howl come
right up in regard to this very proposition that Dr. Lamb touched on so gingerly.
Up in Wyoming they are right up against a hard proposition right now,
' and we are right up against it right here in this state. And the great trouble
seems to me to be that there is a general misundersta-nding in regard to
this B. A:I. order' 114, as to where it goes, as to what its limits are, what
it means. That misunderstanding, it seems to me, extends right into the
-Bureau of Animal Industry itself. They do not seem to know themselves.
We are getting two or three different kinds of interpretatigns of that very
der.
-Now, Dr. Lamb refers t o , the order by Dr. Hickox.. It was issued to
the.freight agents of these western lines, instructing them that he had charge
of Montana, the Dakotas, Nebraska, Colorado and Wyoming; and they enclosed a copy of this order, and says all of the cattle shipped from this infectea territory-and this order says that all territbry from the Mississippi river
west is infected-must be dipped at least one dipping unless they go into the
market for '-immediate slaughter.
Now Colonel Dean holds that order 114 is to be taken in connection with
section one of-order 106, which makes the individual responsible, .and allows
-him $0 go if he is willing to take the chances that his cattle are all right. He
is allowed to go to market with them, and if he is found to be shipping infected
cattle, why then he is. up against a federal statute, and is liable to heavy
h e or imprisonment for having this disease.
- - Now, if we have got two sides to the proposition. Dr. .Hickox. does not
propose to allow us to move at all. But for the fact that he is'tied up-here
in Utah on €his sheep proposition and has got more business than he can
attend to, he would probably have this whole section tied up today, becauge
they could not move anything under that regulation- It is an absolute<quaranthe if carried into effect.
I was talking with some railroad men this morning. They told me the?
had received that order. They told me- it was ridiculous that any such order
8s that should issue; that it was simply nonsense, snd they simply made-G
their minds to ignore it. Now, if Dr. Hickox gets over his rush up in Wyoming, comes down here and goes to enforce an-order of that kind, wherb
- are we going to land?
,
I'am looking at it from a commercial standpoint. There is no necessity
for an order of that kind; and it looks to me that it is all right for this association to take cognizance of this matter and put some kind of qn interpreta-tion upon it-that we can understand. There is no doubt in the world-but-what
I
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the laymen are very muchtin the dark as to wh4t that order means. I confese
I l a v e read it and it means one ching; Dr. Hickox interprets it and it means
another thing; when Col. Dean examines it it means something else. Now, we
have not .heard from Dr. Salmon or Secretary Wilson on the matter; but it
seems to me this is a matter this association can very well take u p and consider it, and at the request of the chairman of thq resolutions committee I
did prepare a resolution- this morning which would probably straighten the.
thing out to a certain extent. I do not know whether it will or not, and
possibly this discussion would be more ,in place when that resolution is before the association, and I simbly mentioned it at this time inasmuch as Dr.
Lamb brought it up.
DR. THOMAS: Mr; Chairman, I would like to say for the beneflt of the
members, that I'had a talk with Dr. Hickox 4 short time ago, and I do not
believe that you need to be alarmed in regard to his action.
Now, in regard to B. A. I. 114, as I understand it it is purely interstate;
that you can ship from one point in a state to another, and of course this
don't afford regulation for some. But the idea of changing a regulation that
Yr. Hickox h w put out, I think if you would analyze what his statements are,
and if you do not understand it write him, I think. you will find that he will
not place any embargo on hearthy stock. We certainly would be in the same
shape in Nebraska as you are in Colorado. , Our state is divided into two
poeions, the farming and the ranching portion. Now, you might say that our
range portion of the state is seriously infected with-that is, the cattle are
seriously infected W i t h scabie; yet I think in Nebraska that there will be no
embargo on heauhy cattle.
MR, JOHNSON: Mr. President, in this state it is a great dea1,differently
situated. Our whole state is a range state; it is range in the mountains, i!
is range on the plains, and we do not very well think of this idea of being
under two heads. We want to be under the control of one agent and dewrtment so we will know who to jump on. We want to do some kicking once
in awhile. If we have got a kick coming on dol. Dean we do notswant fq g?
down and kick at him only to flnd out we are kicking in the wrong direction,
and we ehould go and kick at Dr. Hiekox.
Of course, I do not want you to think that-we arb afraid of that Odes &ecause the railroads will pay no attention to it. But it is ridiculous for the bureau to issue any such order as that. I do not thinkit is the intention of Dr.
Salmon or Secretary Wilson to put any such embargo on the cattle.country.
There is no necessity for it at all. We can handle this thing without any
such extreme measures as that.
THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps they can do as they do in Texas where they
draw a line between certain counties; one man has his side and another the
other.
, MR. JOHNSON:
I am speaking, understand, for the shippers of the state;
they are the class I represent, and I want to say right here that the majority
of these shippers ship out of the state, so that the bulk of this business comes
under this order.- Now, Mr. Hickox may not have meant anything by that
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&der, but how are the railroads going to know it? Here is the Union Paciflc
that took him at his word, and won’t move stock today until we get an-inspector to come down, and we have been waiting for as much as four days
for an inspector to come.. When the inspector comes what does he do? He.
Bees €he kttle are clean, but he cannot do anything except to put a placard
on each side, of the car saying these are scabby cattle because they come frbm
a ssabby district. Now, what does that mean to the cattle ‘when they gpt
to .market? It means, if those cards are‘on the-cars, when they get to_marKet
they are going to quarantine; it means they are going to take.off from twenty-five cents to a dollar a hundred on the price of the cattle, and the man is
up against it. On the other hand, if he is compeiled to dip he is just as bad,
because one dipping of cattle puts them in such shape that the cattle are
not marketable. It simply ties us up tight. A man is a fool to try and move
cattle under that order because he suffers a great loss. I do-not believe there
was any such intention on the part of the government to have such an embargo as that placed on healthy cattle.
De. ALLEN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Dr. Lamb what law it isregarding contagious diseases under which he exercises his rlght, whether
it refers to contagious diseases only or contagious diseases of a malignant
ebaracter ?
DR. LAMB: The law does not make any distinction, Dr. Allen, at all;
just simply says contagious diseases.
DR. ALLEN: Well, the reason I referred to it-is that In Oklohoma the
law says contagous diseasea of a malignant character, and I do not believe
that mangy cattle, considered as it is here, of a malignant character, that it .
will be well to sell them in a great many cases. It seems to be a question as
.to whether Oklahoma can enforce a quarantine measure as you seem to be
able to do in Colorado: that is, enforce it in certain
limits, when it says“contagious diseases of a malignant character.”,
DR. LAMB: Our law does not distinguish in regard to contagious diseases
at all; never did; just confers on this sanitary board almost unlimited power
to handle and control any disease of any contagious nature, and they undoubtedly have power to order this general dipping, and can make it-two or
‘
three, or any number of times, that they see fit; in tact, they can handle the
matter, I think, under the law, as they deem best.
DR. ALLEN: The sanitary board of Oklahoma has never- had power, so
far as the law goes; that is, if the disease comes under t h e classification that
the law gives it, if yon consider the cattle has disease of a malignant character, why they can handle it; otherwise, it seems to be a question.
DR. LAMB: Your policy is to so consider it, isn’t it, Doctor?
DR. ALLEN: .Why, we would like to.
THE PRESIDENT: Any further remarks on this topic? If not, we will hear ‘
from Dr. Thomas if he will substitute for Doctor Peters, and give the hog a
.chance.
DR. THOMAS: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry indeed that’you are presuming
80 much that I would take up Dr. Peters’ work on that line.-I do not know any-
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t h i n g about his work on the immunizing of hogs, and will say this, that I

think for two years or such a,time, that Dr. Peters has done nothing in regard
to the work. I know that-over a year-ago iq talking with him he was. not -.
doing anything, simply becausehe could not find diseased animals from which
to obtain material to do work with, and the same thing has occurred thisfall. He has made inquiry of me if I knew of any outbreaks of cholera so
that he could secure material for work. I do not know that he has found any; ,
I am sure I have not, so I could not say anything further in regard to the -subject.
THE PRESIDENT: A n y member of the assmiation anything to offer on
this line? If not, I presu-me it would be well to adjourn until after dinner, asit is now just twelve o’clock, unless we ,Fn have the report of the committee
on line and open season. . If ,they are ready-we might have that report.
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, the committee has had several meetings
to draf6the sense of the committee. It has been drafted but it has not been .
typewritten yet; nor have we had a meeting td adopt the report of sthe subcommittee, but I have but little question but what it will be adopted because
this matter was thoroughly discussed in the open meeting by the entire com- ::
mittee.
THE.PRES1DENT: I presume, doctor, then we had best adjourn and give
that committee an opportunity to meet. It is still a half hour to‘the lun- ’
cheon invitation we have accepted, which is’at half past .twelve, and it is .
now twelve o’clock, and that would fill in very nicely. A motion to adjourn.
then until some hour after dinner is in order.
DR. LAMB: Mr. Chairman, I move that the convention adjourn until 1:30
o’clock this afternoon.
MR. JOHNSON: I think we had better meet at two o’clock, which- will
give us plenty of time to get around in season.- Make it two o’plck sharp. 1
DR. LAMB: I accept the amendment, and move that we adjourn until two
o’clock.
l h e motion having been duIy seconded and put by the president, was carried, and-an adjournment was declared until two o’clock P. M. of the same
day.
AF’TERNOON SESSION.
The convention was called to order by the .preside.nt at two o’clock P. M.
THE PRESIDENT: Now, gentlemen, we will have the report of the.committee on line and open--season; Dr. Norton, I believe, is chairman.
DR. NORTON: Mr. President.
T H E PRESIDENT: Dr. Norton. Gentlemen, you will listen to the report
of the committee on line and open season.
DR. NORTON: Judge Hankins was eleeted secretary -of this commjttee
and should read the report, but ‘he has been .called - home.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LINE AND OPEN SEASON.
’
To THE HONOBABLE
W.E. BOLTON;*CHAIBYAN:
We your committee on Wne and Opeu Seasou begs leave report as follows:
That we recommend to the Searetary of tbe Departpent of Agrioukture tbat the
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Federal Quarantine Line Cor LW4 shall he the s r.;ic? w that of 19tYq, except %bat
iheoounties of Noble, Logan arJd Oklahwna, aud part of Paoue Connt? I r r Oklahoma Territory be placed above t h e liue if the iitw+tigat,hr of the nfElcers of
tbe Bureau n C Animal Industry uotrsiclers i t prrrct iml.
We recommend that betmen, yovernher la,1903 atid . J w i t & ~ ' Rlst, 1904,inclusive, cattle from below the Federal Qiiarantine Liiie in the United States
hay be moved for purpases other than imrnerli.ite sl2rrghter to siidi points
within- the states of Virginia, N.Carol-iris, 'Peunww, Mi?wiri, Kwosw and
California, and from November 1st to Decleruber Nst., 1903 iricln4ve, to such
points within the territory of Oklahoma arid Pro ri 0 tta>ber13t 1393 to J m w r y
31st, 1904,to suoh poiuts witbiu the state of Tex;z~w.3 f r n a Peaember l s t ,
1903 to January Slst, 1904, to siich poiuts iu tbe bwritories of New Mexico and
Arizona as may he provided .for iu the reqtihtioaj 4' t h s s s st*t+s wl /writories and permitted by local authorities in charge. Irr tbsahwrrce of sicti loa a1
regulations and permissions, all movemerit of cattle from ttie qiiswzntins disetrict to poiots oiitsihe OP said district in gabove ,n i a s l {tttsq arid territories is
prohibited, except as provided for immediate dr*iyhtet. -411 otttle Prom t h e
quarantine distriot distined to points outside r f VI?, ~5 )vt4 st-rts.1 a r i l terrikoriee may.be shipped without inspection between Novmnher 1st. 1903 and .Jan uary 3l&t,1904,inolasire, and without .restriotions other than wav h3 wiforce d
'by looal regulations at point of destination.
Cattle originating in the two Northern tiers of c vi-iti94 in .Lzr!<tnp'icin rg be
moved for purpose8 other than immediate slsnptbter iiito t h r Q h t e o€ Missonri
between November lst,.1903 and March .?lst, 1904, -1.1 1 w 9-1?'I reqilutionq as
the local authorities of Missouri enforce.
The re-shipment or movement d anykattle which may have been moved from
points below the qiiarantine line to any part or parts rd' the states of V i r h i a ,
N.Carolina, Tennessee, Missonri, Kansas; Texas, Calif )i:ii-t, -irirI' clle Tei.ritoriea of Oklahoma, New Mexico and Arizona to any other of said sti:.Ps or territories, except by permission Prom t h e proper authorities of the states or territories to which destined, is hereby probibited.
DR.J. C.NORTON, Ch:ririnao.
M;-M HANKINJ. Seoretary.
On motion by the chairman of s ~ l i r lcornmi
.
ttee the report -rq rewl WHI adopted
W. P.SMITE,Secretary.
DR. NORTON: I would say, gentlemen, that the committee as a whole
did not have a meeting since the sub-committee redrafted these resolutions.
THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, you have heard the report, what will you
do with -it?
A motion was made and'seconded that the report of the committee be
adopted.
.The president then called for the question'upon the motion.
MR. DEAN: If there is any room for remarks I want to just suggest that
tor the sake of uniformity, that is to prevent misunderstandings, understand
-1 would suggest that the same time be recommend in each case for the states

that have open season. I believe they are all one, but for the states that r8quire inspection I notice a different time, a 'different time stated for the
states that require inspection. Now, I would suggest to recommend to the secretary the same time for each state, as our regulations always .provide that
Lde movement should be subjeFt to the local regulations, at any rate, and if
Oklahoma only wants it for two months their regulations control, anyhow.
I make that recommendation for uniformity.
THE PRESIDENT: May I interrupt you just a moment? We make our
regulations in Oklahoma in accordance with the regulations issued by the
government. 'We do not want but two months and Texas wants three or
four months.
MR. DEAN: Well, these different dates nearly always create confusion
among cattle men. Now. while we understand it perfectly well the public do,
not, and if we could act together and have a uniform time for all we would
rather have it that way. We do not insist on it..
,
THE PRESIDENT: There is another thing. For instance, I understand
in some of the states the time is fixed by the,statute, by law, and the board
has no power to change the time.
MR. KLEBURG: Well, we regret that. We understand that has been the
trouble all the way through. We want' to get a uniform law.
THE PREISIDENT: Then iet us go to our legislature and try to get a uniform law.
MR. DEAN: All right. I will withdraw my sugggestion.
DR. NORTON: I would say as a member of that committee, that Arizona
at least has a statuae that the board cannot change, at least nutil the legislature meets, forbidding southern cattle to enter Arizona except in December and January,so we have limited our inspection season to those two months.
I think myself, however, that all states and territories should, if possible,
have more, three months, or have the same time, and if they run a little more
risk make their rules a little more strict.
THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Dean understands the position we are in and
he has liindly withdrawn his suggestion in the matter, so that we a n adopt,
this as it is.
DR. NORTON: I may further say that Arizona board can adopt any rules,
even if the .government regulations are different. I have not consented to
put inzo this report that we have more than two months' inspection season.
MR. MORRIS: Mr. President, as far as Oklahoma is concerned, you understand that Oklahoma has two quarantine lines. We have the federal line
running through our country, but independent of that we have a territorial
quarantine line around the territory of Oklahoma to protect any owner, and
then we have the federal line, so you understand, gentlemen, we are right
up against a hard proposition.
THE PRESIDENT: The report of the committee provides just what we
-want, I think, Xr. Morris.
MR. MORRIS: Well, what I was going to suggest is, that if the federal
peoale e n tshe care of the inspection season on the federal line, I, for one,
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will be perfectly willing for a three mQnths’ inspection season fn the territory, and just as long a season on the territorial line as they please.
THE PRESIDENT: But this is by inspection, and I think you have it
fixed right in the recommendation; I do not believe we should change that.
MR. MORRIS: This suits me as it is very well.
THE PRESIDENT: Any further remarks on this report.
The question being called for, the president put the motion as follows:
Those in favor of recommending’the adoption of this resolution to the Bureau of Animal Industry for their proclamation, will say Aye; and there being
no negative votes, the same was declared adopted.
THE PRESIDENT: The next will be the report of the Committe on
Resolutions.
The secretary here read the following resolutions:
DENVER, COLORA DO, Sept 23,1903.
PBESIDENT
W. E. BOLTON,National Live Stock Yani tary Association :-Your
Committee on Resolutions, begs to report that we have examined the resolutions hereto attached, and respectfully recommend thst thev do pass.
W. .J. MOORE,Chairman,
E. McCIXLLI8,
L. { ‘. TIFFANY.
WHEREAS,There is great danger of cattle scabies irrfection being carried to
poiuts in states and territories not oow infected by iuterstate shipment of
infected bulls and dairy qattle; and
WEEREAS, The committee believes that the period ofiosyectioii ought to be
airiform along the entire quarantine line but find that. t h e local statutes of
some states nmd territories, by yresoribing a limited period for the admission
of southern cattle, makes this impossible; therefore be it
RE~~OIJVED,
That the live stock sanitary o f h e r s of such states and terri
tories make an effort to secure such modification of the local laws as will make
it possible for the sanitary authorities of such states and territories to determine the length of tbe inspection or open season RO that it a n be varied when
advisable.
WHEREAS,It is the opinion of this’ assooiatiou that the division of states
and placintz one portion of said state in charge of one Rgent of the Department
of Agriculture and another portion of said state in chttrao of another agent of
said department is objeotionable on account of the coofnsion which may renlt; therefore be it
RESOLVED,That this association respectfully suggests to the honorable
secretary of Agriculture that when possible all states in their entirety should
be under tbe direction of one agent of the Department of Agriculture.
RESOLVED,That whereaa many contagious diseases are spread by birds of
oarrion, such as the buzzard and crow; and whereaa laws exist in many states
proteotina the buzzard; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the Live Stock Sanitary Boards be asked to bave the laws
SO protecting the buzzard repealed.
W.J. MOORE,
E.McCRILLIS,
L. C. TIFFANY.
Resolution of R. J. Kleberg
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--

WK.EREAS, There is danger of catt.1e scHbies infection heiug carried to
points i i i states H I I ~territories not uow infected by iuterstate sbiymente of infected breediiig : I r d clrriry cattle, bnd to avoid the iiecessitg of ylociug quarantiues a~viiiist.I tw rIic1\7ameutof such cattle; therefore be i t
&E$OLVi3D. Tlt.:u. i t is tl!e se~iseof tbis associrztioa that the sauitary authorities of statr4/aw1 territories i u wbieli cattle scabies iufection exists
shoiild eiidlravc~rti) lm,t,ect the interests of otber states aud territories by enforciuu reyitlni i o i q wLich will teiid to prevent the shipmeut of cattle from
sudh states atid terriiories for breediug Bnd dairy purposes t h a t are liable to
carry mahies itrrec:tioil.

--

-WEEREAS. l’tie Live Stock Sauitary Boards of ,some of tba
praut. peruiitfi for the shipmeut iuto their respective states of

northern statsouthetp cattle
origitiait.iilg below the quarantine line for t h e puTpose of immediate slaughter
or for feediuv and graziug, aud i u the issuance of suoh‘permits do not require
t h a t t h e recipient thereof be compelled to oleau and disiufeot tbe cars which
have tralrsported such oattle aud to report the same to the authority granting
such permit; tberefore be i t
RESOLVED,That in tbe judgment of this association such practice is
dauuerous iuaswuob as qars thus used may be returned to cattle trafec without disinfection, and tbat the secretary of tbis association be directed to inform the live stock sanitary authorities of the various uortheru states issuing
such permits that t b i s association respectfully suggests and retkmmeuds that
thev iiioorpord.e iu their rules and regulations tbe followin@:
“‘the stripper of ails soiithern cattle without inspectiou, originating below
the quarlrrLtiue liue, iuto this state under permit either for the purpose of immediate slarighteer or’for feeding or grazing, is required to thoroughly cleanse
Rnd disinfect each car so rised before the same is removed from the unloading
chute (nsiiig formula reconimended by the Bureau of Animal Industry) and to
report Lhe same immediately to the secretary of this board, and any person.
w h o stiall fail thus properly disinfect shall be held responsible for any damage.
arisiiig through .or by reasw of such omission.”
W,J. MOORE,Cbairmad,
L.C. TIFFANY,
E. McCRILLIS.
Resolution by L. C.Tiffany

RESOLVED,That t b i s association in convention assembled hereby tender a
vote of tbaiiks to the Uuited States Department of Agriculture and to. the anthorities of the state of Msissachusetts aud compliment them on their efforts
atid success in sttimyiiig oui the foot and mouth disease ill thaL state.
W . J . BJOORtC,Cti~irmau,
E.McCR ILLIS,
L. C,TIFFAKY.
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WHEREAS, a t the meeting of this Association held’ at Wichita, Kang’as,
last September,. the name “Texas Feer,” was changed t o “Tick Fever,” that
being the proper designation thereof-; and,
WHEREAS, the minutes of said meeting through a hilure of the stenographer, have not k e n publish&; therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the name, “Texas Fever,” be abrogated, and shall
hereafter be designated “Tick Fever”..
Upon motion duly seconded and stated by the President, the resolution
was unanimously adopted.
The Secrgtay read the following resolution by Mr. Hgnkins:
WHEREAS, the disease of anthrax or charbon is prevalent in several of
th2 states, and the control of the same is-Very necessary; therefore be it
RESOLVED, that this Assodation respectfully requests the Bureau of Animal Industry to ‘investigate this disease and prohibit the interstate shipment
of mimals infected or exposed to such disease, also the hide taken off animals
that die of said disease.
THE PRESIDENT: You have hetnrd the resolutions; what will you do with
them?
A motinti, 4ulg seconded, was mhde that the resolutions be adopted.
THE PRESIDENT: Are there’ any remarks? Dr. Lamb.
DR. LAMB: Mr. President, I Would move to recommend in addition to that,
that ‘we recommend that the bodies of all animals dying of anthrax be cremated. It is not in the resolution, and- I think it should be included.
THE PRESIDENT:‘ You have heard the motion by Dr. Lamb, is there a
second the motion?* There seems $0 be no second to the motion to amend
tho resolution.
MR. SMITH: I will state the reason I did not second the motion was,
while I think it is very desirable in our country and:that‘we ought to do it, and
can do it out of deference to the sentiments suggested by gentlemen who discussed this question yesterday, on the range, it looked to me as though it would
*>eutterly impracticable for them to do it. For that reason I have been (Irc
-posed to 1ay.down on it unless we can sort of divide up the territory. If
the Bureau will recommend that for these people, we would be awfully glad
to do it. I would rather burn them up than do anything else with them.
DR. LAMB: I’ still insist that I think this-association ought to recommend
to the department of Agriculture that the yrecommend to the people at, large
that the cremation of bodies of animals dying from anthrax is the only wsy
of disposing of them. 1 espect that evep if we get an expression from them,
that cremation is most neccrsnry. it doas ro: nec:ssari!y follow that it must
be done in all cases, or that it can be done in all cases, but1 would like to
get the department to recommend to the people that cremation is the only
proper way to dispose of animals dying of anthrax.
DR. ALLEh: Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Allen.
DR. ALLEN: Why wouldn’t it cover the whole ground if we request the
Secretary of Agriculture to make regulations to suppress this disease?
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MR. MORRIS:. That was just in line with a remark I was going to make.
DR. ?IFFANY: I do not see. how the Bureau of Animal Industry can take

‘

. hold ?f a disease of that sort. I do- not see how the people, or a t least any
of the Bureau of Animal Industry is going to get before the
PeOPle nationally. The state authorities through their Sanitary Boards ought
to take that matter UP, ana see .that the matter is taken care of. I do not see
how it would be of m y effect, a recommentation here that the carcasses be
, burnt; there won’t be ode stockholder in ten thousand that -will ever see it
. cr k :a/r atout it. They will endorse it, no doubt, but it seems tu me.that the
WaY
educate People is through their own Sanitary Boards.
THE PRESIDENT: .Are you ready to vote on the question? Those in
favor of the adoption of the resolution, say aye.
There being no nemhtive votes, the resolution was declared adopted.
,THE PkESIDENT: Read tbe next resolution.
The Secretary then read the following resolution, which was unanimously
- adopted:
’
-SOLVED,
that Whereas; many contagious diseases are spread by birds
of carion, such as the buzzard and crow; and
WHEREAS, laws, exist in many states protecling the buzzard: ’therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the Live Stock Sanitary Boards be asked to have
t’i 3 laws so protecting the buzzard repealled.
THE PRESIDENT: Read the next resolution.
The secretary then read the following resolution:
. WHEREAS, the disease known as mange, itch or scabies affecting cattle,
‘
hoFes, sheep and other domestic animals has spread to such an alarming
extent in the Western part of the United States, causing enormous losses,
and making it necessary for the proper authorities as well as for live stock
h e r s in general to. take active and .vigorous measures for the prevention
and eradication of this disease; and whereas, it has been fully demonstrated . .
that the disease in question can be cured and its further spread prevented by ..
’
means of dipping in various commercial preparations known as “cattle or
sheep dips;” and
WHEREAS, the Bureau of Animal Industry is endeavoring to prevent the
further spread of the disease by compelling t h e dipping of cattle which enter I
into inter-state trade, and an order known as B. A. I. Order No. 114, has been
issued, making it obligatory upon owners of affected cattle t o dip such cattle in-a preparation known as Hme and sulphur; and
WHEREAS, the said dip is dif€lcult to prepare, is dangerous, if not prop
erly prepared, must * t e used hot to be effective, and even then has been
found to be no more effective than many of the recognized commercial preparations which are much more easily prepared and applied by inexperienced
stockmen ; and
WHEREAS, a large number of stock men have been using commercial preparations known as creosote or carbolic dips, and have demonstrated
them to be effective, easily prepared, not difacult to apply, and more suitable to the US? of laymen: therefore,
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BE IT RESOLVED, that this association recommends to the Secretary of
sgric::l’rre tbn+ R. A . 1. Order No. 114 be so amended as to.allow the use
cf ro;cc.gtlzed cocirrercial preparations for the dipping of cattle in interstate
trade whenever it is demonstrated to the ofacers of the Bureau of Animal
Industry, that such dips are effective in the eraaication of this disease, and
- tl*r.L. tho 3imm 3f .AnimalIndustry be raquested in spwifying any such prep
aratfon to state the strength at which the mixture must be used.’
THE PRESIDENT: You have heard the resolution and its motion to
adopt by the committee. Is there a second?
The moticn was duly seconded.
THE PRESIDENT: I! is moved and seconded that the resolution be
adopted. Dr. Mayo of Kansas.
DR. MAYO: Mr.President I do not agree a t all with the spirit of that resolution. In the first place, I believe that it is erroneous in .its statement of
facts. acd I am tasing my opinion upon somewhat mther extensive experiments made both theoretically and practically in the dipping of cattle with
commercial dips, and with lime and sulphur; and I am satisfied, and SO is
every cattle man that has watched and had the use of the dips, that the&
is no dip oa the xarket-that is well known, at least-none of the commercial
‘dips that in my judgment compare with lime and sulphur in effectiveness
or in the effects upon the cattle.
Now. it says that tgey are dangerous. It is not true. It is false. They
are not nearly as dangerous as these commercial dips. I know it. That is
not Bny questiop of theory, and there is one thing I do not like about it,
about this question of dipping. I am not disparaging the commercial dips
becausa they all of them have more or less the good qualities, and Some
ars kettcr than otters, and all of them are fairly good; at least
those that I have tested are fairly good. But none of them are equal to
lime and sulphw. Now, the csmrsercial dip men, the agents, are all the time
saying, “You must look out for lime and sulphur.” Now, I have used lime
and sulphur. I boil it up and use it, put the cattle right through it, and I will
say that you need not be afraid to use it; it will not hurt the hair, the eyes,
or the skin, but it will kill the itch and kill the mange.
MR. JOHNSON: Mr. President, when doctors disagree, I don’t know what
us p x r c3mLcn leyrxen sre going to do. The reason that the people here in
Cclcrado would like to kayre hcmething of this kind pass is simply this: We
are up against a condition, not a theory at all. I don’t care whether the lime
and sulahur dip is a better dip than commercial dips or not; the fact remains
that we are using these conimercial dips; using them very largely, while a
great many on the other hand, use l i s e and sulphur and probably will we
it very largely. At the present time we have got hundreds of vats which are
primed with coslmercial dips. A man goes to the railroad station with
some CattG for shigment and the Government Inspector meets him and says,
“Before you can ship those cattle, you must dip them with lime and sulphur.”
Before the man can dip his cattle, he has got to empty out his vat and has
got to throw off all the comEercia1 dip there is in it and then prepare for the

hihdljyg of lime and sulphur; he has got to go to work and arrange the vat
to haB)->? the lime and sulphur, and I say;.dpe are lip against a propwitmn
there a i c h is very expensive.
We want to make this dipping proposition 1ui.t as easy as we can mak? it.
I ani not-talking for any commercial dip. T am +1*@+ +-1n1v talk!ng abcsut. the
condition we.are’up against here. We want to b? .q’*l+?sse mmrner?-d we dq not want
cia1 dips as long as they- are using them trr n+----’--the CINI who come up here for the governvv-+ 7 - 1 nq-7 +? v “That won’t’
do, you must use the government dip, or ~ o i rc a v s + ,~ h i nvmr cattle.” Of
course all these dips, if they are applied pr?parlv nr q h v t m y of the-.
mill chrc this disease. It is a disease which fs very escily c1lr-d if it is gone
at right; t h e only trouble is that a great many of Yhese dips. even -lime and
sulphur was not properly ,applied. I know of many cases where lime and
Liw&iir has not succeeded; they have not applied it right, and it takes time
tc;’@ducate t h e people up to this thing. Your lime and sulphh is a .dip
!mperly applied that will give good results, in the meanwhilq, if these other
dips wilbdo the business, why not let them uBe them?
MR. ?PAN: Mr. Chairman, to be fair to t h e statement of the gentleman
who has just had the floor, may be he has misunderstood. I want to expla!p
10 you ?hat the government dots not discriminate against whatever dig has
!)em rised to cure the animals if the animals are cured, snrl w-3 do not. care .
what recipe or what method they have, if they are cured; but if the dipping
is to done under the supervision of * t h e government inspectors lime. and
sulphur must be recognized. We do not say what the cattle owner shall d5p
his cattle with, but when he presents them far shipment and they are scabie,
IIG can take them hame and dip them and cure them, understand, but if he .,
asks the inspector to inspect ,them, then we must say that you must use‘the
lime and sulphur; and if he does so he will cure his cattle.
MR. McCRILLIS: Mr. President, I expect a few words from me would be in
‘
order since I introduced that resolution,. I wish to say that I ’introduced that
resolution particularly beiause it is along the lines of the rules and regulations adopted by our board, the Colorado State Inspection Board.
We now have a-rule and regulation that all cattle east of the mountains
-we have divided the state in two, an infected and non-infected territory
- and we have made the Rocky mountains th’e line; because why? Becauee
we d o not know of any mange on the west aide oi, the Rocky ‘mountain.’and
we are unable to 5nd any cases in that-territory; while in the eastern-part ’
of the state we have had plenty of it. And. our board has issued a set of rules
and regulations whlch require that all cattle or herds of cattle in which even
. one head of mangy stock can be found, must be dipped between the dates
October 16th and November 16th in some one of the standard dips of the
proper strength to cure the disease.
Now, t h i s resolution, you will notice, is right alon,g the line of that order;
and when our people have done that which they are going to do; because
we are every day at work on the machinery to have that done, and when they
have done that we would like to have it known, or have the stockmen know,
+-
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that they have complied with the laws in regard to dlsinfecting their cattle;
cleaning up the mange, and that they can be handeled, and will be acceptedanywhere, when they have been dipped in any of these dips as prescribed _.
by this board.
Now, the reason our board made that order was because they have been
working 6n this matter of mange for two or three years, and'we know from
exgerienca taat plenty of these dips will cure the mange,'arid we do not
decry lime and sulphur fn any way, shape or manner. If a man wan-ta to me
lime and sulphur we want him to use it, and,if he does not want to use lime
'and sulphur but wants to cure the mange with some other dip, we wdnt
him to have the privilege to use that. But we want the government to acbept'
' the cure made by that dip, too, whatever it may be; and that is why this resohtion is introduced. It is along the lines of-the a c ~ o nof our board, a8 now
eqpressed by them and on record; and I hope 'that the gentleman from-.
b n s a s will not so decry the other d i ~ sas to' make it impossible for us tg
mntinue our work along the lines that we have mapped out and in acoordb c e with the education that we have given our people for two or thW
years.
'. DR.THOMAS: Mr. President, in regard to tn'e dip, I have used all dips.- In the first place, I think that no professional man can endorbe but the one
dib, that is the lime and sulphur dip. We all know-its composition. me
professional man, veterinarian cannot endorse an inferior Oroduct, a product
that he does not know its composition; but he has got to take some man's
material and take his word for it that it is good, not knowing its composition. ,
I can give you illustrations suf€lcient on those things, that we have had in
Nebraska. I feel and know-take for instance the illustration tpat &. Mayo
has given, for in years past he has recommended different dips, three or
four preparations, besides lime and sulphur.. I am certainly very glad to hear
him come out ioday here and make his statement in favor of lime and sulphur dip; it s b w s that he has done some work; that Is, somewhere that he
has experimented; that he knows what he is talkingaboat, and that is what .
1;feel in regard to those Pips. They went on for years, or I might say, ,
perhaps, two. or three years, the stockmen in certain localities in Nebraska
used proprietary dips, different ones. I can go to a'number of places where ,
men claim they have been damaged thousands of dollara using diffecnt
Proprietary remedies that have not succeeded.
I will just give .you one illustration which serves very strongly as to w4at
can be done, and where one dip succeeded md another failed. A man by the
name of Acton, the president of the First National Bank, of Alliance, Ne
bmka, went out to his ranch one morning and prepared a lime and sulphur
@p himself. He used..a @reparation or proportion that none of us would
recommend; he took three barrels of lime, that would be about six hundred
' pounds, and three hundred tpoundB of sulphur; put it into' what You might
call a sorgum vat; put in a certain amount-ofwater, slacked his lime snd put .
in some of it; threw it into the bath and cooked it as he could; 88 hie Pafi
'Would hold up. A sorgum vat, I might describe, is a couple'of plank with a
-*
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pieee of sheet irpn nailed at the bottom and trlrned up like a sled runner at
each end and nailed two plank to the side, with a trench dug, and a fire laid’
’ tinder the vat.
Well, as I say, he himself cooked these proportions, three barrels of lime
and three hundred pounds of sulphur, .put them into the vat while the boys
went after the cattJe. In the afternoon they dipped seven hundred head .
04 cattle. The results were that it destroyed the itch; it in no way hurt the
cattle. We all .know that there was a great deal more lime used: than was
necessary, kut it shows how much could be used and not do-damage.
After that what does he do? - He had another bunch of cattle that’he wish- 2
- ed to dip, and he says they were pretty scabby. Some of the proprietary2
people wished him to use their remedy. “I did it,” he says, “to please them; I uped them three times as strong as they recommended to be uaed; I put
the cattle through it, and,” he says “they spread the disease; it did not de- ’
stroy it; I had to empty my vat and 611 it with lime and sulohur to cure :
.the itch on those cattle.” Go to the ranches of the men that are still using‘
that very material and ask the foremen, and they say “We have used it re-1
psatedly stronger thah what it is recommended.” They show a two per cent:.;
strength, but. when they use it themselves they use it stronger.
MR. McCRILLIS: Mr. Chairman, I would ask the secretary to read the latter- 1
part of that resolution. The gentlemen do not seem to understand that we
are not asking to be alIowed to use- any digs until they have been tested ‘
t y the government and recommended by them as being a dip that will cure
th2 disease. We do not want Tom, Dick and Harry to say “We have got a
good or not.
good dip here;’’ we want to know whether it
THE PRESIDENT: The Secretary will read.
The secretary here read the resolution as introduced by the committee.
THE PRESIDENT: You have heard the reading of the resolution.
DR. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman.
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Lucky.
DR. LUCKY: I think that this resolution is worthy of adoption, but it;
ought to be changed a little. Of course, we understand that professional
man do not use proprietary remedies; that is, they do not prescribe medicinesof which they do not know the contents, but-these cattlemen are placed in
a position where they are glad to use anything that they can find successful,
and I would not whnt to take the position that they could hot use any dip
that they care to choose. On the other harld, I must object to the resolutions as they stand, for Jwo reasons: We do not want to put ourselves on
rword as recommending any proprietary medicinee; especially we do not
waut to go on record as virtually condemning the lime and sulphur dip,
which that-resolution does. If you will cut out the remarks there deroggatory to -the lime and sulphur dip, and draw that in a candid way stating
the facts exactly as they are, there would be no harm in a resolution passinig .
that such dips as the government finds effective be allowed to be used. That
is fair.
MR. McCRILUS: There is no objection, Mr. Chairman, in cutting out any- .
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thing that looks to be.deroggatory to lime and sulphur; we do not intend it
-- --.
- b-- r e a dthat way. ’.MR. LUCKY: Lime and sulphur has Deen tfled by a number of us and found
=xtminqntIysatisfactory.
THE PRESIDENT: -If- there is no objection the Committee- on Resolu. tions, will withdraw this resolution and amend it to suit the objection.
:’*,. ‘Whereupon the . resolution was amended by striking out the following
L F g r a p h : “Whereas, the said dip is difiicult to prepare, is dangerous if
mot-properly prepared, must be used hot to be effective, and even then has
been found to be no more effective than many of the recognized commercial
:pmparations which are much more easily prepared and applied by inexper- !&iced stock‘men.”
THE PRESIDENT: Now, is there any objections to the passage of that
. ‘rtsolution?
DR. LUCKY: I understand there is a provision there that certain dips are
racommmded if found to be effective.
- MR. JOHNSON: Mr. President, I have been informed, I do not know how
t r k - i t is, that the bureau has already undertaken this line of work. It seems
’- 3;o -me it -is time that the crtock men advance s little along this line. I am noi
-&Fakingfcr any cf these conimercial dips; some of them are not very good,
$iio’oP them have a great deal of merit. Whether they have or not, the
‘&&aqies
that ,are promoting these dips are doing a great deal ‘of work
&dong &ock men in this state as well as in other states introducing their dips
.-leshow kow they use them. Now, if the Bureau of Animal Industry here is
able to put a3 many men in the field-to show them how to use lime and
sulpbur I have no doubt but what lime and sulphur would speedily become
. -?e dip. But here are hundreds of men out all over the country to show the
P:+plk? how-to use their dips, and get successful results from them, and now
“If*fie same thing can be shown to the Bureau I have no eoubt that the Bureau
-!x th: kko-Te section of the country that are not affected with scabies and
wld insist on knowing before they would recommend such a dip-why I
+not see any objection to letting them be used, and I really think that al
resolution of that kind would be very beneflcial, and would be received in the
right spirit by the Bureau.
THE PRESIDENT: Those in favor of the resolution will say aye.
There being apparently a cajority of the votes cast in favor of the resolution
tk? sac-? was declared to be adopted, as amended, and is as follows:
WHEREAS, The disease known as Mange, Itch or Scabies affecting cattle,
horses, sheep and other domestic animals has spread to such an alarming
axtent - in the western part of the United States, causing enormous losses
and making it necessary for the proper authorities as well as for live stock
-owners in general to take active and vigorous measures for the prevention
-’Ud eradication of this disease; and
WHEREAS, It has been fully demonstrated that the disease in question can
& cured and its further spread prevented by means of dipping in various
. coinmercial preparations known as cattle or sheep dips; and
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WHEP!AS, The Bureau,of Animal Industry’ is endeavoring to prevent the
further spread of the disease by compelling the dipping of cattle which enter into inter-state trade, and an order known as B. A. 1. Order No. 114 has
h e n issued making it obligatory upQn owners of affected cattle to dip such
cattle in a prepaqtign {known as lime and sulphur; and
‘
_WHERBAS,A large number of -stockmen have been using commercial preparations known as Creosote or Carbolic dips, and have demonstrated them to
be effective, easily preptired, not dimcult to apply and more suitable to the
use of laymen;
TBEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That this Association recommends to
the Secretary of Agriculture that B. A. I. Order No. 114 be so amended as to
allow the use of recbgnhed commercial preparations for the dipping of cattle
i’n interstate trade whenever it is demonstrated. to the Officers of the Bureau
of Animal Industry that such dips are effective in the eradication of this di:
sease and that the Bureau of Animal Industry be requested in- specifying
any such preparation to state the strength at which the mixture must be
used.”
THE PREEBIDENT: The Secretary will read the .next resolution.
Here the secretary read the following resolution:
“WHEREAS, George S. Hickox, Special Agent in charge of the inspection
for the Bureau of Animal Industry, has issued the following circular letter
to general freight agents‘ of western railroads in states named therein.
‘Salt Lake City, Utah, Aug. 4, 1903.
General freight agent:Sir:-I enclose herewith B. A. I. d d e r 114 in reference to shipping cattle
from infected districts. The infected districts known at present in my territory (which does not include Kansas,) are Nebraska, the two Dakotas, Montana (the northern portion), Wyoming and Colorado.
Railroads may ship from these states for immediate slaughter by complying with the requirements of said order without Federal inspection. But where
cattle are for feeders, or stockers, they must be inspected by a Federal inspector, and all must be considered as exposed (from these infected districts),
and dipped once as exposed, and twice if found infected, as prescribed in.,
said order 114. Very truly yours, (Signed) George S.Hickox,, agent in charge.’
And whereas, by the construction of B. A. I. Order No. 114, Colorado and
other western states are practically quarantined against the shipment of any
cattle except for immediate slaughter; therefore
Resolved, that the Bureau of Animal Industry is requested by this association to modlfy the construction placed upon B. A. I. Order No. 114 by Mr.
Hickox so as to permit the free movement of healthy cattle without Federal
inspection in the territory to which said order applies.”
MR. McCRILLIS: Mr. Chairman, as I introduced that resolution, I would
like to explain it a little. You heard me make a few remarks yesterday on
t d s subject and I wish to follow it up today by saying that-by stating for
the benefit of all present the condition of affairs as we flnd them right here
today, in regard to this B. A. I. Order No. 114.
0

I

In the Brst place, there seems to be a difference of opinion as to the construction of B. A. I. Order No. 114, between Col’onel Dean‘of Kansas City,.
who is with us, and Dr. Hickox of Salt Lake City. Dr. Howe, the Governdent
Inspector, who is located here in the city, has a letter from Dr. Hickox,
which instructs him to consider all cattle in the State of Colorado, as having
been exposed. To the best of my ability that is the only place that such word- ’
ing exists. I cannot find that the Department has issued an order of that
kind. I cannot learn that it has been
- issued; but nevertheless Ih.. HQwe ‘has
that instruction from Dr. Hickox.
Now, let us see how that works. This state Board of Stock Inspection Commissioners, as the gentleman remarked a moment ago, has drawn a line
thr6ugh the center of this state from north to south; making ,an infected and
non-infiected territory for mange. Why did they do that? Because we wefe
satisfied there was no mange on the west side of that line. Now,Dr. Hickox
comes in and quarantines the state of Colorado. W h y ? Because, a shipper
comes to the railroad today with a train load of cattle, and the railroads,
at least some of them, the U. P. Railroad, for fnstance, has issued a cecular,
number 36, to all of their agents, and they quote B. A. I. order 114, and they
wind up in a type-written letter by saying, “You will carry out the above instructions to the letter in every instance.” Now, this .is what we are up
against. They had a train load of cattle delivered to the railroad station,
and the agent says, ‘]Well, these must be inspected by a Government inspector,” so they get Dr. Howe down there to inspect, and Dr. Kowe says, “Well,
are these feeders?” “Pes; sir, they are feeders.” “They are not fat cattle,
not for immediate slaughter?” “No,sir.” “Then you will have to dip them
in lime and sulphur before ever they can go forward, because nothing can
be allowed to go forward without dipping unless these cattle are for immdiate
slaughter, and then the cars must be placarded on each siae with the words,
‘Scabby cattle.’ ”
Now. this forenoon I was unable to be here, or until after 11 o’clock, for
ths reason that I had a string of men in my oiEce from off the road who said.
“McCrillis, we are up against it.” One man puts like this. He says.. “I have
got a string.of cattle that are feeders; ‘I want4to send them down to Missouri;
I want to send them to the river; I can’t doh.” I said, “Why?” He says,
“On account of this order that the U. P. Railroad has issued.” He says, “I
haven’t got any -scabby cattle.” “I don’t want to dip my cattle, they are all
free of disease, and,in good shape and smooth as shoats,” as he worded it.
I said: “Have you had any mange in your cattle at all?” “Yes,” he says, “last
winter I had some mange in my cattle.” “What did you do to cure it?” He
said, “I dipped these very cattle twice since last spring, since last winter;
1 dipped these cattle twice and I have cured the mange, and the’cattle-are all
right, and now I cannot ship them without-I dip them in lime and sulphur
because they are not fat cattle.” “Well,” I said, “I asked you the question,
but I knew what you would say, and you are up against it; you will have to
turn your cattle out on the prairie and let them go, because if you dip them
in lime and sulphur and load them on cars, and send them down there, why,
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it will ruin every one of them, and even if you don’t tell them, the men will
say, “What has been done with these cattle?’ “Why they have been dipped.’
‘What for?’ ‘For the mange.’ ‘Why I don’t want them.’ ”
Now, gentlemen that is what we are up against out in the state of Colorado ‘
under the instructions of Dr. Hickox of Salt Lake, who is the huthorized agent of t h e Bureau of Animal Industry, to Dr. Howe, the local inspector here
at Denver. A week ago I consulted Dr. Dean of Kansas City, and I have his
rsply, and he is here himself to say that what I say is so. He does not construe this order as Dr. Hickox; his construction of course may be right, or
Dr. Hickox’ may be right.. We don’t know which, but- what we want to get
at is a way to ship our healthy cattle without federal inspection, and the privilege of dipping these healthy cattle in any dip-we don’t care whether it
is lime and sulphur or anything.else, we want to be permitted to ship,those
cattle any place we see flt, and if they are not healthy cattle we do not want
to be allowed to ship them anywhere until we make them healthy.
MR. DEAN: Mr. Chairman, I move to amend that resolution by directing
it against the Hickox order. I contend that the Bureau .order 114 does not
place any restrictions whatever against healthy cattle or cattle that are not
exposed to disease, to go anywhere. Our office corresponded with the Chief
of the Bureau for over two months before this order was out. We have a
Webster’s Dictionary on our table at our office, and we consulted that, and
if we underatand t h s English language as deflned by Webster, why, we understand the menaing of this orde‘i, because the very article which is embodied
here, nearly.word for word, was written from our ofRca, and it says cattle
havebeen exnosed to its contagion may- be removed without restriction,
except as may be provided by other regulations of this department, or such
as may be lawfully impose’d by the authorities of the state or territory to which
destined. Cattle that are affected with scabies or exposed to its contagion
. may not be shipped or trailed out of any state or territory or stockyards for
grazing or stocking until they have been dipped in some preparation a p
proved by this department.
No*, nearly word for word of that paragraph following was written in our
oflice, and I think we understand it. If Mr. Hickox has a different instruction from the department of Agriculture, why it is well enough to attack
that order. I suggest an amendment to that resblution.
THE PRESIDENT:, Mr. McCrillis, would you care to offer an amendment
on*the suggestion of Colonel Dean?
MR.JOHNSON: MMr. President, I would like to ask Colonel Dean, how do
- YOU coqatrue that section4 there, the words “exposed to disease?”
m.DEAN: Of course, that is the only room for this misconstruction, is
on the words, “exposure.” We have instructed our inspectors from the Kan68s City oflice to let men through that eimply drive through an infected
range; to keep the cattle moving is not exposure; but if they bed or stay
over night on an infected range they must be considered exposed; that they
must go to the railroad without being exposed to the disease. Understand
that scabies is not communicated as easily as other disease; they must come
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in contact with where an animal has bedded or run or scratched off these
-.scabies and hair with the lice on; it is the live mite from one animal that must
get onto the body of another animal to convey the disease; consequently
we do not consider ap[mals exphsed that are simpy driven through an infected range, or even loaded in the yards where infected animals have been,
unless it is allowed to drop and stay all night there, allowed to bed there.
MR. JOHNSON: Then Colonel Dean, if you would not construe cattle to
be exposed simply from the fact that they had come from a section of the coun*
lry where the disease had been known to exist, that would not necessarily
mean that they had been exposed.
MR. DEAN: Not unless the disease was known to exist in the herd;
11 they are simply selected and cut out of a scabby herd I would consider
them exposed.
MR. JOHNSON: Last summer there was not a suspicion of disease. We
folluwed out your lines in this way: ,The cattle were not allowed to bed on
the same bedding ground; not allowed to go through the gates; nor not allowed to go through the same parts of fences, to remove the possibility of
suspicion of disease after that order was issued, dnd precautions were taken
on the supposition that the germ was left on their bedding ground, or on
. the pasture on which no cattle were allowed to. stand.
WR. DEAN: Now, of course the live smite must come oif of tlic infected
- animal on to another animal in order to affect it, and anything that avoids’
that woiild free the animal or herd from exposure under our ruleq.
- MR. JOHNSON; Another question, Colonel Dean. You assume that this
order does not necessarlaly mean that any cattle coming from an infected
district, as we call it must have federal inspection before it can be moved.
MR. DEAN: No, I understand that-this Bureau order 114 is simply B
continuance or a furtherance of a basic order issued by the Secretary of Agriciilture last March which is numbered 106, that places the whole resp6nsibiliCg on the owner
manager of the animals as to healthfulness. We require that every person who own! or manages cattle to know that +he animals are not infected with a contagious disease before they ofler them for
movement from one state or territory to another, and consequently we rely
considerably on the honesty of the shipper; .we place the responsibility on
. the shipper.
DR. LAMB: Are these remarks being made on the resolution which is
now before the house?
THE PRESIDENT: Yes, sir.
’ MR. JOHNSON:
Mr. President, Ireally do not see how we can amend
this resolution in order to make it apply directly to the order of Dr. Hickax.
Dr. Hickox has based the order that he has issued upon this 114. Now, we
cannot look at anything excepting that-order, of course, taken in connection
With the versions he gives of it and the interpretation he puts upon it, or
- construction, if YOU please. That being so, I do not see how#we can change
this resolution in any way. The order issued by Dr. Hickox was addressed
b‘the freight agents of the railrodds, instructing them, calling their attention
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to this ordEr 114, and stating what it means. Now, if that is his version, he
is the Bureau of Animal Industry, as far as we are concerned, and that is

the construction he places upon this order, we simply ask to have that order
modified, so that it means what Colonel Dean says it means. Now, it is up
to the Bureau of Animal Industry, if we adopt that resolution. If it means that,
why all they have got to do is to call down Dr. Hickox. If it does not mean
that, w h y w e want them to make it mean that.
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, in order to simplify this matter, include in

these resolutions to the Secretary of Agriculture, a reference to Dr. Hickox
construction of B. A. I. Order No. 114-that is really what we want.
THE PRESIDENT: It might be all right to put in a whereas in there and
preamble to that resolution to cover that point.
DR. NORTON: “Whereas, Dr. Hickox has construed it as follows,” etc.
MR. JOHNSON: That would be a good idea. We would be willing to consent to that.
MR. DEAN: Now, I asked that these resolutions be amended and directed against the order issued by Hickox, or the construction. I would have no
objection if it was worded say the construction placed on 114 by the Hickox
order, but in order to make it intelligent then it would be necessary to incorporate a copy of the Hickox order. Now, if that change is made, why,
you can have our vote.
MR. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, allow me to make a suggestion that occurred
to me in a conversation I had with Colonel Dean that would simplify this whole
matter, and simply put it just exactly where you want it. Why not pass a
resolution asking Dr. Salmon, Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry, to put
the whole state of Colorado under the supervision of Colonel Dean.
MR. JOHNSON: We shall clo that through our own state board; that is
not a matter to come up here.
DR. LAMB: May I just have a moment to read a resolution which I shall
ask to present as soon as this discussion is over, which covers the point, or
suggestion by Mr. Smith. You see the confusion that has arisen on the part
of Colorado shippers by having the state of Colorado under two different
agents of the Bureau of Animal Industry, one agent constructing an order to
mean one thing, and another agent construing the order to mean another,
and as our shippers only want one construction to be placed upon this, I
have prepared this resolution for presentation to the Association:
“Whereas it is the opinion of this Association that the division of states
and placing one portion of said state in charge of another agent of the Department of Agriculture and another portion of said state in charge of another agent of said Department is objectionable on account of the confusion
which may result.
Therefore, be it resolved, that this Association respectfully suggests to
the Honorable Secretary of Agriculture that whenever possible all states
in their entirety should be under the direction of one agent of the Department of Agriculture.”
NOW,we propose to follow that up by a personal letter from our Board,
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and other influences that we may bring to bear upon our Honorable Secretary
of Agriculture to see if this thing cannot be accomplished, and instead of
having one agtnt in Kansas City, and another agent in Salt Lake or some other
placa directing t h e affairs of our shippers and construing orders of the Department in different ways, if we cannot have our entire state under one .
agent of the Bureau, and consequently have one construction of the same B.,
A. I. Order. Now, of course I realize that I am out of order in presenting ,
this.
THE PRESIDENT: Do you move this as a substitute?
DR. LAMB: Not by any means; but I am going to introduce this.
MR. JOHNSON: I make a motion Mr. President, with Mr. McCrillis’ permission that Mr. McCrillis be appointed a committee of one to draft a preamble to proceed this resolution.
MR. McCRILLIS: No. Refer it back to the committee.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. McCrillis says refer it back to the committee;
I?. is on the committee.
MR. JOHNSON: With instructions to refer in the preamble to the mnstruction of that Hickox order.
THE PRESIDENT: If there are no objections the order will be so made.
There being no objections it is so ordered, and the same is referred back to
the committee.
Read the next resolution.
Here the secretary read the following resolution:
“Resolved, that whereas many contagious diseases are spread by birds of
carrion, such as the buzzard and crow; and whereas laws exist in many states
protecting the buzzard: therefore, be it resolved, that the live Stock Sanitary Boards be asked to have the laws so protecting the buzzard repealed.”
DR. FOREMAN: Mr. President, I would suggest there that you include the
carrion crow with the buzzard. He is just as dangerous a bird as the buzzard and will carry the germ just as far. I know where the woods are full
of them and they go from one state into other states and I would suggest that
Lou include the word “crow.”
THE PRESIDENT: If there is no objection “crow” will be induded.
DR. MAYO: Mr. Chairman, so as far as the buzzard is concerned,
I do want to say a good word for him, and I would suggest that live
stock people bury their dead stock and not leave them out where the crows
can get at them. I know that it is so in the southern states, that there is n,o
bird anywhere that is so generally a good scavenger as the buzzard, and I
am satisfied that any resoultion of this Association would not have a tendency
to obstruct the measures which have been enacted to prevent their destruction. And, in a general way I am rather a heretic so €ar as resolutions go,
1 am opposed to resolutions, unless they come right to +e point and have
something definite. I believe it is a waste of time and energy to pass a lot
of resolutions that are not so arranged.
. DR. TIFFANY: Isn’t that to the point closely enough for each etate to rePeal the la* protectmg buzzards? If you approve of the burial of carcas8es,
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no one will djjectip that, .hut $our buzaardsl will not help you b do it.
DR. MAYO: - I think they do a great deal more good-than they do harm:
,
. DR. TIFFANY: They will eat up- the carcass.
.
,THE PRESIDENT: Those in'favor of the resolution will say aye.
mere being no negative votes cast the resolution was declared to be
. xkrried.
THE PRESIDENT: Read the next resolution.
The secretary here read the following' resolution:
- "Whereas, the Live Stock Sanitary Board of som'e of the nofibern states ,'
&ant permits far the shipments into their respective states of southern cattle
qriginating below the Quarantine line for the purpose of imme-diate slaugh- ' f
Cer, or for feeding and grazing, and in the issuance of such permits- do not '. require that the recipient thereof be combelloil to cleanse and- disinfect the '
cars which have transported such cattle and to report the .same to the au- - *
thority, granting such permits:
..
Theroforei, be it resolved; that in the judgment of this Assqciation such
, practice is dangerous inasmuch as cars thus used may be returned to cattle
traffic without - disinfection, and that the Secretary of this Association- be
. directed to inform the Live Stock Sanitary Authorities of the various northern ,
states issuing such permits that this Association respectfully suggests and
recommends that they incorporate in their rules and regulations the following:
'The shipper of any southern cattle- without inspection, originating below
the-quarantine line, into this state under permit, either for the purpose of
immediate slaughter, or for feeding or grazing, is required to thoroughly
cleanse and disinfect each car so used before the same is removed from the
unloading chute (udng formula recommended by the Bureau' of Animal Industry) and to report the same immediately to the Secretary of this Board,
and any'pepon who shall fail to thus properly disinfect shall be herd responsiblesfor any damag? arising throcgh or by reason of such omission.' "
T,HE PRESIDSNT: You have heard the resolution, what will you do witb
it?
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, I would just like to ask a question, whether
.- that prevents the railroad entirely from ever disinfecting cars.
DR. TIFFANY: This does not apply to railroad companies or shippers
pf cattle to points like Kansas City, East St. Louis or Chicago; wholly to
farmers or slaughterers who act under a speoial permit. This places the
ehponsibility for the disinfection of those cars on the shippers themselves.
But if the railroad company is expected to do it, they will move the car back
to their cleaning tank, and oftentimes it will get back into the service without
getting cleaned. We have this rule in Illinois and it works well.
DR. LUCKY: - Mr. Chairman, if I understand the reading of that resolution
correctly, it would mean that every man who shipped a bunch of cattle, for
instance from Arkansas to Miwuri, where the cattle had been inspected
'aha a permit issued, he would be required on unloading his cattle to disinfect his car. Is-that the fact?
IYR, TIFFANY: Well, it probably would if he came from a state yhere
1
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.’:<here-are infected cattle.
,DR. LUCKY,: The’matter, if it is left to-the shipper, would be entirely
Impracticable, because, where they are examined before being loaded and are
‘required to be loaded-into clean cars, that would be necessary.
. DR. TIFFANY:. This is only a suggestion to each state that they incorpqrBte that it their regulations. Of course it would not be accepted in a
Mate like Missouri. It is only intended to cover those cases in which ticky
-kattle are handled.
“HE-PRESIDENT: With the change as suggested, is there any further
discussion? If not, thons’in favor of the resolution will signify it by saying
aye.
Whereupon the resolution was declared to be adopted.
;MR.JOHNSON: Mr. President, by request of Mr. McCrillis, I hove this
resolution as-amended, which was referred to the committee.
THE PRESIDENT: . Read the resolution.
-,
Mr. Johnson then read the resolutioq, as amended, which is as follows:
THE PRESIDENT: You have heard read the resolution, as amended by the
committee. Is there a motion to adopt?
MR. JOHNSON: I move the adoption of it.
MR. SMITH: I second the motion.
The motion was put by the President and was declared adopted as read,
with the addition of the verbatim copy of the letter.
DR.,LAMB: Mr. President, I move the adoption by this Association of the
following resolution. I would pass it to the secretary to read, but I have too
much respect for him to ask him to read m y handwriting when urittm oh a
window seat.
THE PRESIDENT: Read the resolution.
THE PRESIDENT: You have heard the *reading of the resolution and
motion to adopt. Is there a second?
The motion being duly seconded, was put by the President and declared
to be unanimously carried.
THE PRESIDENT:, Any further resolutions to be offered by any one?
This completes the report of the Committee on Resolutions.
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, I hardly know whether to introduce this
resolution after what has been said on scabie in cattle or not. But if it 5s
desired I will read it.
THE PRESIDENT: Read the resolution.
,
Dr. Norton then read the following resolution:
“Whereps, there is danger of cattle scabies infection being carried into
Rof’hts in States and Territories not now infected by interstate shipments of
infected breeding and dairy cattle, and to avoid the necessity of placing quarantines against the movement of suoh cattle:
THEREFDRE BE IT RBBOLVED, That it is the sense of this Association
. that the Sanitary Authorities of 8tates and Territories in which cattle scabies
infection exists should endeavor to protect- the interests of other States and
Territories- by enforcing regulations which will tend to prevent the shipment
I
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of ca$tle from such States and Territories for breeding and dairy purposes
that are liable to carry scabie infection.”
My reason for giving this is that I have talked with several authorities
in these particular states and they think that such a resolution as that would
give them encouragement in erforcing regulations, especially upon the breeders of - thoroughbred bulls.
THE PRESIDENT: Do you move the adoption of that?
MR. JOHVON: I will move the adoption of it, Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT: You have heard the resolution read and mdtion to
adopt. Is them a second?
The motion was duly seconded.
THE PRESIDENT: It is not open for discuseion.
l@t. JOHNSON: I do not think Mr. President, there can be any objection
whatever tothat resolution. There are not so very many cattle going from here
west, breeding cattle. There are a few; Kansas sends a great many, and I believe Nebraska does, and I do not think either one of them has objection to
requiring their people who are sending their cattle down into the southwest
or into the west to have them inspected 4nd secure a bill of health. It seems ’
to me that will prevent the western stat2s and txr:tories from putting 8. quar- .
antine against us.
DR. NORGAARD: Mr. Chairman, with reference to this subject, it has
been held, for intsance, by Dr. Knowles of Montana that the buffalo carries
the mange. But there are many of the owners oflarge ranches that are agreeing -that they get the mange in with imported bulls. But if we look at the
mat,tgr right we will see that heretofore the big concerns who began early
to import bulls for the improvement of their herds, they are the ones which
afterwards formed the hotbed of mange. For that reason I think that Dr.
Norton’s resolution is a good one.
MR. McCRILLIS: As far as it goes, it is all right, Mr. Chairman.
DR. NORTON: I will say for Arizona, and I think there is no question
but that the Sanitary-Board of Arizona will accept a certificate with cattle
from these infected states, provided it is signed by the state or government
veterinarian familiar with the conditions in that particuIar state.
THE PRESIDENT: Those in favor of the adoption of the resolution will
say aye.
There being no negative votes cast the resolution was declared to be
unanimously adopted.
THE PRESIDENT: Are there any more resolutions? If not, we will proceed to the next order of business, which is the election of ofaceis for the corning year.
MR. ANDERSON: Mr. President, may I be indulged a moment? There is
a question that has been suggested in reference to what, known as the 28
-hour humane law, and that it is a matter that might come before the Sanitary Board for at least an expression of opinion. I will mention Rev. Jenkin
Loyd Jones of Chicago and Dr. H. W.Thomas-excuse me for bringing that
class of men here-but they have expressed for the last several years, at
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least two or three, a desire to know more on the subject of humane handling
of live stock. Their attention has been called to public spirited men, and
men whom everybody knows are interested in questions humane, and' in
. something about the -conditions surpunding. that class of transportation.
The question comes up in the most pointed form, and one of the most pointed forms is in its relative form and in changing freights, time consideratione;
'
the kind of crews that are carried; ,they are all taken into consideration,
and at the end of time and .cycle of statistics, evolution, it is all regarded as
part of the cost of transportation of live stock, especially cattle. And I would
ask, if this body would allow the thought, so far as formulated, to confer
with some of these gentlemen on this subject matter at some future time,
ab your next meeting, or to provide for a committee, to confer with them,
and answer such questions as they may formulate concerning classiiicatiou
of dry cattle and the green cattle, or the calf.
Now. we have from the Pan Handle, Texas, this fall probably, consignments
of ten thousand calves, suckling calves that go into the feeding list, dr maybe
show cattle, that go to expositions; three or four thousand by one flrm were
zxported to Ohjo last year. Everybody that knows anything about a corral
and range knows that suckling calves will drool'around the pens for at least
two or three days without eating, and enter cars for transit they are taken
off the grass and water-they will drool around stock yards for six hours
without eating anything.
Now, as a humane proposition-there is not a better way to wean a calf
than in a car; they can be got away-they can be carried twelve hours without
water, to such convenient places for watering as the owner might suggest.
I just simply mention this as the subject matter that sooner or later the
Sanitary Boards have got to deal with. And now these people are in line
to get' what information they can from this source and it is the only source
where it czn be referred., I would like to have an expression of opinion from
somebody that knows about it. It has been asked of me to ask if such a
conference could be brought about.
THE PRESIDENT: The matter is before the house; what action will
You take on this matter, gentlemen? You have heard the statement by Mr.
Anderson-I would like to have an expression from the body, as to whether
it would be proper to appoint a committee to confer with these gentlemen:
MR. SMITH: I am somewhat under the impression that the matter is a
new one to all of us, I presume that we have not any of us given it any considerable thought, although when our attention is called to it we are 511
familiar with the fact that such a regulation exists, that such a statute is
on tho books. In fact I ran up against it last week myself. That law provides that cattle shall not be kept in the cars in transit without feed and
water, without being unloaded for resting purposes, longer than 28 hours at
a stretch. And by reason of that fact agents at certain points up in our state
unload southern cattle in the shipping pens for feed and watering purposes,
claiming that they were justified-that they had to comply with the lawthat the cattie had been on board 28 hours, and had to be unloaded, as they had
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. no othk place to handle them they unload& them in. those pens. ’ Of courw
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-the oattle were placarded southern .cattle, and. the cattle had ticks on them.
And there was nothing else iq the world f6r the Sanitary authorities of Illi- ,.
aoia to ,do. but ‘toquarantine those pens until agents cleansed and disinfected
those gems.
; The live stock agent of the road suggested me idea, intsead\of unloading ,
those-cattlethe agent should have put some hay in the car .and sent,them along .
Well, that is a question now that is up to us. It is a violation of the law to
keep them on board longer than 28 hours; it is a violation of the law to unload
themi in pem, the only places they have in the world to unload them. So,
what are. you going to do Bbout it? It is damned if you do and damned if .
you don’t.
THE PRESIDENT: It occurs to me that some action might be taken to
appoint a committee to submit a report on this matterat the next meeting, . .
inasmuch a s it is a new matter too, and it is’just at the closing of the day.
MR. MORRIS: Mr. President, woulden’t it come more under the supervision
of the Live Stock Association than the Secretary Board?
THE PRESIDENT: That is for you to determine. W e might,/appoint a
committee to confer or be ready to act with any other organization on earth,
on anything that touches the interests of this organization, and if you desire
to appoint a committee to report at the next meeting, we would be glad to
have an expression from you. Or, if you do not desire to appoint a committee,
we would be glad to have the matter discussed.
DR. MAYO: In order to bring this before the Association, I move that
a committee of three be appointed by the President to consider this question
of handling and unloading of cattle.
The motion of Dr. Mayo was duly seconded, and upon being put by the
President was unanimous,ly carried.
THE PRESIDENT: I will appoint on that comfnittee Dr. Mayo of Kansas,
Dr. Tiffany of Illinois and.Mr. Austin of New Mexico; and Mr. Anderson of
,
the ’Santa Fe as an advisory member.
The next order of business will be the election of ofEcers. First in the
election will be the presiding ofEcer for the ensuing year. Nominations are in
order for President for the ensuing year.
DR. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman, I will place in nomination Dr. Nortop of
Arizona.
THE PRESIDENT:’ Dr.’Norton of Arizona is placed in nomination, Any
other nominations? ‘ If not we will declare the nominations closed and proceed
t:, the election of Dr. Norton by acclamation.
Hearing no other nominations, ,the nominations are closed. Those in
favor of Dr. Norton acting as president for the ensuing year will say aye;
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opposed nn:
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There being no nays cast, Dr. Norton was declared unanimously elected for
t h e ensuing year

Koiiiinations for vice-president are in order. W h o will you have, gentle
men? There is a whole lot of good material in the house.
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ii4.R. SMITH: Mr. Chairman, in order to kind of pass the hono& around,'
I would respectfully place in nomination Mr.Moore of Texas for Vice President
- . THE PRESIDENT:- Afr. W.J. Moore of Texas is nominated as Vice-Presi-

dent for the ensuing year;, Are there any other nominations? Hearing none,
without taking a formal ballot, 'we will vote by acclamation. Those in favor
- will signify it by saying ay0.
Mr. Moor.? was declared unan~mously elected. Vice-President for the enduing year.
. Nominations for Secretafy-Treasurer are now in order.
bR. NORTON: Mr. President, as the success of any Association, as a rule,
-.largely depends'upon .the secretary of that association, or at least the program for the meetings, and its reports, etc., do, and as the present secretary
ha8 certainly been a grand- success and is familiar with the various represontatives, and conditions. in the various states I certainly think we will want
to retain him as secretary. I therefore nominate Mr. W. P. Smith of MontiCdlo, Illhois.
DR. LUCKY: Second the motion.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. W. P. Smith is nominated. I do not think we'
waht to wait for any other nominations, but we will through-courtesy.
. MR. SMITH: Mr. L h d m a n THE PRESIDENT: I do not think Mr. Smith has any right to make any
remarks, until after the election.
DR.. NORTON: Mr. Smith, you are out of order.
'l'h? question was called for, and the nomination of Mr. Smith was stated
' by the President, and he was unanimously elected Secretary-Treasurer for
.'the enauing year. '
Dr. Norton was called upon for a speech.
.
.* THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Norton, you are called upon to respond in a speech.
President Norton.
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, I certainly am wonderfully Burprised to
think of being elected President of this AssociaUon, because I hail from the
. extreme west of all-only oae Sanitary oflicer employed by aw -state or
t%torg, is farther from the center of +e United States than myselt and he
is not very much farther.
I have been able to attend but two of your sessiops. It is impossible to say
, whethcr I can, be present another year, but certain it is' that I will tw hard- t 3 be 3~ Land. I think the work of the association during the past seven Yeam
has been a grand success, and from the way this meeting has been attended,
and from the interest that has been manifest by all present, we certainly Can'
go home feeling that we have done some good for the y s e we represent.
I Only can-say that during the coming year I will do the best I can to Beme
the Association in any way possible, and hope that the meeting that will be
held a year.from now,-we know not where as yet-will be even more SUOCeSsful and better attended than this one. I thank YOU.
Vice-President elect Moore was then called upon for a speech.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Moore.
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Mr. Chairman, it is unexpected to me that I should have this
honot bestowed., I do not think that speechmaking would be very necessary.,
I thank you for the honor, and will try and assist, to do what I can in furthering the interests of the Association.
- The Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Smith, was called upon for a spsech.
MR. SMITH: Mr. President, as the late lamented and very much revered ;
President Lincoln was want to say on every occasion when he got the op’;,
portunity, “this reminds me of a little story”. My position of being repeatedly re-elected Secretary-Treasurer reminds me of a little story, and if it is ord,
let it go; if it is new, you will probably appreciate it.
A lfttle’boy was noted for his fondness for pancakes and all the members.
of the famlly knew this boy was the greatest lover of that particular dish, ,
and that of different articles of diet none were relished by him so well Bs pancakes. So the family wanted to perpetrate a little joke upon the boy one morn- ‘
ing, and they said among themselves,-as Johnny was out of doors,-that for ’
that day at &eastthey would give Johnny all of the pancakes he wanted.
So, they called him in and told him that his breakfast was ready. He took
his seat at the table, and the cakes were brought in nicely buttered and
covered with syrup. Cake after cake.-was devoured by Johnny and still they
came, something that was entirely unheard of in his previous history and
Johnny ate until he could eat no more. Still the supply kept coming, and finally Johnny got up walked off a little ways, but glancing back, and there were
more cakes there. His-father said, “Well, Johnny, don’t be in a hurry to go,
have some more cakes. With a look of disgust-on his face Johnny said, “No;
. 1 don’t want no more; I don’t want what I is got.”
You have got my condition exactly. I don’t want what I is got, but as you
have forced it upon me, I cannot take it other than as a compliment. I think
you ,must be pleased with my poor efforts, and I cannot reward your confidence in any other way than by accepting the job and doing my best. I
certainly thank you for this mark of confidence and shall try, as in the past,
to do rfiy duty. (Applause).
THE PRESIDENT: Just one more order of business now before we turn
over to the next administration, which we- hope will be very successful,
and to which we all pledge our best efforts. That is the selection of the
next place of meeting. Where will we meet in 1904?
DR. LUCKY: Mr. Chairman.
L>
.
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Lucky of Missouri.
DR. LUCKY: I want to invite the Association to meet in St. Louis next
year, and urge the selection of that place for several reasons. We .find it
necessary to try and hold the Association meetings at points where we can
secure the attendance of those who are probably most directly interested
in the diseases that are prevalent. I was in favor of Denver last year on account of the prevalence of Scabby sheep and cattle. We have got the western
people together and interested in matters of sanitary work, and we notice
that there are not present here today representatives of any of the states
further east than Illinois. The representatives of the State of Illinois have
e ,
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always been faithful to .attend. That state has probably- had representatives ’
in every Association meeting since this Association ,was organized. Abd I
believe that especially on next year the Association meeting ouFht to hheld where we can count on an attendance from very state apd territory
in1 the Union, and by having that attendance we can reach a consummation
, ’ that we certainly wish; that is, getting together and working together, allof the Sanitary Boards and veterinarians of the Sanitary Boards in controlling
the contagious diseases of the United States; and I know of no place where
we could be more apt to-get a full attendance than we would in St. Louis.
We have over in St. Louis a very convenient place to meet. and on8 which
I have no doubt can be secured for this Association without any expense,;
the Board of Education rooms I was tendered the use of at our State Vet-,
erinarian Association meeting, and I have no doubt but what we can get that ’
. room, and it is a very convenient room and will accomodate as large a meeting as we have had here- it will accommodate all those who are to attend.
I urge the holding of the meeting there, because it can be held there at this
time next year when the greatest live stock show that the earth has ever
witnessed will be in progress, and we can have, besides the members of the
Sanitary Boards in attendance, those who raise and exhibit cattle and horses
and other live stock. We even feel that if we had representatives of the Live
Stock Association in our meeting they would better undertsand what we are
guided by in making quarantine regulations, and what motives we have in
view, and that is adother reason I should give for asking the Association to
meet at St. Louis. It is possible that at some time or other each-of us will
want to attend the World’s Fair, and all of the others who should be here
today, as well, and by arranging for meeting in St. Louis, and setting the day
as early as possible far the meeting, those who are interested in this Association can arrange to attend the World’s Fair at the same time, and do it with
profits to themselves and states they represent.
For those reasons, and others that I might mention, I want to invite the
Association next year to meet in St. Louis.
THE PRESIDENT: We have an invitation from St. Louis presented by Dr.
Lucky. Are there any others?
DR. MAYO: Mr. President.
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Mayo.
DR. HAYO: Although I did not come from that state, I would like to Second Dr. Lucky’s invitation. This Louisiana Purchase Exposition, which is cornmemor&ive of the Purchase of this great southwest that raises most of the
live stock that feeds the world, almost, it seems to me, the industry that W e
are all so closely associated with-we ought to try and make our annual meeting t h s e a t that great exposition and show to the people from all of the State8
that are interested, the endeavors that we are making to protect the live stock,
and to furnish healthy, vigorous animals for the markets of the world. I second
Dr: Lucky’s ipvitation.
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, Dr. Lucky arld I have n‘ot,consulted today,
and I am sure we did not agree to trade honors with regard to officers, O? re*
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110 garding the meeting place, or anything of that kind; but I wish heartily to
-endorse that invitation for another reason. If the meeting can be held a few
days earlier than this year-and I think the time of meeting is left to the Executive Committeeit will be possible to secure the attendance of almosteve- state veterinarian, and many other veterinarians at least, who will -b2
interested in our work, because the American Veterinarian Association which
met this last year at Ottawa, will quite likely meet next year in St. Louis. If
Dr. Lucky is successful, and I hope he will be, in getting this-meeting to be
held in 8t. Louis, and we can hold the meeting, say from about the 9 th to the
12th of September, many of us who come from a long distance can attend
both meetings, and then attend the great live stock show and meet many 01
the stockmen and Others who are not here today that will be attending the
exposition. They will come early enough to attend the meeting of the American Veterinary Medical Association, which is the largest and most important
organization of veterinarians in the world. And in this way we certainly
will have a good attendance. Dr. Lucky will certainly have my support in
having the meeting held at St. Louis.
THfl PRESIDENT: Are there any other invitations?
MR. MORRIS: Mr. President, I have an invitation from Oklahoma, the
home of the tick, and adjoining the home of the tick anyway, where we can
get right down into Kansas. We are the newest and brightest territory in
the Union, and W e may be a state there at any time. But it does not matter,
we will give you a good time, and a good attendance. It is as easily reached
, now as any other portion of the United States, and I have an invitation from
the Commercial Club of Guthrie, which I wish to read, at the meeting:
“Guthrie, Oklahoma, Spetember 5, 1903.
Honorable W.E. Bolton, President, Inter-State Association of Live Stock Sanitary Boards, Woodward, Oklahoma.
Detu Sir:-The Board of Directors of the Guthrie Commercial Club extend to
you and your organization a hearty invitation to have your meeting to be held
at Guthrie, Oklahoma, in 1904.
W e trust your Association can see its way clear to give Guthrie the privilege of having your organization meet here in’ convention at that time. The
citfeeh in general, as well as this organization, will with pleasure use everyeffort to make it comfortable and pleasant for you. We have all the conveniences for the holding of conventions, and do not hesitate to say that we
are In a position-to take good care of you.
Trusting that we may be favorably considered, yours truly,
(Signed) C. M. Barnes, President.
THE PRESIDENT: The invitation from Guthrie is before you. Are there
any othem wishing to give a n invitation?
-Now,if the members will indulge me just a moment. This invitation to
Guthrie-was fixed up before we come over here, but I recognize, with Dr.Norton
Dr. Lucky, Dr. Mayo and others, the advisability of meeting at St. Louis;
and I also recognih the utter inability-to my mind it appears so now- of
securing the acceptance of our invitation to Guthrie next year. I wish there
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was some way in which we could pledge the support of all of you for year
rrfter next for Guthqie,-so we can go to St. Louis. .If we can get even the
mom1 support-if you even think you would like to go to Quthrie year after
a&, we will withdraw our invitation.
. DR. TIFFANY: I will move that we make the recommendation in that way,
whether we carry it out in full or not.
MR. MOORE: Mr: President, 1-will speak for ,Texas, that you can have
our support year after next. We want to go to St. Louis.
- DR. LAMB: I think I am perfectly safe in pledging you our support for
Guthrie in 1905.
MR. SMITH: I want to say for Illinois that I believe the members here
represented, have got about a two year’s hold on their job, and that Illinois
is in favor of Guthrie for 1905.
MR. THIEMANN: Mr. Chairman, since the Secretary is somewhat burdened with the work that has been piled on him, I think I am in favor of st.
Louis next year, although we would all like to go to Oklahoma. But I am
in favor of going to St. Louis next year to begin with, because I am reasonably sure if Guthrie was named at this meeting that the secretary would be
requested from all over the Union by people who take an interest in this’&
‘sociation, and who wish to see the World’s Fair at St. Louis-“Let us not
go to Guthrie but please try and change it to St. Louis.” In order to SptU’tB him
that extrs work I am in favor bf St. Louis and Guthrie next.
THE PRESIDENT: Gentlemen, with your kind assurance, I hope Mr. Mor
ris -will withdraw the invitation.
MR. MORRIS: I certainly will, gentlemen, with kind appreciati,on for all
your kind words, 1-move you, Mr. President that we accept St. Louie’ invitation by a unanimous vote.
THE PRESIDENT: At a time to be fixed hereafter by the President and
Secretary. Those in favor signify their consent by saying aye.
The invitation extended by St. Louis to hold the meeting of the Association in that city in 1904 was unanimously accepted.
DR. NORTON: Mr. Chairman, in order to save. the Secretary some mor3
writing next year, 1 Hould like to know if there is any objection to meeting
from one to two weeks earlier than this year. If there is no objection nothing
need be said about it.
MR. MOORE: I can speak for Texas. It would suit our B h r d very much
better if it would be a couple of weeks earlier:
THE PRESIDENT: I think that would be desirous so far as I have heard.
I think this year that it was a little bit earlier than we wanted to meet,
although we had intended to fix the date in October this year.
DR. KOTO: Mr. Chairman, I belieye if you hold this meeting too early
it may interefere with the attendance at some of the state fairs; at least if
YOU meet in the first week in September. Now, that is the usual date of the
Minnesota State Fair, and Iowa State Fair. The Iowa state fair is usually
the last week in August and the Minnesota State Fair following, and some
other large fairs of considerable importance. If we meet too early I think -
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-it would have’a tendency to keep back a few. I know, ,in my case, I will be

k b l e to attend because of my desire to attend our state fair.
. ‘THEPRESIDENT: I think the Secrhtary and the President will take that
into consideration,.will look up the dates and announce it early enough so
t4at every one may be fully advised in advance.
- Now, gentlemen, this concludes our labors for this session and for this
year, this annual session of the Inter-State Association of Live Stock Sanitary
Board, and as retiring Pr&ident, I wish to thank you one and all for the .
courtesy that you have extended to me, and to assure you of my appreciation
of the,help you have given me and the honor you have bestowed upon me,
and I pled‘ge to you my very best efforts in the future in any thing which 1can do to assist.
I once heard a story about a haunted house in which every one was afraid
to go to make repairs on the house, till finally a carpenter, having some bit
of nerve, concluded to take a job, and stay out there all night. It was two
miles from town and he took his kit of tools out and his pallet to stay all
night. But about the hour of midnight he heard a rattling and groaning and
fussing amund such as are usuelly credited to spooks. He didn’t stop to
get his dinner basket or anything else or his hat, but he lit out for town
two miles away, and he ran as hard as he could. When he got a mile he looked around over his shoulder, and there was the ghost, and the ghost said to
him, “It was pretty tight race wasn’t it?” and he said, “Yes, but it will be a
damned sight tighter between here and town.” And, in my connection with
this Association, having been eledted President at its organization, and having
reached the seventh mile-stone, I am ready to say, that it will be “a damned
sight tighter” at least until the fourteenth mile-stone is reached and passed.
I am with you now and forever. (Applause.)
MR. MOORE: Mr. President, I would like to introduce a resolution thanking the citizens of Denver, the Brown Palace Hotel here, for their kindly
feeling, and the Chamber of Commerce.
THE PRESIPENT: And Wolf Leninger. The Secretary is instructed to
prepare a suitable resolution thanking the City.of Denver for its entertainment,
the Hotel for its courtesies, the Chamber of Commerce, and Mr. Wolf Leninger-I
believe he is to be included in that-and the railroads-and the
Colorado & Southern for the trip tomorrow. If there is no objection that
resolution will be written-by the Secretary and incorporated in the minutes
Hearing none it is so ordered.
MR. McCRILLIS: Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, I have listened to our
worthy President’s, or ex-President’s remarks and his ghost story, and 1
would like to tell a little story. If you think it is applicable you can apply
it; if you do not that is all right.
A few days ago a newspaper correspondent-I believe he is called here, in
Washington he is called an Associated Press correspondent-came out into
this country-there
were Psveral of them, and they stopped a t a town about
100, miles east of here fo!- R cow-boy’s supper and dance, and the Honorable
John W. Springer, who addressed you today, addressed them, and as an in-
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troductory to his remarks, he told how glad he wag to be with them, and
made the‘usual remarks of that kind. Before he got well started they all
burst out “It sounds like a lie to me, it sounds like a lie to p e ; it may be so,
but I don’t know, for it sounds like a lie to me.”
THE PRESIDENT: Now, I believe the initiating or the installing of the
new officers is in order. President Norton,- will YOU take the chair and dismiss t h i s assembly?
Here Preeident Norton takes the chair.
The retiring President then said:
Gentlemen, I have pleasure in introducing to you your new presiding omcer,
Dr. J. C. Norton of Arizona (applause).
PRESIDENT N6RTON: Gentlemen, you called on me for a speech a few
moments ago, and I could say but a very few words. I can only say at the
present time that I feel very loose -in this position (laughter). I think you
can all understand why, who are acquainted with Mr. Bolton. (Laughter).
A VOICE: - D o you have reference to the size of t h e chair?
ANOTHER VOICE: Or the clothes?
PRESIDENT NORTON: I can only say to you that I hope I may have your
co-operation, as you have given it to your ofacers in the past, and that I will
see that the position of President is filled as best I can.
If there is no further business-a motion to adjourn is in order.
MR. BOLTON: I move you, Mr. President that we do now adjourn without
day.
The motion to adjourn being duly seconded, and gut by the President, the
convention was declared adjourned sine die, to meet at St. Louis during the
year 1904.
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